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Abstract
To achieve reactor-relevant conditions in a tokamak plasma, auxiliary heating
systems are required and can be realized by waves injected in the plasma that
heat ions or electrons under certain conditions. Electron cyclotron resonant heat-
ing (ECRH) is a very flexible and robust technique featuring localized power de-
position and current drive (CD) capabilities. Its fundamental principles such as
damping on the cyclotron resonance are well understood and the application of
ECRH is a proven and established tool; electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) is
regularly used to develop advanced scenarios and control magnetohydrodynam-
ics (MHD) instabilities in the plasma by tailoring the current profile.
There remain important open questions, such as the phase space dynamics, the
observed radial broadening of the suprathermal electron distribution function
(e.d.f.) and discrepancies in predicted and experimental CD efficiency. These
are addressed in this thesis. One of its main goals is indeed to improve the un-
derstanding of wave-particle interaction in plasmas and current drive mecha-
nisms. This was accomplished by combined experimental and numerical stud-
ies, strongly based on the conjunction of hard X-ray (HXR) bremsstrahlung mea-
surements and Fokker-Planck modeling, characterizing the suprathermal elec-
tron population.
The hard X-ray tomographic spectrometer (HXRS) diagnostic [1] was purposely
developed to perform these studies, in particular by investigating spatial HXR
emission asymmetries in the co- and counter-current directions and within the
poloidal plane. The system uses cadmium-telluride (C dTe) detectors and digi-
tal acquisition to store the complete time history of incoming photon pulses. An
extensive study of digital pulse processing algorithms was performed [2] and its
consequent application allows the HXRS to handle high count rates in a noisy
tokamak environment. Numerous other numerical tools were developed in the
course of this thesis, among others to improve the time resolution by conditional
averaging and to obtain local information with the general tomographic inver-
sion (GTI) package.
The interfaces of the comparatively new LUKE code and well-established CQL3D
Fokker-Planck code to the Tokamak à Configuration Variable (TCV) data were re-
furbished and a detailed benchmarking of these two codes was performed for the
first time. Indeed, the theory-predicted toroidal and poloidal emission asymme-
tries could be consistently verified by experiment and modeling in many cases,
including scans of a variety of plasma and wave parameters. The effects of supra-
thermal electron diffusion and radio frequency (RF) wave scattering, both result-
ing in a radial broadening of the HXR emission, were separated by a poloidal de-
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position location angle scan. Furthermore, previous results [3] on anomalous
diffusion and CD efficiency were reproduced with increased confidence arising
from enhanced diagnostic specifications. The plasma response to electron cy-
clotron (EC) absorption and the role of quasi-linear effects were investigated us-
ing the coherent averaging capabilities of the HXRS.
Several MHD instabilities can occur in the plasma center and better understand-
ing of these modes and events is indispensable for their mitigation in order to
prevent their negative effects on confinement and stability. Sawtooth crashes are
such a major instability and localized at the q = 1 surface. They can be described
as the evolution of an internal m = 1 kink mode leading to magnetic reconnection
and consequently enhanced transport; additionally, the crashes can trigger sec-
ondary deleterious instabilities. The electron acceleration in the magnetic recon-
nection process was studied as well as the impact on the suprathermal tail. While
acceleration was not specifically observed, the efficient ejection of suprathermal
electrons due to sawtooth crashes could be quantified. In low density discharges
this rapid transport leads to bursts of energetic HXR thick-target bremsstrahlung
from the limiter.
A m/n = 1/1 internal kink mode coupled to a m/n = 2/1 component and closely
related to sawtooth crashes is regularly observed in the presence of ECRH/CD
close to the q = 1 surface. It occurs in bursts, alternating with phases of one or
more sawtooth crashes. The dynamics of this bursty mode, which generally af-
fects confinement, turn out to be connected to suprathermal electrons that are
efficiently reheated after the preceding sawtooth crash and then dragged by the
mode.
Another mode investigated in this thesis is the electron fishbone instability, an-
other m/n = 1/1 internal kink mode excited by resonant interaction with the drift
reversal of precessing fast electrons, according to current understanding. There is
as yet no complete picture of this instability. Significant differences in the obser-
vations on various tokamaks show the importance of a more systematic experi-
mental study to advance the qualitative understanding and quantitative descrip-
tion of the instability. In particular, the presumed roles of barely trapped, barely
passing and other specific regions of the e.d.f. in phase space were expected to
be clarified by experiments on TCV using the HXRS as the main diagnostic. How-
ever, it proved more difficult than expected to destabilize this mode, and only
preliminary, though promising results were obtained in the available time.
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Kurzfassung
Zusatzheizungssysteme sind für das Erreichen von reaktorrelevanten Bedingun-
gen in Tokamakplasmen unabdingbar und können durch ins Plasma eingespeis-
te Wellen realisiert werden, die die Ionen oder Elektronen unter gewissen Bedin-
gungen heizen. Elektronzyklotronresonanzheizung (ECRH) ist eine sehr flexible
und robuste Technik die lokalisierten Leistungseintrag und Stromtrieb ermög-
licht. Das Verständnis ihrer zugrunde liegenden Gesetzmäßigkeiten, wie Dämp-
fung an der Zyklotronresonanz, ist gegeben, und auch die Anwendung von ECRH
ist wohl erprobt und etabliert. Stromtrieb (CD) mit ECRH (ECCD) wird routine-
mäßig per Stromprofiladjustierung zur Entwicklung fortgeschrittener Szenarien
und zur Kontrolle von magnetohydrodynamischen (MHD) Instabilitäten im Plas-
ma verwendet.
Etliche wichtige Fragestellungen, wie die Dynamik im Phasenraum, die beobach-
tete radiale Verbreiterung der suprathermischen Elektronendichteverteilung und
Abweichungen zwischen vorhergesagter und experimenteller Stromtriebeffizi-
enz blieben bisher unbeantwortet und werden in dieser Dissertation abgehan-
delt. Ein besseres Verständnis der Wellen-Teilchen Wechselwirkung in Plasmen
und der Stromtriebmechanismen stellen in der Tat eine der Hauptzielsetzun-
gen dieser Arbeit dar und konnten durch kombinierte experimentelle und nu-
merische Studien, basierend auf Messungen harter Bremsstrahlung und Fokker-
Planck Simulationen, die gemeinsam die suprathermische Elektronenpopulation
charakterisieren, erreicht werden.
Ein tomographisches Spektrometer für harte Röntgenstrahlung (HXRS) [1] wur-
de speziell für diese Studien entwickelt; im Besonderen zur Untersuchung von
räumlichen Abstrahlungsasymmetrien im harten Röntgenbereich, sowohl in tor-
oidaler Richtung (mit dem und entgegengesetzt zum Plasmastrom) als auch in
der poloidalen Ebene. Das Messgerät verbaut Cadmiumtellurid (C dTe)-Detek-
toren und zeichnet den gesamten Zeitverlauf der eintreffenden Photonen digi-
tal auf. Eine umfassende Studie zu digitalen Impulsverarbeitungsalgorithmen [2]
wurde durchgeführt um durch die konsequente Anwendung derselben dem Spek-
trometer die Verarbeitung hoher Zählraten auch im hohen Störsignalniveau ei-
nes Tokamakexperiments zu ermöglichen. Im Verlauf der Arbeit wurden zahlrei-
che weitere numerische Anwendungen entwickelt, unter anderem zur Verbesser-
ung der Zeitauflösung durch bedingte Mittelung sowie Ortsinformation durch
das GTI-Programmpaket für Tomographie.
Die Schnittstellen des vergleichsweise neuen LUKE Codes und des etablierten
CQL3D Fokker-Planck Codes wurden erneuert und erstmalig wurde ein detail-
lierter Vergleich der beiden Codes durchgeführt. Die theoretisch vorhergesagten
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toroidalen und poloidalen Abstrahlungsasymmetrien konnten in vielen Fällen
konsistent durch Experiment und Simulationen verifiziert werden, wobei eine
Vielzahl von Plasma- und Wellenparametern abgedeckt wurde. Die Effekte der
Diffusion suprathermischer Elektronen und der Radiofreqeuenzwellenstreuung,
welche beide in einer radialen Verbreiterung der harten Röntgenstrahlungspro-
file resultieren, konnten durch die Abtastung des poloidalen Leistungseintrags-
positionswinkels getrennt werden. Weiters wurden vorhergehende Resultate [3]
zu anomaler Diffusion und Stromtriebeffizienz mit den verbesserten Messsyste-
men reproduziert und dadurch besser abgesichert. Die Rückmeldung des Plas-
mas auf Elektronzyklotronabsorption und die Rolle von quasilinearen Effekten
wurde mithilfe von kohärenter Mittelung der HXRS-Daten untersucht.
Im Zentrum des Plasmas können diverse MHD-Instabilitäten auftreten, wobei
ein besseres Verständnis dieser Moden und Ereignisse für deren Unterdrückung
unabdingbar ist um die damit einhergehenden negativen Effekte auf Einschluss
und Stabilität zu verhindern. Eine der wichtigsten Instabilitäten ist die Sawtooth-
oszillation. Sie befinden sich auf der q = 1 Flussfläche und kann als die Entwick-
lung einer zu magnetischer Rekonnexion und folglich erhöhtem Transport führ-
enden internen m = 1 Kinkmode beschrieben werden. Zusätzlich können diese
Ereignisse weitere abträgliche Instabilitäten auslösen. Die Elektronenbeschleu-
nigung im magnetischen Rekonnexionsprozess wurde genauso untersucht wie
die Auswirkungen auf die vorher vorhandenen schnellen Elektronen. Während
Beschleunigung nicht spezifisch beobachtet wurde, konnte der effektive Ausstoß
der suprathermischen Elektronen aufgrund der Sawtoothcrashs quantifiziert wer-
den. In Plasmaentladungen niedriger Dichte führt der schnelle Transport zu ei-
ner stoßhaften Ausstrahlung hochenergetischer Röntgenstrahlung vom Limiter.
In Gegenwart von ECRH/CD nahe der q = 1 Fläche wird eine interne Kinkmode
(m/n = 1/1), die zu einer m/n = 2/1 Komponente koppelt und in engem Verhältnis zu
Sawtoothcrashs steht, regelmäßig beobachtet. Sie hat allgemeine Auswirkungen
auf den Einschluß und tritt in Stößen, abwechselnd mit Sawtoothcrashphasen,
auf. Es stellt sich heraus, dass die Entwicklung dieser stoßhaften Mode mit supra-
thermischen Elektronen verbunden ist, welche nach dem vorhergehenden Saw-
toothcrash effizient wiedererhitzt und sodann von der Mode mitgerissen werden.
Eine ebenfalls in dieser Dissertation untersuchte Mode ist die Elektronenfish-
boneinstabilität, eine weitere interne m/n = 1/1 Kinkmode, die laut derzeitigem
Verständnis durch die resonante Wechselwirkung mit schnellen Elektronen in
umgekehrter Präzessionsdrift angeregt wird. Bisher gibt es allerdings kein umfas-
sendes Bild dieser Instabilität. Bedeutende Unterschiede in den Beobachtungen
an verschiedenen Tokamakexperimenten zeigen die Wichtigkeit einer systema-
tischeren Experimentalstudie auf, um das qualitative Verständnis voranzubrin-
gen und die Instabilität quantitativ zu beschreiben. Im Speziellen wurde erwar-
tet, dass durch Experimente in TCV unter Einsatz des HXRS als Hauptmesssys-
tem Klarheit über die mutmaßlichen Rollen der kaum gefangenen, gerade noch
passierenden und weiteren spezifischen Regionen der Elektronendichteverteil-
ung erlangt wird. Da sich die Destabilisierung der Mode allerdings als weitaus
schwieriger herausstellte, konnten in der zur Verfügung stehenden Zeit nur vor-
läufige, wenngleich auch vielversprechende Resultate erzielt werden.
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Résumé
Pour atteindre les conditions suffisantes pour faire fonctionner un réacteur de
type tokamak, des systèmes de chauffage auxiliaire sont nécessaires. Une so-
lution consiste à injection des ondes ondes radio-fréquence (RF) qui chauffent
alors les ion ou les électrons. Le chauffage des électrons à la résonance cyclotro-
nique (ECRH) est une technique très flexible et robuste qui permet de déposer
de la puissance et de générer des courants localisés. Ses principes fondamen-
taux tels que l’absorption à la résonance cyclotronique sont bien compris, et
le système ECRH est un outil éprouvé et établi. La génération de courant (CD)
par ECRH (ECCD) est régulièrement utilisée pour ajuster le profil de courant
ce qui permet de développer des scénarios avancés et contrôler les instabilités
magnétohydrodynamiques (MHD) dans le plasma.
Des questions importantes, concernant la dynamique des électrons dans l’es-
pace des phases, y compris l’élargissement radial du dépôt de courant, ainsi que
les écarts entre les efficacités de génération de courant prédites et expériment-
ales, restent ouvertes. Celles-ci sont adressées dans cette thèse. L’amélioration de
la compréhension de l’interaction entre les ondes et les particules dans les plas-
mas, et les mécanismes de génération de courant, sont en effet parmi les objectifs
principaux de ce travail. Ce problème a été adressé par des études expérimentales
et numériques, fortement basées sur la comparaison entre les mesures de rayons
X durs et les modélisations Fokker-Planck correspondantes, caractérisant la po-
pulation des électrons suprathermiques.
Le spectromètre tomographique de rayons X durs (HXRS) [1] a été développé dé-
libérément pour ces études, en particulier en analysant les asymétries spatiales
de l’émission des X durs dans la direction toroïdale (avec et contre le courant de
plasma) ainsi que dans le plan poloïdal. Le dispositif utilise des détecteurs en
tellurure de cadmium (C dTe) et une acquisition digitale pour stocker l’histoire
complète des pulses de photons entrants. Une étude étoffée des algorithmes de
traitement digital d’impulsions a été effectuée [2] afin de permettre au spectro-
mètre de traiter des taux de comptage élevés malgré le bruit inhérent aux expéri-
ences tokamak. Au cours de la thèse, de nombreux outils numériques ont été dé-
veloppés, entre autres pour améliorer la résolution temporelle par le moyennage
conditionnel, et pour obtenir de l’information locale avec le paquet d’inversion
tomographique générale (GTI).
Les interfaces des codes Fokker-Planck LUKE (récent) et CQL3D (plus ancien) avec
le Tokamak à Configuration Variable (TCV) ont été rénovées et une référenciation
de ces deux codes a été effectuée pour la première fois. Les asymétries d’émission
toroïdale et poloïdale, prédites par la théorie, ont pu être vérifiées de manière co-
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hérente par des expériences et modélisations dans beaucoup de cas, couvrant
une multitude de paramètres de plasma et d’onde. Les effets de diffusion des
électrons suprathermiques et la diffusion des RF, deux effets produisant un élar-
gissement radial de l’émission de rayons X durs, ont été séparés par un balayage
de l’angle poloïdal du lieu de dépôt. De plus, des anciens résultats [3] sur la diffu-
sion anormale et l’efficacité de génération de courant anormale ont été repro-
duites avec les dispositifs améliorés et, par conséquent, mieux assurées. La réac-
tion du plasma à l’absorption d’ondes à la résonance cyclotronique des électrons
et le rôle des effets quasi-linéaires ont été analysés en moyennant de manière co-
hérente des données de l’HXRS.
Au centre du plasma, plusieurs instabilités MHD peuvent apparaître, et une meill-
eure compréhension de ces modes et événements est indispensable afin de les
atténuer pour prévenir leurs impacts négatifs sur le confinement et la stabilité
du plasma. L’instabilité de dents de scie est une instabilité majeure localisée à
la surface q = 1. Elle peut être décrite comme l’évolution d’un mode kink m = 1
interne induisant de la reconnexion magnétique et augmentant le transport par
conséquent. Les chutes de dents de scie peuvent déclencher des instabilités se-
condaires nuisibles. L’accélération dans le processus de reconnexion magnétique
a été étudiée de même que l’impact sur les électrons rapides. Tandis qu’aucune
accélération n’était observée spécifiquement, l’éjection massive des électrons su-
prathermiques dû aux chutes de dents de scie a pu être quantifiée. Dans des dé-
charges à basse densité, ce transport rapide cause des rafales de rayons X durs de
freinage au niveau du limiteur.
Un mode kink interne m/n = 1/1, couplé à une composante m/n = 2/1 et étroite-
ment lié aux chutes de dents de scie, est régulièrement observé en présence de
ECRH/CD près de la surface q = 1. Il apparaît en rafales, alternant avec des phases
d’une ou plusieurs chutes de dents de scie. Le déroulement de ce mode en rafale,
qui dégrade généralement le confinement, se révèle être connecté aux électrons
suprathermiques qui sont efficacement réchauffés après la chute de dents de scie
précédente et ensuite entraînés dans le mode.
Un autre mode analysé dans cette thèse est l’instabilité fishbone électronique,
un autre mode kink interne m/n = 1/1 excité par l’interaction résonante autorisée
par le renversement de la dérive toroïdale des électron rapides. Jusqu’à présent
il n’y a pas de description complète de cette instabilité. Des différences signifi-
catives entre les observations dans des tokamaks divers montrent l’importance
d’une étude expérimentale plus systématique afin d’avancer la compréhension
qualitative et la description quantitative de l’instabilité. En particulier, les rôles
présumés des électrons faiblement piégés, faiblement passants et des autres ré-
gions spécifiques de la fonction de distribution des électrons dans l’espace de
phases doivent être clarifiés par des expériences au TCV utilisant l’HXRS comme
diagnostique principal. Cependant, il est plus difficile qu’anticipé de déstabiliser
le mode, et seul des résultats préliminaires, pourtant prometteurs, ont été obte-
nus sur ces modes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Nuclear fusion
Nuclear fusion, in general, is a nuclear reaction in which two or more atomic nu-
clei join to form a new, heavier atomic nucleus. Additionally, other particles may
be produced and energy may be consumed or released by the process. The most
important example of nuclear fusion can be found in the sun, where fusion reac-
tions release the energy that created and is required for life on earth. All existing
power plants that are not based on nuclear fission or tides use this energy more
(solar panels) or less (coal) directly to produce electricity.
Since all these renewable and conventional means of electricity production have
quite serious drawbacks, humankind is always optimizing these and searching
for new energy sources. One of these new energy sources could be realized by
using fusion reactions directly on earth. There is a list of reactions of light atomic
nuclei that are available on earth or can be produced continuously using reaction
products, like tritium from lithium using neutrons. An analysis of this list results
in the conclusion that the reaction of deuterium (2D) and tritium (3T )
2D+3 T→4 He(3.5MeV)+n0(14.1MeV) (1.1)
in a plasma confined at high temperature (thermonuclear fusion) is the most
promising candidate [4, 5]. This is simply because it reaches ignition more easily
under terrestrial conditions than all the other reactions, including those that take
place in the sun. Ignition designates the condition in which the plasma does not
require any external heating in order to sustain a constant fusion reaction rate
with significant energy output. For a commercial reactor, ignition is not strictly
necessary, it is sufficient that the reactor acts as an energy amplifier. The am-
plification factor (Q) is the fraction of the fusion power divided by the external
heating power. Q ≈ 30 is envisioned for a first demonstration reactor (DEMO).
The current record for the highest Q is about≈ 0.7 and has been achieved in 1997
in the Joint European Torus (JET) experiment [6]. ITER, a new tokamak experi-
ment currently under construction, is planned to reach Q = 10 in the 2020s.
A simple condition for ignition based on power balance has been derived by Law-
son [7]. The well-known Lawson criterion states that the product of density (n),
temperature (T ) and energy confinement time (τE), the so-called triple product,
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has to exceed a certain value:
nTτE ≥ 12kB T〈σv〉² . (1.2)
The terms in the denominator of the right hand side (r.h.s.) are the reaction rate
〈σv〉 and the energy of the α particles from fusion reactions ² = 3.5MeV. The
minimal triple product for ignition lies at T = 14keV with the numerical value
nTτE ≥ 2.8×1021 m−3keVs. (1.3)
This value [8] is corrected when additional effects and losses are included; a sim-
ilar criterion can also be written for finite Q [4].
In order to attain such conditions, two main approaches are pursued: In mag-
netic confinement fusion (MCF) a relatively tenuous plasma is confined for a
long time by magnetic fields, while in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) a dense
plasma is compressed by beams and therefore confined by inertia for a short
time. Both concepts have proven that they can reach a sufficient combination of
density and confinement time to approach to Q = 1. Nonetheless, many (plasma)
physics questions still remain open and those can also be addressed in experi-
ments with Q ¿ 1. Additionally, pure deuterium plasmas can be used instead of
D-T, in order to retain the physics while avoiding the complexities and hazards of
tritium handling.
With the plasmas approaching reactor conditions, more and more engineering
and material limits are reached. Therefore, the newest experiments do not only
explore the forefront of plasma physics, but also of remote handling, plant con-
trol, diagnostic systems, superconductors and material science in general.
In the following, the focus lies on plasma physics in MCF, the currently most
promising approach for a reactor based on nuclear fusion.
1.2 The plasma state
The cross section for the fusion reaction (1.1) is, due to the high Coulomb well
that has to be overcome, quite low. It can be shown easily that it is too low to
build a commercial reactor based on accelerators because the particles do not
collide often enough with the energy required [5]. In a hot plasma, however, 2D
and 3T have high kinetic energies too, but additionally, they collide much more
often before they leave the system. This allows, as stated in the Lawson criterion
(1.2), the attainment of break-even and ignition in a confined plasma.
We shall therefore recapitulate a few basic properties of plasmas that are impor-
tant in the course of this thesis.
The electron density (ne ) and the temperature of plasmas in MCF are around
ne ≈ 1020 m−3 and T ≈ 10keV and can be lower in smaller experiments. In any
case they lie well inside the region that defines “ideal” plasmas [9], shown in Fig.
1.1. They are fully ionized, except for the boundary and sparse heavy impurities.
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Figure 1.1: Ideal plasma range in the (n,T ) space with Debye length (λD ), plasma
frequency (νp ) and the region of plasmas in TCV and ITER.
The thermal energy dominates over the Coulomb and Fermi energies
ECoul . =
e2
4piε0
n
1/3 (1.4)
EF = ħ
2
2m
(
3pi2
)2/3
n
2/3. (1.5)
Relativistic effects are only important for high energy tails of the distribution
function; the corresponding energy is Er el ,e =me c2 = 511keV.
An important property is the quasi-neutrality
ne −Zi ni
ne
¿ 1, (1.6)
where Zi and ni are the ion charge and ion density, respectively. The value in
(1.6) is typically 10−6 [9]. The perturbing effects of a charge (violation of quasi
neutrality) are only felt to a distance of the order of the Debye length (λD )
λD =
√
²0kB(
ne /Te +∑i Z 2i ni /Ti )e2 . (1.7)
Usually, the ion contribution is neglected and the Debye length is approximated
by the electron Debye length:
λD ≈λD,e =
√
²0kB Te
ne e2
. (1.8)
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The Debye number (ND ) is defined as the number of particles in a Debye sphere
(a sphere with radius λD ).
ND = 4
3
pineλ
3
D (1.9)
For ideal plasmas this sphere is densely populated (ND À 1). The plasma pa-
rameter (Λ), the maximum impact parameter divided by the classical distance of
closest approach in Coulomb scattering, is closely related:
Λ= 4pineλ3D (1.10)
The Coulomb logarithm (lnΛ) is the logarithm of the plasma parameter.
Due to their lower mass and therefore higher mobility, electrons dominate the
dynamic shielding even more than the static shielding. The eigenfrequency of
the electrons is the plasma frequency (ωp )
ωp =
√
ne e2
me²0
, (1.11)
νp =
ωp
2pi
. (1.12)
Electromagnetic waves with lower frequencies cannot enter the plasma and are
reflected while higher frequency waves can propagate in the plasma. [9]
1.3 Magnetic confinement fusion
1.3.1 Single particle motion
A charged particle in a magnetic field gyrates around a magnetic field line. The
frequency of this gyration is called cyclotron frequency (ωc ) and depends on the
magnetic field (B) and the particle type:
ωce = eB
me
, (1.13)
ωci = Z eB
mi
, (1.14)
for electrons and ions, respectively. For a typical magnetic field, B = 1T, the nu-
merical values are νce = 28.0GHz and νcH+ = 15.25MHz.
The radius of the gyration, called cyclotron or Larmor radius (rL), depends also
on the particle’s velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field (v⊥):
rL = v⊥
ωc
= mv⊥∣∣q∣∣B . (1.15)
Since this radius is usually much smaller than the plasma region, the particle is
confined in the direction perpendicular to B. However, the motion along the field
line of an homogeneous magnetic field is unhindered (parallel velocity (v∥)).
The motion of the particle can therefore be described as the sum of the gyration
plus the motion of the guiding center, around which the particle gyrates. Due to
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external forces, fields or magnetic field inhomogenities the guiding center is sub-
ject to drifts, most importantly the E×B (due to an electric field (E)), gradient B ,
curvature and polarization drift [5]. Furthermore the particles undergo Coulomb
collisions at frequencies νkl , with k and/or l being electrons e or ions of type i .
Reasonable approximations yield [5]:
νei ≈
(
1
4pi
ni e4
ε20m
2
e
lnΛ
)
1
v3e
(1.16)
νee ≈
(
1
2pi
ne e4
ε20m
2
e
lnΛ
)
1
v3e +1.3v3Te
∝ νei (1.17)
νi i ≈
(
1
2pi
ni e4
ε20m
2
i
lnΛ
)
1
v3i +1.3v3Ti
∝
(
me
mi
)1/2 (Te
Ti
)3/2
νei (1.18)
νi e ≈
(
1
4pi
ne e4
ε20me mi
lnΛ
)
1
v3i +1.3v3Te
∝
(
me
mi
)
νei (1.19)
In magnetized fusion plasmas the drifts (τd) are slower than the gyro motion but
faster than the Coulomb collision rate, which in turn is faster than fusion reac-
tions, yielding the following ordering [5]
ωc Àωd À νCoul. À νfus. (1.20)
Magnetic mirror
If the magnetic field is constant or changes only slowly along the field line (as
compared to rL and ωc ), the magnetic moment (µ)
µ= mv
2
⊥
2B
(1.21)
is an adiabatic invariant. Due to conservation of the particle’s kinetic energy, par-
allel kinetic energy is transferred to perpendicular kinetic energy when the par-
ticle moves to a region of stronger magnetic field, in order to keep µ constant.
At a point where v∥ becomes zero, the particle cannot proceed any further and
is therefore reflected. Therefore, such a magnetic field configuration is called a
magnetic mirror. Still in the single particle picture, all particles whose fraction of
v∥ to perpendicular velocity (v⊥) fulfills the condition
v2∥
v2⊥
< Bmax
Bmin
−1 (1.22)
at B = Bmin are reflected before B = Bmax. All other particles can pass. In a con-
figuration with two magnetic mirrors (one on each side of the minimum B), the
particles fulfilling (1.22) are trapped. Introducing the pitch angle (θ) by
tanθ = ‖v⊥‖∥∥v∥∥∥ , θ ∈ [0,pi/2] , (1.23)
the trapped-passing boundary (θtp) can be expressed by
sin2θtp = Bmin
Bmax
, θtp ∈ [0,pi/2] ; (1.24)
particles with θ < θtp are passing, and particles with θ > θtp are trapped.
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1.3.2 Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
Since the charge and currents carried by the particles in the plasma affect the
electric and magnetic field, the single particle approach lacks self-consistency.
Due to the large number of particles in the electron and ion distribution func-
tions, we can and have to average over particles. This allows one to derive a
self-consistent two-fluid model and subsequently the single-fluid magnetohy-
drodynamics (MHD) model under certain assumptions [5, 10]. In this model, the
equations of conservation of mass (1.25), momentum (1.26) and energy (1.28),
the Ohm’s law (1.27) and Maxwell’s equations (1.29–1.31) relate the density (ρ),
velocity (v), current (J), pressure (p), E and B.
dρ
dt
+ρ∇·v= 0 (1.25)
ρ
dv
dt
= J×B−∇p (1.26)
E+v×B= η∥J (1.27)
d
dt
(
p
ργ
)
= 0 (1.28)
∇×E=−∂B
∂t
(1.29)
∇×B=µ0J (1.30)
∇·B= 0 (1.31)
In ideal MHD the resistivity (η∥) is neglected (η∥ = 0) while it is included in resis-
tive MHD (η∥ > 0).
MHD equilibrium model
A further simplification of the MHD model arises from the restriction to plasma
equilibria (∂/∂t = 0) without static flows (v = 0). The only remaining non-trivial
equations, being the same for ideal and resistive MHD, read
J×B=∇p, (1.32)
∇×B=µ0J, (1.33)
∇·B= 0. (1.34)
Applying a dot product with B and J, respectively, the momentum equation (1.32)
yields
B ·∇p = 0, (1.35)
J ·∇p = 0. (1.36)
Equation (1.35) means that the magnetic field lines lie in surfaces of constant
pressure. In a confined plasma these pressure contours coincide with flux con-
tours; the surfaces are called flux surfaces. Furthermore, due to (1.36), the current
lines lie on the flux surfaces too. [5]
The common approach is to assume that the plasma as is in a near-equilibrium
state: that is, that the equilibrium equations apply to lowest order, with higher-
order perturbations.
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Magnetic pressure
Combining the momentum equation (1.32) and Ampère’s law by eliminating J
yields the pressure balance perpendicular to the magnetic field
∇⊥
(
p+ B
2
2µ0
)
− B
2
µ0
κ= 0, (1.37)
with the perpendicular component of the gradient operator∇⊥ =∇−b (b ·∇), the
curvature vector κ= b ·∇b and the magnetic field direction b= B/B.
The term B 2/2µ0 is called magnetic pressure. The ratio of thermal to magnetic
pressure is the normalized pressure factor (β)
β=
〈
p
〉
B 20/2µ0
, (1.38)
where
〈
p
〉
is the volume-averaged thermal pressure. [5]
1.3.3 Magnetic confinement fusion concepts
One of the oldest concepts in MCF is the mirror machine, a linear device with
homogeneous magnetic field and a magnetic mirror on each of the two ends.
However, particles with a small pitch angle escape through the mirrors and this
passing region of the distribution function is refilled by scattering through the
trapped-passing boundary. This constant rate of loss defines a confinement time,
τE. Additional effects decrease τE even further. It soon became clear that break-
even (Q = 1) cannot be reached with such a device. To remove the end-losses the
magnetic field lines (or more generally flux surfaces) have to close onto them-
selves. This can be done by bending the linear device into a torus. All impor-
tant MCF concepts that are pursued at the moment are indeed toroidal devices,
namely, in order of increasing importance, reversed field pinch (RFP), stellarator
and tokamak.
A simple torus with a magnetic field only in the toroidal direction is not viable:
due to the 1/R dependence of B, there is a gradient B drift that leads to charge
separation and a subsequent vertical E. The resulting E×B drift points radially
outwards, so that the plasma is not confined. To obtain a stable equilibrium, an
additional magnetic field component in the poloidal direction is required.
Stellarator
In a stellarator, the toroidal as well as the poloidal magnetic field are created by
external coils. The required shape and/or configuration of the coils is extremely
challenging from the engineering point of view. Already the design optimization
requires, due to the lack of toroidal symmetry, powerful numerical tools that be-
came available only in the end of the 20th century. The Stellarator Wendelstein
7-X, starting operation in 2015 is shown in Fig. 1.2 as an example.
In a stellarator, there is no induced plasma current, which allows, in principle,
steady-state operation and, as an additional advantage, the stellarator lacks some
of the instabilities that are inherent to tokamaks. However, since there is no
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magnetic coil
plasma
fieldline
additional coils
Figure 1.2: Schematics of the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X [11]
ohmic heating, all the thermal energy has to be provided by auxiliary heating sys-
tems. Furthermore, all currents in the plasma, such as Pfirsch-Schlüter currents,
change the magnetic field, so they have to be minimized or taken into account
directly in the design phase.
Tokamak
The tokamak is the currently most advanced MCF concept. It has reached the
highest triple product coming close to Q = 1 in TFTR, JT-60 and JET. The next
generation device ITER, that will enable studies on a burning plasma for the first
time, is under construction. As this thesis addresses tokamak plasmas, they will
be described in more detail in the following section.
1.3.4 Tokamak
In a tokamak the toroidal magnetic field (Bφ) is created by a set of equal toroidal
field (TF) coils. The poloidal magnetic field (Bθ) is primarily created by a toroidal
current in the plasma, although it is further adjusted by poloidal field (PF) coils
for position and shape control. The plasma current (Ip ) is induced by a trans-
former, the central solenoid, and provides an efficient way of heating plasma up
to temperatures in the keV range. This ohmic heating is one of the main rea-
sons for the success of the tokamak concept already in the early days of fusion
research. The toroidal symmetry of the system simplifies measurements, data
analysis and interpretation.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic drawing of a typical tokamak: ASDEX Upgrade [11]
Usually, a tokamak can only be operated in pulsed mode since the current in
the transformer has to be ramped. However, it has already been demonstrated
that advanced scenarios allow the sustainment of the plasma current by boot-
strap current and current drive only (fully non-inductively, without using the
transformer)[12, 13, 14].
Another drawback of a plasma current is that it comes inherently with several
plasma instabilities. Those can cause either reduced confinement or even a sud-
den loss of the plasma (disruption). Especially in the largest tokamaks the energy
stored in the plasma, including the current, can cause serious damage during dis-
ruptions. This problem can be tackled by advanced plasma control techniques
[15, 16].
Main parameters
The size of the plasma can be characterized by its major radius (R) and minor
radius (a). The resulting inverse aspect ratio (²) is defined as
²= a
R
(1.39)
Due to the superposition of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields, the mag-
netic field lines wind around the plasma center in nested flux surfaces. The num-
ber of toroidal turns a field line performs for one poloidal is defined as the safety
factor (q). In standard scenarios q rises monotonically from the plasma center to
the edge, while current research includes also advanced scenarios with negative
magnetic shear (s) (logarithmic radial derivative of q) in the center.
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The boundary of the plasma is defined by the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and
surrounded by the scrape-off layer (SOL), which is unconfined as it is composed
of open field lines. The LCFS can either touch the first wall at a so-called limiter
(limited plasma) or be in a diverted configuration. In the divertor configuration
the poloidal field vanishes at one or more points on the LCFS, the X-points. The
LCFS shares these X-points with two or more divertor legs that intersect the wall.
Since the confined plasma itself does not touch the wall in the divertor configu-
ration the impurity transport from the wall into the plasma is usually highly re-
duced as compared to limited plasmas. This and several other advantages make
the diverted configuration the favored one for a future fusion reactor. In current
research however, both limited and diverted plasmas are investigated.
Usually, the shape of the poloidal cross section of the LCFS deviates from a cir-
cle. This deviation is described by the elongation (κ), triangularity (δ), square-
ness (ζ) and higher order corrections. The LCFS and the whole equilibrium can
be computed by solving the so-called Grad-Shafranov equation. It is derived
(in (R, Z ) coordinates) from the ideal MHD model assuming toroidal asymme-
try [10]. Defining the elliptic operator
4∗ :=R2∇·
( ∇
R2
)
=R ∂
∂R
(
1
R
∂
∂R
)
+ ∂
2
∂Z 2
(1.40)
it reads
4∗ψ=−µ0R2 d p
dψ
−F dF
dψ
(1.41)
for the stream function (ψ). The poloidal flux (ψpol), B and J are obtained by
ψpol = 2piψ, (1.42)
B= 1
R
∇ψ×eφ+ F
R
eφ, (1.43)
µ0J= 1
R
dF
dψ
∇ψ×eφ− 1
R
4∗ψeφ. (1.44)
The Grad-Shafranov equation is solved in practice under the constraints pro-
vided by the magnetic measurements and the known coil currents. The outward
shift of the magnetic axis that is found from the solution of the Shafranov equa-
tion as compared to concentric flux surfaces is called Shafranov shift (∆).
There are several flux surface labels that introduce a radial coordinate in the
poloidal cross section (minor radius). The poloidal flux surface label (ρpol) is de-
fined as
ρpol =
√
ψpol−ψpol,axis
ψpol,LCFS−ψpol,axis
. (1.45)
and therefore ranges from 0 on the magnetic axis to 1 on the LCFS. In this thesis,
mainly the toroidal flux surface label (ρtor) is used, defined in the same manner,
but based on toroidal flux (ψtor) instead of ψpol. Another common coordinate,
ρvol, is based on the normalized volume enclosed by a flux surface.
The deviation of the toroidal magnetic field from toroidal symmetry, due to the
finite extent of the magnets, is the so-called “magnetic ripple”. The ripple ampli-
tude (δB/B) is typically in the range of 0.08−1.5% [17].
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1.4 Auxiliary heating
To reach break-even (Q = 1) a plasma temperature of T ≈ 5− 7keV is required.
From this point on, alpha heating starts to dominate and even higher tempera-
tures and Q can be reached. This however also means that external heating has
to be supplied in order to reach T ≈ 5−7keV.
The resistivity of the plasma decreases with temperature:
η∝ 1
T 3/2e
. (1.46)
Therefore, ohmic heating becomes less efficient with increasing temperature and
the current is limited by several constraints. The analysis for typical parameters
of a tokamak shows that the maximum temperature that can be achieved with
ohmic heating alone is about T . 3keV. [5]
Therefore additional heating is required and this can be provided by auxiliary
heating systems. Some of these heating systems include also the capability of
driving current in the plasma, which can be used to extend the pulse length (to-
wards steady-state) or to tailor the current profile.
Currently, there are 4 main types of auxiliary heating systems that are all exten-
sively used and researched on several tokamaks and other MCF experiments:
electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH) and electron cyclotron current drive
(ECCD), ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH), lower hybrid (LH) heating and
lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) and neutral beam heating (NBH). [18]
This thesis focuses on ECRH and ECCD, the most robust and flexible technique.
Its basics are introduced in the following section 1.4.1.
1.4.1 ECRH and ECCD
The principle of ECRH is the resonant absorption of electromagnetic waves by
electrons at the electron cyclotron frequency (ωce )(1.13) and its harmonics. As
shown in [19], there are cut-off densities limiting the propagation of the waves at
the resonant frequencies. For ordinary mode (O-mode) polarization the density
cut-off occurs at the density associated with the plasma frequency (ωp )
ω2p ≤ω2ce , (1.47)
while for the extraordinary mode (X-mode) the cut-off lies at
ω2p ≤ ` (`−1)ω2ce , `≥ 2. (1.48)
Most tokamaks use 1st harmonic O-mode (O1) and/or 2nd harmonic X-mode
(X2) heating because of their good access and high absorption efficiency, whereas
1st harmonic X-mode (X1), 2nd harmonic O-mode (O2) and 3rd harmonic X-
mode (X3) are rarely used. Due to the LH cut-off, X1 can only be launched from
the high field side (HFS) which is technically challenging owing to space limita-
tions. O2 and X3 are poorly absorbed. X3 is usually used in tokamaks with rela-
tively low magnetic field to keep the cut-off density sufficiently high.
The frequencies lie typically in the range 28− 170GHz, where high-power mi-
crowaves can be generated by gyrotrons. These devices are very reliable and can
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Figure 1.4: EC wave-particle resonance curves in velocity space. Based on n∥ =
0.4, ω/ωce = 0.95, `= 1 and Te = 1keV (black line) one of these parameters is varied
in each subplot as indicated in the legend. For Te = 1keV the thermal velocity is
vt = c/16, so c coincides with the plot limits in this case.
deliver power in the MW range [20]. The gyrotrons can be far away from the
harsh plasma environment [21], since the microwaves are transported in waveg-
uides in vacuum or in air, where they propagate as narrow beams to the toka-
mak. There they are launched from mirrors and couple efficiently to the plasma,
transferring their energy locally at the corresponding resonance layer. In state of
the art tokamaks the injected power can be changed and steerable mirrors allow
one to control the deposition location and current drive in real-time on the ms
timescale. Therefore, the current profile can be effectively tailored by ECCD. In
particular, the local and controllable power deposition can be used to develop
internal transport barriers (ITBs), resulting in enhanced confinement and high
bootstrap current fraction [22, 23]. This in turn may enable steady state oper-
ation of tokamak fusion reactors [12]. ECRH is also crucial for MHD instability
mitigation, particularly by power deposition on magnetic islands [16, 24].
The basic physics of ECRH and ECCD is well understood [19] and introduced
in the following, before presenting remaining open questions that will provide a
motivation for the present research.
Wave-particle resonance
The Doppler-shifted relativistic resonance condition at the `th harmonic is [19]
ω= `ωce
γ
+k∥v∥, (1.49)
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with the relativistic factor (γ)
γ= 1p
1− v2/c2
(1.50)
and the component of the wave vector (k) parallel to B
k∥ =
ωn∥
c
. (1.51)
In the velocity space
(
v∥, v⊥
)
the resonance condition describes an ellipse with
the major axis at v⊥ = 0, reducing to a circle centered on the origin for n∥ = 0 [19].
Typical cases are illustrated in Fig. 1.4, where
vt =
√
2kB Te
me
, (1.52)
is the most probable velocity of an electron in a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
(Maxwellian). It should be noted that the definition of vt in literature is not con-
sistent, the factor 2 is often omitted.
Current drive
Electron cyclotron (EC) waves do not accelerate electrons (significantly) directly
in the parallel direction. However, there are two principles of current drive (CD)
by EC waves in a toroidal plasma, described first by Ohkawa [25] and Fisch and
Boozer [26]. In both cases the parallel propagation component (n∥) is non-zero,
but the resulting current drive direction is opposite.
Fisch-Boozer CD This process increases v⊥ of electrons on the resonance layer
without them crossing the trapped-passing boundary. The collision rate at their
previous location is higher than at their current one, decreasing as 1/v3 (1.16)–
(1.17). The pitch angle scattering towards equilibration (and symmetrization) is
therefore more efficient in the previous location, yielding a net current in the di-
rection opposite to the v∥ direction in which the resonant interaction takes place.
Ohkawa CD The process pointed out by Ohkawa can be efficient if the reso-
nance lies close to the trapped-passing boundary in velocity space. In that situ-
ation, slow passing electrons are accelerated into the trapped area, which is an
asymmetric process with respect to v∥. This v∥ asymmetry is lost on the bounce
(τb) time scale in the trapped region, such that the slower collisional detrapping
(τdt) process is symmetric. The net effect is a current in the v∥ direction in which
the resonant interaction takes place.
Motivation
An improvement in the understanding of wave-particle interaction in plasmas
and of the current drive mechanisms is one of the main goals of this thesis. The
radio frequency (RF) waves are absorbed by cyclotron damping and the current
drive is described by the Fisch-Boozer and Ohkawa models [19]. As these two
models produce currents in opposite directions and their balance depends on the
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details of the distribution function (particularly the trapped particles), a better
understanding of the fundamental wave-particle interaction phenomena must
rely strongly on modeling and experimental measurements. These combined nu-
merical and diagnostic studies aim generally at characterizing the suprathermal
electron population in space, velocity space (pitch angle) and time with regard to
their creation by and their interaction with EC waves.
In particular, the electron distribution is investigated for theoretically predicted
spatial asymmetries in the poloidal plane and co-counter current asymmetries
measuring the enhanced bremsstrahlung emission in the forward cone due to
the relativistic effects. It should be noted that the potential for achieving new
physics insight is substantial since the measurement capabilities (Sec. 1.7) have
never been available anywhere in the world in the presence of ECRH/CD.
1.5 MHD instabilities
Tokamak plasmas are prone to several MHD instabilities that can be character-
ized by and differ in several parameters. They occur under certain conditions
and appear at specific locations. They can yield a different state with persistent
modes or magnetic islands, recur periodically or end the plasma in a disruption.
Usually, the effects of instabilities are unwanted since they cause the plasma to
deviate from the programmed scenario. Degradation of the plasma performance
(confinement), triggering of other instabilities [24] or high peak heat fluxes at the
first wall (due to edge localized modes (ELMs)) are only examples of such nega-
tive results.
In the frame of this work, instabilities and modes in the plasma center are impor-
tant. There, a significant fraction of the electron distribution function (e.d.f.) can
be suprathermal and may interact with the modes. Such modes are the internal
kink mode around q = 1 that responsible for the sawtooth [27] and the (elec-
tron) fishbone [28] instabilities. In addition, neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs)
at the q = 3/2 and q = 2 surfaces can also have a significant impact on the central
plasma, including the suprathermal electron distribution.
1.5.1 Sawtooth instability
Sawtooth crashes are a major instability localized at the q = 1 surface. This insta-
bility and the subsequent relaxation, resulting in sawtooth-shaped core density
and temperature time traces, can be partly explained by the Kadomtsev model
[27, 29]. This model describes the evolution of an internal m = 1 kink mode lead-
ing to magnetic reconnection; this in turn results in enhanced bulk plasma trans-
port and subsequently a flattened temperature profile. However, the predicted
sawtooth period is not consistent with experiments and partial reconnection has
been observed too [30].
Magnetic reconnection and particle acceleration
The magnetic reconnection itself is described by the Petschek model adding pairs
of shocks to the Sweet-Parker diffusive layer in the MHD reconnection theory
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[31, 32]. But the establishment and role of the anomalous resistivity in this model
is not well understood. Recent advances in the topic were achieved with a model
of collisionless reconnection that is no longer based on MHD but on a two-fluid
or kinetic description [33, 34]. During the reconnection process electrons are ac-
celerated to suprathermal energies, as observed in the T-10 and TCV tokamaks
[35, 36]. Two main acceleration processes can be distinguished: direct accel-
eration by (mean) electric fields and stochastic acceleration (first proposed by
Fermi) in a turbulent environment [37]. Direct acceleration occurs for instance
at density cavities on the border of magnetic islands [38]. The shock-wave ac-
celeration at the shocks described by the Petschek model can be divided into the
(direct) drift acceleration, due to curvature and gradient drift, of particles cross-
ing the shock [39] and the stochastic acceleration of particles bouncing between
a pair of slow shocks [40] or undergoing Fermi acceleration at a fast shock [41].
Motivation
The observation of electrons accelerated in the current sheet during magnetic
reconnection may be one of the keys to a fundamental understanding of the
sawtooth instability and possibly to a mitigation of its negative effects, such as
a reduction of energy and particle confinement and the triggering of secondary
deleterious instabilities such as NTMs.
1.5.2 Electron fishbones
Fast ions can excite MHD instabilities near the q = 1 surface, that are, due to the
characteristic bursty (and frequency chirping) signal on the Mirnov coils, called
“fishbones”. This phenomenon was first observed in the PDX tokamak during
NBH, causing a 20− 40% loss of beam heating power [42]. The result was also
confirmed and studied on other tokamak experiments like JET [43, 44, 45]. The
mode is identified as a m/n = 1/1 internal kink whose excitation can be explained
by the resonant interaction of fast ions at the precession velocity corresponding
to the phase velocity of the mode [28, 46].
Recently, similar modes were observed under conditions without ions fulfilling
the resonance condition, but under the presence of strong ECRH and/or LHCD.
Therefore, it is proposed that fast electrons excite these “electron fishbones”, that
were first seen in DIII-D [47] and subsequently in other tokamaks [48, 49, 50, 51],
under certain conditions.
Up to now there is no complete picture of the electron fishbone instability. The
experimental observations can be explained qualitatively quite well with an in-
stability analysis based on the proposed underlying mechanisms [52, 53, 54, 55].
However, there are significant differences in the observations on the various toka-
maks, revealing that a more systematic experimental study may strongly advance
the qualitative description and possibly allow a quantitative description of the
electron fishbone mode.
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Experimental evidence
The first electron fishbone observations, on DIII-D during off-axis ECCD with
the resonance layer on the HFS, close to the q = 1 surface, and NBH, are the only
observations in non-circular plasmas that have been reported. The brief descrip-
tion in [47] was not followed by more detailed publications.
On the HL-1M tokamak the mode occurred (without the presence of energetic
ions) during ECRH on the HFS near the q = 1 surface. Additional LHCD en-
hanced the mode but could not drive it alone [48]. LHCD alone, but at much
higher power than on HL-1M, lead to the observation of the fishbone instability
on Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU). There, the redistribution of suprathermal
electrons due to the mode is claimed to be observed too [49].
On HL-2A, fishbone-like observations were then reported during ECRH not only
on the HFS at the q = 1 surface, but also on the low field side (LFS) at the q = 1
surface. Additionally, the resonance condition for the mode excitation was inves-
tigated more in detail, the fast electron hard X-ray bremsstrahlung emission was
measured and the mode was compared to ion fishbones in the same machine
[50, 56, 44]. Electron fishbones including transitions to higher multiples like 2/2
and 3/3 were observed on Tore Supra during LHCD discharges [51] and compared
to the FTU results in [53]. Finally, fishbone-like modes are also reported from
Alcator C-Mod [57], also during LHCD.
Current understanding
The current understanding is that the mode occurs close to the q = 1 surface,
preferentially with low or reversed central shear, even with the minimal q (qmin)
being slightly above unity [55]. In the latter case there are no sawteeth, consistent
with several observations [47, 53], whereas fishbones with intermittent sawteeth
are also possible [48, 49, 57].
In any case, there is a significant dependence on the local magnetic shear, also
via the impact on penetration of shaping [55], of the drift reversal of the pre-
cessing fast electrons driving the mode. Furthermore, an inverted spatial gra-
dient of the suprathermal tail of the e.d.f. is required [52], usually accompanied
by hollow central pressure profiles. In terms of plasma shape, circular plasmas
are more prone to the instability than elongated plasmas [55]. Regarding phase
space, a significant population of barely trapped energetic electrons is most likely
to drive the instability. Barely passing electrons may also resonate with the mode,
whereas the role of freely passing particles seems to be limited to the regulation
of the pressure and current profiles [52].
The change of the radial position of the mode during a burst can be attributed
to the evolution of the equilibrium (q-profile) [53]. The characteristic frequency
chirping is connected to the evolution of the resonant electrons’ energy and sub-
sequent change in resonant condition. This is also accompanied by a radial dis-
placement of the mode and is reproduced in simulations [58].
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Motivation
The main relevance of electron fishbone studies lies in their parallels to ion fish-
bones in future burning fusion plasmas. While only a small number of fast ions
with large radial excursions account for ion fishbone excitation in present-day
devices, the situation in plasmas with significant alpha particle (α) heating is
thought to be closer to the current electron fishbone observations. This is mainly
because large fractions of the particle species are suprathermal, but still in small
orbits.
Moreover, electron heating systems allow for greater flexibility (e.g. heating lo-
cation and CD) and consequently to explore a much larger parameter space as
compared to NBH systems that are quite limited in this respect. On the diagnos-
tics side the situation is similar: the various suprathermal electron diagnostics
(see Sec. 1.7) provide a much better spatial, energy and time resolution than the
most advanced fast ion diagnostics such as neutron detectors [59].
Therefore the instability could be studied experimentally in much more detail
in a tokamak with high electron heating power and state of the art suprathermal
electron diagnostics. This would allow, on the one hand, to analyze the excitation
model quantitatively, including the importance of the different regions in velocity
space (barely/deeply trapped/passing), and also with respect to plasma shaping.
On the other hand, experimental observation of suprathermal electron transport
due to the mode is feasible with the newest diagnostics. Since fishbones could
have a significant impact on transport in the plasma center of future reactors, the
main goal is to characterize scenarios prone to fishbones and explore mitigation
techniques, with focus on the planned advanced scenarios with low or reversed
central shear.
1.6 Suprathermal electrons
The ensemble of electrons in a plasma can be described by a distribution func-
tion f defined in real and velocity space, as solution of the Boltzmann equation
(1.62). In the limit of stationary thermal equilibrium, this is a Maxwellian
f (r,v)= fTe (r,v)= ne (r)
(
m
2pikTe
)3/2
exp
(
−m ‖v‖
2
2kTe
)
, (1.53)
characterized by ne and electron temperature (Te ). Its extension to relativistic
temperatures, the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution [60, 61], is not required in toka-
mak plasmas since kT . 50keV¿ 511keV=mc2.
However, in plasmas with significant electron heating and/or electron accelera-
tion due to other effects such as magnetic reconnection, the e.d.f. deviates sig-
nificantly from an equilibrium state and therefore from a Maxwellian. The dif-
ference lies mainly in the higher energy range. This part of the distribution func-
tion is called the suprathermal electrons, with energies (E) in the non-relativistic
range
kTe ¿ E ≤ 511keV (1.54)
and runaway electrons (Sec. 1.6.1) with (highly) relativistic energies in the MeV
range.
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Analytically, such e.d.f.s can sometimes be well approximated by the sum of two
Maxwellians. This so-called Bi-Maxwellian is composed of a thermal bulk (Te )
and a suprathermal tail, where the smaller fraction of the e.d.f. resides at a higher
temperature, the suprathermal electron temperature (Te,2). Bi-Maxwellians are a
reasonably good and simple approximation for EC heated plasmas [62].
A generalization of Maxwellians are Kappa-distributions and Bi-Kappa distribu-
tions, where the latter are characterized by differing temperatures in the parallel
and the perpendicular directions. These e.d.f.s are widely used in astrophysical
plasmas. More details about analytical e.d.f.s can be found in appendix A.
In the scope of ECCD, usually a numerical treatment of the e.d.f. is necessary,
in order to describe the suprathermal electrons, i.e. to capture the complicated
dynamics in velocity space, correctly. But even in this case a large fraction of the
electrons remains in the thermal bulk. Thus, the modeled distribution function
consists often of a Maxwellian ( fTe ) and a numerical correction (δ f )
f = fTe +δ f . (1.55)
The modeling of e.d.f.s is discussed in more detail in Sec. 1.8.
Motivation
Although the fraction of suprathermal electrons is usually smaller than the ther-
mal bulk of the e.d.f., they are of significant importance. Their dynamics in real
and velocity space govern the physics of electron heating and current drive by EC
and LH waves. While ECRH/CD and LHCD are well-established and robust tools
for heating and current drive, there remain open questions on the suprathermal
electron distribution, especially concerning transport and quasilinear effects. An
assessment of the role of the detailed phase-space dynamics in determining the
properties of ECRH and ECCD is of special interest regarding its more and more
sophisticated usage as a practical fusion plasma control tool.
Separate from the creation of suprathermal electrons by auxiliary heating or MHD
events, the characteristics and dynamic behavior of these fast electrons in the
plasma form an additional, fundamental area of research. Several competing
processes are at play in velocity space, including collisional pitch-angle scat-
tering and slowing down, quasilinear RF diffusion and anomalous turbulence-
driven transport; collisional and turbulent effects are also involved in the spa-
tial transport [3]. Additionally, the interaction of pre-existing suprathermals with
magnetic islands and reconnection events is a key issue. Therefore, the ultimate
goal is to quantify and characterize the transport of the suprathermal electrons
individually for each of the relevant phenomena, especially by studying the time
scales and the relevant parametric dependencies with the aid of dedicated exper-
iments and modeling.
1.6.1 Runaway electrons
For fast electrons the Coulomb collision frequency (1.16)–(1.17) decreases rapidly
with velocity (∼ 1
v3e
), enabling a part of the electron distribution to gain more en-
ergy through acceleration by the electric field of the tokamak (though relatively
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weak) than they lose in the rare collisions. This situation is unstable and the elec-
trons at these highly relativistic energies (À 511keV), called “runaways”, eventu-
ally escape the plasma and hit the first wall. As they carry a substantial amount of
energy, this phenomenon reduces the plasma energy; in addition, the escaping
runaway electrons can, focused in beams, cause serious damage to the first wall.
Fortunately their numbers are only significant if the electric field exceeds a criti-
cal parameter, the Dreicer field (ED ) [63, 64, 65, 66]. It is defined as
ED = meνei vt
e
, (1.56)
where electron-ion collision frequency (νei ) and vt were defined in (1.17) and
(1.52), respectively. Since ED is proportional to ne , the number of runaway elec-
trons is strongly reduced in plasmas with densities of 1020m−3 or more as is the
case in most current experiments as well as in fusion reactors [5]. Nevertheless,
even when these conditions are satisfied in the flat-top phase, runaway electrons
can still play an important role during the start-up phase and especially during
disruptions [35, 67].
Motivation
Advances in the understanding of particle acceleration during magnetic recon-
nection may be applied to mitigate runaways in these regimes. Moreover, the
measurement and study of runaway electrons can contribute to the mitigation of
plasma disruptions, which is one of the main concerns for future tokamak exper-
iments and fusion reactors.
1.7 Suprathermal electron diagnostics
There are two main diagnostic techniques to study suprathermal electron dy-
namics in tokamak plasmas: the measurement of hard X-ray (HXR) bremsstrahl-
ung radiation (5keV−1MeV) that is emitted when suprathermal electrons collide
with plasma ions, and the electrons’ cyclotron emission (ECE) [68]. Both tech-
niques provide only indirect information about the e.d.f., convolved with other
quantities, as can be seen in the following, more detailed discussion.
1.7.1 Electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
Due to gyro motion of charged particles in magnetized plasmas, which is an ac-
celerated motion, the electrons emit electron cyclotron radiation. Its frequency
is expressed in (1.49) [68] and can be rewritten as [69]
ω
`ωce
= 1
γ
1
1−β∥ cosθ
, (1.57)
with terms from (1.49), the normalized velocity β := v/c, its parallel component
β∥ := v∥/c and the angle of the wave vector to the magnetic field (θ). The emission
occurs in both polarizations (O- and X-mode) at all `th harmonics.
The first term on the r.h.s. of (1.57) causes a relativistic frequency downshift,
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whereas the second one yields, for high forward parallel velocities in the case
k∥ 6= 0, a Doppler upshift. For a Maxwellian e.d.f. these shifts cause correspond-
ing broadenings.
The spectral power density is given by the Schott-Trubnikov formula [69]
d 2P
dωdΩs
= e
2ω2
8pi2ε0c
∞∑
`=1
[(
cosθ−β∥
sinθ
)2
J 2` (ξ)+β2⊥ J ′`
2 (ξ)
]
δ
([
1−β∥ cosθ
]
ω−mωce
)
1−β∥ cosθ
(1.58)
with
ξ := ω
ωce
β⊥ sinθ, (1.59)
that yields the following emissivity j (ω,θ) in for a given e.d.f. f [69]:
j (ω,θ)= c3
∫
d 2P
dωdΩs
(
1−β∥ cosθ
)
f
(
β∥,β⊥
)
2piβ⊥dβ∥dβ⊥ (1.60)
In a thermal tokamak plasma (the magnetic field decreases radially strictly mono-
tonically and the plasma size is limited such that the resonance ω occurs at only
one position r and harmonic) the observed intensity for an optically thick har-
monic (e.g. X2) relates directly to the Te profile [69]
I (ω)= ω
2Te (r )
8pi3c2
. (1.61)
This principle is regularly used in a configuration with perpendicular observa-
tion (minimal Doppler broadening) from the LFS as a Te diagnostic with excel-
lent spatial and good temporal resolution [69]. Despite the optimization for Te
measurement, it can be significantly disturbed by deviations from a Maxwellian.
This unwanted disturbance can hardly yield information on the suprathermal
electrons since it is a complicated integral of the e.d.f., ωce and θ.
In contrast to that, there are several electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnos-
tic configurations that are optimized to extract more detailed information on the
suprathermal part of the e.d.f.. These are explained in the following.
Vertical ECE
By observing the plasma in the vertical direction the energy (relativistic down-
shift) can be determined directly from the observed frequency since the mag-
netic field is practically constant along the view line and the Doppler shift is not
present (θ = pi/2).
A drawback of this approach is that the measurement is line integrated since the
emitting suprathermals are tenuous and therefore generally constitute an opti-
cally thin population. This also leads to the necessity of a beam dump on the
other side of the plasma, in order to avoid signal from reflections disturbing the
measurement. [68]
HFS ECE
Viewing from the HFS, still perpendicular to the magnetic field, one obtains mea-
surements with the frequency proportional to B/γ, thus depending on the product
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γR. This complicates the interpretation of the data that is integrated over about
one optical depth in radial direction from electrons of correspondingly varying
energy. [68]
Oblique LFS ECE
While the Doppler upshift is unwanted and avoided by perpendicular viewing
direction in the ECE diagnostic arrangements discussed up to now, it is the main
point of interest in the oblique LFS configuration.
The measurement is usually tangential in order to limit the observation to a well-
defined minimal radius. Since a maximal radius can be chosen by ω and k∥, spa-
tially and energetically localized measurements are possible. [68, 70]
1.7.2 Hard X-ray bremsstrahlung emission
During Coulomb collisions (mainly with plasma ions, but also electrons and the
first wall), electrons emit continuum bremsstrahlung emission. The energy of
the emitted radiation depends on the impact parameters and ranges up to the
electron’s initial energy. For suprathermal electrons in tokamak plasmas it lies
typically in the HXR range (5-500keV). See appendix B for more details.
Due to relativistic effects the emission is enhanced in the forward direction of
the incident electron, even if its energy is only slightly relativistic (& 20keV). The
emission anisotropy then increases rapidly for electrons towards and beyond rel-
ativistic energies (& 511keV) [71, 72, 73]. Therefore, an anisotropic suprathermal
part of the e.d.f. results, in general, in anisotropic HXR emission.
Most HXR diagnostics consist of cameras with detectors behind thick tung-
sten or lead collimators. Each detector (or pixel) of the camera then observes the
integrated emission along its line of sight (LoS). The simplest systems are single
detectors behind pinholes [74, 75]. Multi-detector cameras can be arranged with
one-dimensional (1D) detector arrays in the poloidal plane as a single camera or
tomographic system [76], as one- or two-dimensional cameras with a tangential
view [72, 77] or combined tomographic and tangential systems [1].
The originally employed scintillation detectors are still in use [74]. New sys-
tems, however, usually implement more compact high-Z semiconductor detec-
tors such as cadmium-telluride (C dTe), that were first adopted in Tore Supra [76]
and subsequently on other tokamaks including TCV [1]. On the low energy side
(2-20keV), silicon drift detectors (SDDs) are also used [78, 75].
The photon statistics in the HXR-range are usually quite low in today’s tokamaks.
To increase the time resolution, the diagnostic can be operated in current mode,
integrating over the whole incident photon energy range [77]. However, the more
common operation mode is as a spectrometer. Here, the individual incident pho-
tons appear as pulses in the signal. These are detected and analyzed using ana-
logue [76] or digital [1, 2] pulse processing, in order to obtain time resolved spec-
tra. The statistics, and thereby the resolution, can be increased by techniques
such as coherent and conditional averaging [62, 79].
Direct data analysis is quite limited but still possible. In the poloidal plane,
the HXR emission is still nearly isotropic, since the e.d.f. anisotropy is mainly
parallel to B. Therefore, using standard tools [80], tomographic inversion allows
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one to retrieve 1D radial or two-dimensional (2D) poloidal HXR emission profiles
[76, 62]. Subsequently, the emission can be fit to a sum of two Maxwellians (Bi-
Maxwellian) in order to obtain suprathermal electron and density profiles [62].
Multi-Maxwellian fitting of the e.d.f. with 4 parameters (including anisotropy)
has been demonstrated in the PLT tokamak for LHCD, but without any spatial
resolution [81], which is required for highly localized heating schemes such as
ECRH. A general inversion from HXR measurements to three-dimensional (3D)
e.d.f.s is impossible, since the problem is highly under-determined and badly
conditioned for realistic experimental data (limited number and position of de-
tectors). One relies therefore, as in the case of ECE, strongly on modeling of the
e.d.f. in conjunction with synthetic diagnostics, described in the following sec-
tion.
1.8 Electron distribution function modeling
The e.d.f. f (Sec. 1.6) is the solution of the Boltzmann equation
∂ f
∂t
+v ·∇r f +qe [E (r, t )+v×B (r, t )] ·∇p f = ∂ f
∂t
∣∣∣∣
C
(1.62)
in 3D space, 3D momentum space and time. A general analytic solution of the
equation is not available and it becomes clear quite easily, that numerical simu-
lations in seven dimensions (7D) are not feasible. However, an inspection of the
time scales and spatial symmetries involved establishes that this is not necessary,
since the model can be reduced by several dimensions without losing significant
information. The timescales order as
1
ωce
¿ τt ≤ τb ¿ τdt < τc, (1.63)
with the gyro-motion being the fastest, followed by the transit time (τt) of passing
particles, bounce time (τb) of trapped particles, the collisional detrapping time
(τdt) for trapped particles and the collision time (τc) for passing particles due
to Coulomb collisions. At a comparably slow timescale, but depending on the
electric field and assumed diffusion coefficients, lie the electric field acceleration
time (τe) and quasilinear diffusion time (τql), respectively.
We are only interested in modeling at the timescales τdt, τc, τe and τql, so the
fast gyro-motion can be averaged out easily, yielding the electron drift kinetic
equation
∂ f
∂t
+vg c ·∇r f =C
(
f
)+QRF ( f )+E ( f )+H ( f )+T ( f )+S (1.64)
with the collision (C ), quasilinear RF diffusion (QRF), electric field (E ), synchro-
tron radiation (H ) and transport operators (T ) and optional source or sink terms
(S ) on the r.h.s.. The quasilinear RF diffusion operator is usually provided by
a ray-tracing code (LHCD, ECRH/CD), while NBH systems enter in the source
term. The collision, electric field and radiation operators are well known from
theory, whereas the transport term’s diffusion coefficients have to be set by the
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experienced user in comparison to the experimental observations in order to ob-
tain reasonable results.
Spatially, there is obviously the toroidal symmetry of the tokamak configuration
that can be used. If there is a significant magnetic field ripple it can be mimicked
by an additional loss term. In the poloidal plane, the situation is a bit more com-
plicated and requires a treatment in conjunction with the circular and bounce
motion on the τt and τb timescales. Consequently, for the usual case of a sin-
gle magnetic field minimum on the LFS, the e.d.f. can be bounce-averaged (over
the circular and bounce motion), including a flux surface averaging of all plasma
parameters in play. The e.d.f. is then defined on the flux surfaces. Strictly speak-
ing, its numerical representation at each radial point is at the point of minimum
magnetic field, where all trapped and passing electrons are present. The local
distribution at an arbitrary point in the poloidal plane is obtained by mapping of
the velocity space along increasing magnetic field. [82, 83]
These approximations result ultimately in the drift kinetic / Fokker-Planck equa-
tion for the e.d.f. in 3D. It comprises the radial spatial dimension and two di-
mensions in velocity space (parallel and perpendicular to B). One can solve the
equation for a stationary or time-dependent solution.
1.8.1 Synthetic diagnostics
Comparison of theory, numerical simulations and experimental measurements
are important in physics in general, but crucial in the field of suprathermal elec-
tron dynamics. On the one hand, the theoretical model and numerical simula-
tions are well-founded and robust, but a few aspects, such as suprathermal elec-
tron transport, require an empirical model with free parameters. On the other
hand, the highly convoluted dependencies of experimental measurements (ECE,
HXR) prohibit a direct inversion for the e.d.f.. This dilemma can be faced by em-
ploying synthetic diagnostics, that are available for both ECE and HXR.
Synthetic ECE diagnostic
For a synthetic ECE diagnostic, several effects need to be taken into account mak-
ing the efficient implementation of such a module a challenging task. First, EC
radiation is emitted at each position in the plasma, according to (1.60). This can
be computed quite easily. But then, the wave does not propagate straight to the
diagnostic, its path has to be computed by ray-tracing. Furthermore, it can be
attenuated by absorption elsewhere in the plasma. Moreover, an additional com-
plication arises, at least in some configurations, from reflections at the first wall.
Synthetic HXR diagnostic
A synthetic HXR diagnostic is, in comparison to ECE, easier to implement since
the LoS (chords) are straight and re-absorption and reflection are negligible. In
principle, it is sufficient to compute the emission in the detector direction along
the detector’s chords and integrate it. However, the HXR emission can also be
computed in the whole poloidal plane, which provides additional information.
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This is then followed by a line integration along the individual chords, yielding
the same result as the first method at increased computational effort.
1.9 Outline
The introduction (Ch. 1) is followed by the description of the tools used in the
course of the thesis (Ch. 2). Subsequently, the most important tools, the hard X-
ray tomographic spectrometer (HXRS) diagnostic and the Fokker-Planck codes
CQL3D and LUKE are introduced in Ch. 3 and Ch. 4, respectively.
The toroidal and poloidal HXR emission asymmetries are presented in Ch. 5,
before the ECRH/CD suprathermal electron dynamics including transport and
quasi-linear (QL) effects are addressed in Ch. 6.
Furthermore, the interaction of suprathermal electrons with internal MHD events
like sawtooth crashes and further MHD instabilities is examined in Ch. 7, fol-
lowed by the electron fishbone study in Ch. 8.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn (Ch. 9).
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Chapter 2
Experimental and numerical tools
An overview of the experimental and numerical tools applied to suprathermal
electron studies in tokamak plasmas is presented in this chapter. The main ex-
perimental tool is TCV, including its control, ECRH/CD and diagnostic systems
(Sec. 2.1–2.4). The thesis work included calibration and installation of the HXRS
diagnostic, improvements in the TXDA (remote control from Vsystem via PLC),
reactivation of the PHAV and XTePro and the database integration of and respon-
sibility for all these diagnostics. The elementary and high level data analysis tools
(Sec. 2.5–2.6) are original contributions; equally the TCV data interfaces to the
Fokker-Planck codes CQL3D (CQL3Dpy) and LUKE (Sec. 2.7) together with post-
processing tools including FPCDF (Ch. 4).
2.1 TCV
The main experiments for this thesis were performed at the Tokamak à Config-
uration Variable (TCV) (Fig. 2.1, Tabs. 2.1–2.2) [85] at the École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
(CRPP) in Lausanne. This conventional aspect ratio tokamak (major radius (R)
0.88m, minor radius (a) 0.25m) is a major European fusion facility [86, 87], inte-
Vacuum vessel
material stainless steel (DIN 1.4429 /AISI 316LN)
R 0.88m
height (poloidal cross section) 1.54m
width (poloidal cross section) 0.56m
thickness 10mm
internal surface 23m2
First wall
material polycrystalline graphite (R6650MX2)
number of graphite tiles 1692
coverage > 90%
Table 2.1: Main TCV parameters [84]
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Figure 2.1: TCV half cut with TF coils (red), PF shaping coils (blue), CS and stray-
field compensation coils (green), fast vertical control feedback coils (purple), vac-
uum vessel with ports (light gray) and graphite tiles (dark gray).
Coil system coils power supplies Bmax Imax
TF 16 1 1.54T (on axis)
CS 7 2 27kA
PF 16 16 7kA
In-vessel feedback & PF 2 1 2kA
Table 2.2: TCV magnetic field, coil and power supply parameters [84]
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TCV plasma parameter value
R 0.88m
a 0.25m
² 3.5
κ [0.9,2.8]
δ [−0.8,0.9]
Ip ≤ 1.2MA
duration ≈ 2s
Core ne
[
5 ·1018,2 ·1020]m−3
Core Te (ohmic) ≤ 1keV
Core Te (ECRH/ECCD) ≤ 15keV
Core ion temperature (Ti ) ≤ 1keV
Table 2.3: TCV plasma parameters [84]
grated in the medium-size tokamak (MST) program. Besides supporting ITER by
carrying out studies relevant for this next step fusion experiment, its mission is
also to explore alternative paths to a fusion reactor [86].
The elongated rectangular shape of the vacuum vessel and first wall cross section
and the 16 individually controllable shaping (PF) coils give TCV unique variable
shaping capabilities that are also reflected in its name. In general, the range of
plasma parameters that can be obtained in TCV is large (Tab. 2.3). It is only the
combination of this flexibility with a fast real-time control system [88], integrated
with an extremely high power density ECRH and ECCD system and state of the
art diagnostic systems, that allows the experiment to explore the frontiers of MCF
plasmas in several fields.
A salient example of a configuration recently created and studied for the first time
at TCV is the novel “snowflake” divertor configuration, with a second-order null
point and four divertor legs instead of two, which indicates a possible path to-
wards reducing the divertor heat loads in future reactors [89]. Important results
have been obtained by applying ECRH and ECCD (system details in Sec. 2.3): the
creation of ITBs [90, 91], fully non-inductive current drive [12, 13, 14] and control
of the sawtooth and ELM cycles [15, 16, 92, 93, 94] are just a few examples.
2.1.1 TCV coordinate and sign conventions
TCV is subdivided into 16 sectors that are numbered in the trigonometric positive
direction (counter-clockwise) seen from the top. The coordinate conventions for
the cylindrical
(
R,φ, z
)
, toroidal
(
r,θ,φ
)
and Cartesian
(
x, y, z
)
coordinate systems
in TCV are listed in Sec. C.2.1.
2.2 TCV control systems
TCV features a hybrid (analogue-digital) control system [95] that has recently
been upgraded to a distributed control system, the système de contrôle distribué
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(SCD) [88]. Some of the control system’s capabilities, such as the real-time equi-
librium reconstruction and shape control [96], were not strictly required for the
studies in this thesis. Besides the control capabilities related to the auxiliary heat-
ing system, which are discussed in the next section, one important feature was
the newly implemented real-time non-linear digital density controller [97]. The
density is now well-controlled in the flat-top phase, even during ECRH power
changes.
Operationally, the main plasma parameters are defined at specified times using
the MGAMS interface [98] and then interpolated to, typically, a 1ms timescale.
Many parameters can be scanned during a shot: possible examples are a scan of
δ from 0.4 to−0.4, a κ scan from 1.5 to 1.1, Ip ramps by more than+100%/−50%
or a scan of the radial ECRH deposition location via a Bφ ramp throughout a dis-
charge of ≈ 2s duration. Often, it is useful to apply such scans in steps with rapid
changes (≈ 10–100ms) such that (conditional) averaging is possible within the
intermittent constant phases (several 100ms). In general, the unique capabilities
of the TCV control system were well exploited but were not a limiting factor for
the dedicated experiments in the frame of this thesis.
2.2.1 Scenarios
A scenario is an umbrella term for or a category of certain (tokamak) plasma dis-
charges. It can be a quite broad concept (for example (e.g.) ohmic or fully non-
inductive scenario) but also refer to a very specific type of discharges defining
many plasma parameters, including their time evolution. Here, the term alone
will be used in its broader sense. However, more specific, named scenarios will
be defined by their main plasma parameters, such as shape, Bφ, Ip and ne or also
auxiliary heating.
The scenarios T, P and D, for instance, that were mainly designed to study toroidal
HXR emission asymmetry, poloidal asymmetry and suprathermal electron diffu-
sion, respectively, are also analyzed in other context and therefore a consistent
naming is important.
2.3 TCV auxiliary heating systems
2.3.1 ECRH/ECCD
The TCV ECRH system (Fig. 2.2) disposes extremely high power, especially rela-
tive to the plasma size, and includes ECCD capabilities. At its maximum, it com-
prised nine gyrotrons, each generating a power of 500kW.
2nd harmonic
The 2nd harmonic gyrotrons (originally six) emit at the second harmonic (ofωce )
at 82.7GHz in linear polarization. The matching optics units (MOUs) at the gy-
rotron RF windows condition the wave for good coupling into the transmission
lines and the plasma. They have integrated grating polarizers to convert the po-
larization to elliptical in order to set the X-mode and complementary O-mode
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X3 
118 GHz
4 launchers
2 launchers
X2
82.7 GHz
Figure 2.2: TCV auxiliary heating system as of 2013: 6 X2 launchers from the LFS
and the mirror for the 3 X3 gyrotrons on the top of the 4.5MW ECRH/ECCD sys-
tem. [84]
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fraction, that can be modified between plasma discharges for each gyrotron indi-
vidually. Usually the X-mode is used for heating and CD and therefore the system
is known as X2. A non-zero O2 fraction is only programmed for specific experi-
ments. From the MOUs to the tokamak, the waves are transported in waveguides
where they propagate in vacuum as narrow beams. Each of these six transmis-
sion lines is connected to an individual launcher mirror, located laterally on the
LFS of the plasma, two at z = 0 and four at z = 46cm.
3rd harmonic
The other three gyrotrons emit at the third harmonic (of ωce ) at 118GHz. The
waves are polarized in X-mode, transported by individual waveguides and then
launched from a common mirror at the top of the plasma. This insures a long
path for the X3 wave along the vertical resonance layer inside the plasma, which
is necessary due to the lower lineic absorption as compared to X2.
Operational flexibility and control
For each discharge, the gyrotrons to be used are selected and the polarization is
set. Also, the toroidal angle of the six lateral launchers, that is the rotation around
the port axis, cannot be changed during a discharge. However, the poloidal angle
of all seven launchers (axis perpendicular to the radial direction) can be changed
individually during a discharge on the ms timescale. The power of the selected
gyrotrons can be modulated during a discharge in groups, the so-called clusters A
and B of three X2 gyrotrons each and the three X3 gyrotrons. For the X2 gyrotrons
the power can be set to 0 or a value in the interval [200,500]kW arbitrarily on a
1ms time grid. Faster modulation is possible via manual settings, but then re-
stricted to simple waveforms. The normal settings allow one to pre-program the
poloidal launcher angles and the gyrotron cluster power time traces or to control
them in real-time using the SCD [88]. In any case, the pulse length of each cluster
is limited to 2s. [22, 99, 84]
2.3.2 Neutral beams and Upgrades
The heating power of active diagnostics in TCV is negligible, except for the diag-
nostic neutral beam injector (DNBI) where it is nevertheless small compared to
ohmic and EC heating (50keV at equivalent 1.6A: Pinj,DNBI ≤ 80kW) [100].
Currently, the TCV heating system is being upgraded with a 1MW neutral beam
injector (NBI). Further upgrades of the ECRH/CD system with additional gyro-
trons are also foreseen [101, 102].
Other heating systems such as LHCD or ICRH are not well suited for TCV since
they require antennas that are well aligned to the plasma shape.
2.4 TCV diagnostics
TCV has a large set of diagnostics covering a wide range of plasma parameters
at high resolution. In this section the important characteristics of the diagnostics
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used in this thesis are presented. For further details beyond the scope of this work
the author refers to the given references and references therein.
2.4.1 Magnetic diagnostics
Several magnetic diagnostics are installed in TCV. The most important ones, mea-
suring poloidal magnetic field changes, the plasma current (Ip ), the loop voltage
(Vloop) and the toroidal flux, are described in the following.
Magnetic probes / Mirnov coils
The magnetic probes, also called B˙ probes or Mirnov coils, measure the change of
the Bθ component tangential to the vacuum vessel. The probes are implemented
as flat rectangular pick-up coils located behind the first wall graphite tiles just
inside the vacuum vessel. Therefore, they are not limited by the finite magnetic
diffusion time of the conducting vacuum vessel, allowing a higher time resolution
than external magnetic diagnostics.
In sectors 3, 7, 11 and 15 (angular distance pi/2), poloidal arrays of 38 probes each
are installed. At z = −35cm, z = 0 and 35cm, toroidal arrays of 8 equally spaced
probes on the HFS and 16 equally spaced probes on the LFS, supplemented by a
17th probe between sector 16 and 1, are installed. The signal of the poloidal arrays
in the opposite sectors 3 and 11 are always acquired and used for plasma position
and shape control as well as for equilibrium reconstruction. One of the toroidal
arrays can be selected to be acquired too. Usually the toroidal array closest to the
planned position of the plasma magnetic axis is selected and can then be used in
MHD mode analysis for toroidal mode numbers up to n = 16. [103, 84]
Plasma current estimator The dense poloidal Mirnov coil array of TCV can be
seen as a discrete approximation of a Rogowski coil and therefore provides Ip via
the plasma current estimator [84].
Flux loops
38 flux loops are wound outside the TCV vacuum vessel close to the position of
the Mirnov coils of the poloidal arrays inside the vessel. Additionally, the cur-
rent in all poloidal field coils (transformer and shaping) except central solenoid
is measured by a dc transducer. The voltage in the flux loops is measured, giv-
ing direct information on the poloidal flux derivative and the loop voltage in the
plasma. The integrated signal is used to obtain the poloidal flux. [103, 84]
2.4.2 Far infrared interferometer (FIR)
The far infrared interferometer (FIR) is an active diagnostic for line-integrated ne
measurements at high time resolution.
Its main component is a 14-channel Mach-Zehnder interferometer that mea-
sures the line-integrated electron density along parallel chords in the vertical di-
rection (Fig. 2.3). A continuous wave (CW) at 184.3µm is emitted by a laser and
split into a reference beam and the 14 probe beams crossing the plasma [104, 84].
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Figure 2.3: Chords of the FIR diagnostic and laser path (red), scattering volumes
and central observation lines (blue) of the TS diagnostic at TCV (shot 49640).
The phase shift with respect to the reference is proportional to the line-integrated
ne along the beam path. The density corresponding to a shift of 2pi is defined as
a fringe. Fluctuations and noise can cause a so-called “fringe jump”, whereby the
fringe counter artificially adds or subtracts a whole fringe.
In post-shot analysis, this can be detected fairly easily and data corruption can
be prevented. However, since one of the central chords is used as the ne observer
for the density control, a fringe jump on this channel can modify the plasma sce-
nario significantly, effectively invalidating the shot and even potentially leading
to disruption.
Owing to the vertical beam propagation, all TCV plasma shapes are covered. A ra-
dial density profile can be obtained by generalized Abel inversion (tomography)
using the GTI code (Sec. 2.6, [105]). The beat-frequency of the interferometer
(100kHz) limits the diagnostic’s time resolution [106]. The acquisition frequency
is typically set to 20kHz.
2.4.3 Thomson Scattering (TS)
The TCV Thomson scattering (TS) system is an important active diagnostic pro-
viding local ne and Te measurements.
Three identical Nd:YAG lasers emit laser pulses at a wavelength of 1.06µm that
are injected in the TCV tokamak along a vertical line at R = 0.9m. 35 filter poly-
chromators, each with 3 or 4 spectral channels, measure the spectrum of the
Thomson scattered light from the volume defined by the intersection of laser and
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observation LoS (Fig. 2.3). The electron density is proportional to the intensity of
the scattered light while the electron temperature can be deduced from the spec-
tral shape. Periodically, the system is absolutely calibrated using Raman scatter-
ing from N2; on a shot-to-shot basis, the FIR line integrated measurements are
used to obtain reliable ne profiles. The Te measurement only requires a relative
calibration of the spectral channels.
The repetition rate of the lasers is 20Hz. In sufficiently high density plasmas (typ-
ically ne
(
ρ = 0)& 2 ·1019 m−3) the lasers are fired individually with a preselected
time spacing of typically 16.7ms. For lower density the three lasers are fired si-
multaneously (every 50ms) to obtain a sufficiently high signal-to-noise (S/N) ra-
tio.
The observation volume size and therefore the space resolution depends on the
integration length of the channels that is 12−36mm, varying for different verti-
cal positions. This corresponds to a radial resolution of about 6%, depending on
the plasma elongation (κ). The filter polychromator set (3 or 4) is usually chosen
according to the location in the plasma (center or edge) and cover the Te range
50eV–20keV. [107, 84]
The error in the Te measurement caused by suprathermal electrons (as compared
to a strict Maxwellian) is, in the measurement geometry and parameters of TCV,
negligible [108, 109].
2.4.4 Soft X-ray (SXR) diagnostics
The plasma in tokamaks usually radiates significant power in the soft X-ray (SXR)
range (1–10keV), with the main contribution from continuum radiation, namely
bremsstrahlung (free-free) and recombination (free-bound) radiation. Line radi-
ation may play an important role in the edge of the plasma or if high-Z impuri-
ties are present. The continuum radiation from electron-ion collisions is given
by [110, 69]
j (ω)=ne ni Z 2
(
e2
4piε0
)3
4
3
p
3m2e c3
(
2me
piTe
)1/2
exp
(
−ħω
Te
)
×
[
g¯ f f +Gn
ξ
n3
χi
Te
exp
(
χi
Te
)
+
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ν=n+1
Gν
Z 2Ry
ν2Te
2
ν
exp
(
Z 2Ry
ν2Te
)]
, (2.1)
with the free-free Gaunt factor (g¯ f f ) and the Gaunt factors (g¯n ,g¯ν) for the lowest
unfilled shell (first ionization potential (χi ), ξ holes available) and all other shells,
respectively.
In the case of multiple ion species the individual contributions from (2.1) have to
be added. For negligible recombination radiation and equal g¯ f f the total emis-
sion can be written as [111]
I (ω)= 1.5 ·10−38n2e Ze f f
1p
Te
exp
(−ħω
Te
)
W
m3eV
(2.2)
with the effective ion charge (Ze f f ) defined as
Ze f f =
∑
i ni Z
2
i∑
i ni Zi
. (2.3)
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Figure 2.4: Lines of sight of the most important SXR diagnostics at TCV: XTOMO
cameras 1–8 and 10 (clockwise numbering), DMPX top camera and XTePro in
shot 49640.
The SXR emission intensity is therefore proportional to the square of ne and to
Ze f f , and depends strongly on Te . Hence, SXR measurements do not directly
provide an individual plasma parameter. Also, the measurements are typically
line-integrated along LoS, as in the case of HXR, and require therefore further as-
sumptions or tomographic systems. Nonetheless, since the emission increases
both with ne and Te and the high emission allows high time resolution, SXR diag-
nostics are well placed to observe MHD instabilities such as sawteeth and NTMs.
Furthermore, since the Te -dependence is, together with the ω-dependence, ex-
ponential, a few measurement points or windows in the exponential slope allow
one to determine Te .
Soft X-ray tomography (XTOMO)
The TCV soft X-ray tomography (XTOMO) system consists of 10 pinhole cameras
with 20 channels each. The LoS lie in the poloidal plane of sector 11 and cover
the whole poloidal cross section of the vacuum vessel (Fig. 2.4). The detectors,
CENTRONIC LD20-5T photodiodes, lie behind a toroidal collimator front plate,
a 47µm thick beryllium (Be) vacuum window acting as a low energy filter and a
tungsten (W ) pinhole for poloidal collimation. The detection efficiency is shown
in Fig. 2.5 and covers the range 1–20keV [112]. The time resolution is 100kHz
[84]. The spatial resolution in the poloidal plane depends on the tomographic
inversion of the line integrated data and is in the order of 2cm [80, 105].
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Figure 2.5: Detection efficiency of the DMPX top and bottom camera (shot 49640,
typical setting) and the XTOMO detectors with and without the Be filter (data
from [112, 113, 114, 115]).
DMPX
The duplex multiwire proportional X-ray counter (DMPX) is a high spatial and
temporal resolution X-ray diagnostic in the range 2–30keV. It is installed on the
central bottom port in sector 9 of TCV. It consists of two planar multiwire propor-
tional X-ray counter (MPX) chambers behind a Be vacuum window, a slot-hole
and a helium-filled duct. The chambers are usually filled with a mixture of 90%
krypton (K r ) (detection gas) and 10% methane (C H4) at atmospheric pressure,
with the option to replace K r by xenon (X e) or argon (Ar ). The radiation from the
plasma sees first the top chamber with 64 channels and then the 32-channel bot-
tom camera. Their high voltage (HV) can be set independently (typically 1800V)
according to the expected SXR flux. Interchangeable filters can be placed in front
of both chambers to adjust the low energy cut-off. The detection efficiency in the
typical configuration is shown in Fig. 2.5.
The 64 and 32 chords view at the plasma from below with a mean spatial reso-
lution (spacing) of 7.9mm and 16.3mm, respectively, at the midplane of the TCV
vacuum vessel (Fig. 2.4). The time resolution is limited by the amplifier signal
bandwidth of 50kHz. The signal is typically acquired at 250kHz. [116]
The line-integrated measurement already allows one to observe sawteeth and
NTMs and more details can be extracted using the Abel-type inversion in the GTI
code (Sec. 2.6, [105]), optionally including independent LFS and HFS profiles
for poloidal emission asymmetry analysis. Furthermore, Te profiles can then be
computed from the two radial emission profiles (obtained from the top and bot-
tom camera).
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Figure 2.6: Detection efficiency of the XTePro detector sets for each of the 3 Be
filters (estimation based on data from [117, 113, 114]).
XTe
The soft X-ray electron temperature (XTe) diagnostic consists of four equivalent
silicon (Si) diodes, each behind a different filter, observing the plasma along a
vertical LoS at R = 0.9m from the top. Due to the different spectral detection
efficiencies defined by the filters, the signal ratios yield an indicative weighted
LoS temperature; in particular, making the assumption of an adjusted parabolic
Te profile
Te
(
ρψ
)= Te,0 (1−ρ2ψ)αTe , αTe = 1.5, (2.4)
one can then estimate the central electron temperature (Te,0). The advantage of
this technique is the much better time resolution compared to Thomson Scatter-
ing.
XTePro
The XTe profiles (XTePro) diagnostic is based on the same concept as the XTe, but
with additional spatial resolution. Therefore it has 16 chords viewing the plasma
from the top in sector 15, covering the whole LFS part of the poloidal plasma cross
section (Fig. 2.4). The system consists of 3 AXUV-16EL0 diode arrays behind Be
filters of 13, 25 and 125µm, each of them having essentially the same 16 LoS. The
low energy cut-off (η= 20%) lies at about 1.0, 1.3 and 2.3keV, respectively, while
the high energy cut-off lies, due to the thin detectors, at about 10keV (Fig. 2.6).
In the data analysis process, first the the measurements are mapped to emission
profiles for each of the 3 arrays independently using the general tomographic
inversion (GTI) code (Sec. 2.6, [105]). Subsequently, the local emission ratios
allow the computation of radial Te profiles.
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Figure 2.7: Lines of sight of the HXRC (left), the HXRS in the current stage with 3
cameras (middle) and in the final stage with 4 cameras (right).
2.4.5 ECE diagnostics
ECE radiometers observe the plasma from the high-field-side (HFS, bandwidth
78−114GHz) [118], the low field side (LFS, 65−100GHz) [119, 120] and the top
(vertical ECE).
2.4.6 HXRS
The HXRS is the main HXR diagnostic at TCV, and also the key instrument for
experiments carried out in the course of this thesis, in which the first 3 (LFS mid-
plane, top, bottom) cameras were successively procured, calibrated and installed
on TCV. In the final design this tomographic system will consist of 4 cameras (the
4th in a LFS upper port) with 24 LoS each covering the whole poloidal cross sec-
tion, resulting in a space resolution of a few cm (Fig. 2.7). The two LFS cameras
can be rotated by 90deg providing toroidal coverage in the co- and counter-Ip
directions. [1]
The detectors are C dTe diodes with an energy resolution of 7keV and cover a pri-
mary range from 13 to 300keV. The full-pulse digital data acquisition operates at
12Msamples/s and is followed by digital post-processing, which provides the time
and energy of every single measured photon, and consequently allows for data
analysis based on arbitrarily chosen energy bins and time resolution. The latter
depends on the photon statistics, with the detection system capable of handling
up to 500000 counts per second (cps). [2]
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Figure 2.8: The TXDA diagnostic with its graphite cap (left) and in-vessel view of
the diagnostic in its final position (right). [84]
A more detailed description follows in Ch. 3; further reading: [1, 121].
2.4.7 HXRC
The hard X-ray camera (HXRC) was the predecessor and the basis for develop-
ment of the HXRS on TCV. One of the two cameras of the HXR tomography of
Tore Supra [76] was on loan and installed in a bottom port of sector 4 during sev-
eral thousand plasma discharges. The 14 vertically viewing chords covered the
LFS of the poloidal plasma cross section (Fig. 2.7) [122]. The detectors are also
2mm thick C dTe diodes, but with a square surface of 5× 5mm2 as compared
to the 2×2mm2 of the HXRS. The most relevant difference, however, is the ana-
logue pulse processing providing only count numbers above 8 energy thresholds
(changeable from shot to shot) and typically 10ms time intervals. The collimator
is designed as a pinhole with lower effective thickness (stainless steel and lead of
3cm in total instead of the HXRS 2.9mm tungsten) and no specific surrounding
shielding in addition to the structure material.
Several important results have been obtained using this diagnostic on TCV [123],
including suprathermal electron transport [3], ECCD [124] and X2-X3 synergy
studies [125, 126]. Some of these scenarios are revisited in this thesis using the
improved capabilities of the HXRS system.
2.4.8 TXDA
The tangential X-Ray detector array (TXDA) comprises 6 C dTe detectors (plus a
shielded one for background measurements). The lines of sight are parallel, de-
fined by two perpendicular sets of W Soller collimator plates and passing through
a Be vacuum window. The collimator and detector housing is very compact, is lo-
cated close to the plasma and can be turned allowing extreme tangential obser-
vation of the plasma at different positions (Fig. 2.8). Besides structural shielding,
it is also shielded against the heat flux of the plasma by a graphite cap. The TXDA
measures the photon flux (from 105 to 109 photons/cm2s) without energy resolution
(sensitive to 2–200keV) at a high digitization rate of typically 250kHz (100kHz
amplifier bandwidth).
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Figure 2.9: The PMTX diagnostic in ilôt SE. [84]
2.4.9 PMTX
The photomultiplier tube for hard-X rays (PMTX) is installed in ilôt SE a few me-
ters outside the TCV tokamak (Fig. 2.9). It observes bursts of radiation in the MeV
range that are produced by highly relativistic electrons (typically in the runaway
regime) colliding with the first wall at a time resolution of 250kHz.
2.4.10 PHAV
The vertical pulse height analyser (PHAV) consists of a SDD with a vertical LoS
connected to amplifiers and a multichannel analyzer (FAST ComTec MCA-3 in-
stalled in crpppc271). It measures the X-ray spectra in the range of 1 to 20keV
within intervals of typically 50ms, resulting in a time resolution of 20 spectra/s.
Similar to the HXRS, the diagnostic features two filter wheels. Behind them, there
is the Be window in the zirconium (Z r ) collimator and finally the detector (Fig.
2.10). The first wheel is usually set to the position where no filter is in place. At
another position, there is an iron-55 (55Fe) source that is moved in front of the
detector for calibration. The second wheel contains a variable slit. A feedback
system changes the size of this slit according to the measured X-ray flux. This so-
lution prevents the system from saturation and ensures operation in an optimal
range.
During this thesis work the diagnostic was re-installed at TCV, commissioned
and calibrated. Furthermore, the acquisition cycle and connection to the MDS+
database was fully automated.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic drawing of the PHAV diagnostic.
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2.5 Elementary data analysis tools
Several standard elementary data analysis and processing tools were used in this
thesis. The most important ones are listed and specified in the following.
2.5.1 Coherent and conditional averaging
Conditional averaging is a technique in statistics to extract coherent informa-
tion on repeated spatio-temporal structures from experimental and/or simulated
data. The technique increases the statistics and suppresses incoherent features
like noise. It is often applied in plasma physics, for instance in turbulence [127,
128, 129].
Since the terms coherent and conditional averaging are not always defined in
the same way in literature they are specified here for clarification: coherent av-
eraging means to average several periodically repeated time samples of a signal
that are usually associated to a stimulus that is applied to the system at the same
period. An example used in the following is the application of periodic ECRH
pulses to investigate the response of the plasma. Conditional averaging, by con-
trast, averages repeated time samples with respect to a trigger event, that is, in
general, nonperiodic. The trigger event timing is usually not controlled by the
experimentalist but occurs at random times. The length of time between the
trigger events usually follows a certain probability distribution. An example are
sawtooth crashes as trigger events and the coherent information on the plasma
evolution prior and subsequent to these MHD events.
2.5.2 Filtering
If not stated otherwise low-, high- and band-pass filters are realized by a 2nd order
Butterworth filter.
2.5.3 Singular value decomposition (SVD)
The singular value decomposition (SVD) allows one to extract dominant struc-
tures from a 2D data matrix. Its mathematical definition and main properties are
stated in the following theorem [130]:
Theorem 1. 1. For A ∈Km×n (K = R or K = C) ∃ unitary matrices U ∈Km×m ,
V ∈ Kn×n and a rectangular diagonal matrix Σ ∈ Rm×n (i.e. Σ j k = σ jδ j k )
with A = UΣV H and σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σmin{m,n} ≥ 0. This factorization is
called singular value decomposition of A and σ j are the singular values (of
A).
2. Σ ∈Rm×n is uniquely determined, σ2j is eigenvalue of AH A.
3. σrank(A) > 0=σrank(A)+1.
4. ‖A‖2 =σ1
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Figure 2.11: An example of simple image compression by SVD: original picture
on the left (full rank 639× 875 8bit integer matrix A, 560KB) and ∑20j=1σ j u j v Hj
rounded to 8bit integers (30KB for storage of σ j , u j and v j for j = 1, . . . ,20) on
the right. Picture of HXRS camera 5 cassette taken from [121].
5. With u j ∈Km and v j ∈Kn being the j th columns of U and vV , respectively,
it holds that
A =
rank(A)∑
j=1
σ j u j v
H
j . (2.5)
The last point states that it is sufficient to take only the rank(A) first singu-
lar values (σ j ) and orthogonal columns into account in order to reconstruct the
full matrix A exactly. Taking only the first few dominant σ j and u j , v j still recov-
ers the main features, but with a loss of information, represented by the omitted
terms of (2.5). This can be used in image compression as shown in Fig. 2.11.
Theorem 1, 2., only states that Σ is uniquely determined. It turns out that for
non-degenerate σ j the corresponding vectors u j and v j are also uniquely deter-
mined up to a phase factor (±1 for real numbers), which is the same for u j and v j .
This is usually the case for experimental and simulated data matrices. If the ma-
trix A contains spatio-temporal data with the first dimension of A corresponding
to space and the second one corresponding to time, the SVD reveals the domi-
nant spatial structures in u j (topos) and the corresponding time evolution in v j
(chronos) with the importance given by σ j . Rotating spatial structures are re-
solved by two sets of σ j , topos and chronos; the σ j are nearly equal and a phase
shift of 90deg is present in both the topos and chronos.
This SVD analysis turns out to be extremely useful for mode analysis of tokamak
plasmas, where the spatial structure (mode numbers) and the temporal evolu-
tion (mode frequency) can be easily separated. For modes at constant frequen-
cies the results are in agreement with other methods like band-pass filtering. An
advantage is that the SVD can resolve arbitrary time evolution, including sim-
ple jumps or ramps and, more interestingly, sawteeth and frequency-changing
modes, without any prior assumptions or model development.
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Figure 2.12: An example of a snapshot showing the equilibrium and ECRH
launcher angles, ECRH injected power profiles, magnetic probe spectrogram, ne ,
Te (and SXR) radial profiles and time traces from TS, FIR, XTe and DMPX and
finally HXRS radial profiles and time traces.
Least-squares fitted topos
Often, spatio-temporal data of different sources are closely related, for instance
the signals of the LFS and the HFS toroidal magnetic probe arrays. In such a case,
one can perform the SVD for all signals together, or for both systems individually.
In the first case, the influence of each source depends on its relative normaliza-
tion. In the second case, the chronos differ in general; an example are rotating
structures, represented in a superposition of 2 topos-chronos pairs: within a sys-
tem phase shifts introduced in the chronos are canceled by corresponding phase
shift in the topos, but the phase shifts of the two systems differ in general. In both
cases it is problematic if one of the data sources has a much worse S/N ratio, since
the noise enters in and perturbs the SVD.
If so, an alternative and especially useful solution is the method of least (mean)
squares (LS)-fitted topos: the secondary (noisy) signal topos are not computed by
the SVD, but LS-fitted to the chronos of the SVD of the primary data source. The
LS-fitted topos are therefore the best approximation to the spatial structure cor-
responding to the common chronos, but not topos as defined above. As for any
fit, the difference from the original signal needs to be well monitored to ensure
that it is reasonable.
2.5.4 Snapshots framework
A new data analysis tool, the “snapshots”, was developed and implemented in the
course of this thesis. This framework allows one to create figures and time traces
of TCV diagnostics data and puts these automatically together into a portable
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network graphics (PNG) file in full high definition (Full-HD) resolution. There-
fore small individual PNGs are created for each diagnostic or analysis result and
then put together according to an extensible markup language (XML) parameter
file by a Python script. The storage requirements of the resulting PNGs are low
and due to their immediate availability they are well suited to get a fast overview
of the data. The data can be easily accessed through a web browser or an im-
age viewer without time-consuming MDS+ connections. Snapshots are regularly
used to display information on the previous discharge in the TCV control room
and integrated in the CRPP-wiki for fast preliminary post-shot analysis.
An example is the TCV-E snapshot, showing ECRH/CD, MHD, ne , Te , SXR and
HXR data (Fig. 2.12).
2.6 General tomographic inversion (GTI)
2.6.1 Motivation and implementation
At TCV, many diagnostics provide line integrated measurements of local quan-
tities along multiple LoS. Tomography is a way to extract local information from
these measurements; i.e. to solve the problem of inverting the operator that maps
profiles in the plasma (1D, 2D or higher) to the measured data via line integra-
tion. This inverse problem is, especially in a tokamak, usually undetermined due
to the low number of chords (often limited by space constraints or cost) and in
general badly conditioned, such that additional assumptions are required in or-
der to obtain realistic reconstructions of the profiles. Additionally, the problem
can be simplified by assuming toroidal or poloidal symmetry. The former is not
necessary if all measurements are taken in the same poloidal plane. The latter is
usually required for systems with only one camera (Abel-type inversion).
Among the set of tomographic inversion methods the most common ones were
compared at TCV for XTOMO [80]. The minimum Fisher information (MFI) shows
the best results, as compared to linear regularization (actually a special case of
MFI) and maximum entropy methods. The underlying software implementation
was, however, not very flexible. For other line-integrating multi-chord diagnos-
tics (FIR, DMPX and HXRC and ) there were also only individual and quite limited
tomographic inversion solutions available. This complicated any data compari-
son or integration. Furthermore, any extension and the maintenance of the soft-
ware requires more work and users need to be familiar with different interfaces.
Facing this situation, it was not very tempting to implement another different so-
lution for the HXRS diagnostic.
Therefore, the GTI code was written in order to provide a unique, powerful and
flexible solution for a whole set of diagnostics. Prior to implementation, a list of
design goals was specified ([105], where more technical details can be found too).
The main specification is that a framework with well defined and stable interfaces
enables the integration of multiple diagnostics, several inversion algorithms and
different space, time and other (e.g. energy) discretization. This provides, to-
gether with optional pre- and post-processing features, high flexibility and good
extensibility. Additionally, the numerical effort was reduced by far (parts by sev-
eral orders of magnitude) as compared to previous implementations. This allows
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a session leader at TCV to use tomographic information from a plasma shot al-
ready to plan the following one.
2.6.2 Capabilities
Diagnostics
The GTI code supports the multiple camera diagnostics XTOMO, HXRS, abso-
lute extreme ultraviolet bolometer cameras (AXUV) and foil bolometers (BOLO),
the (essentially) single camera diagnostics DMPX, FIR, HXRC and XTePro and the
tangentially viewing fast visible camera (FastCam).
Discretization
Square pixels as in [80], more specifically finite differences on a rectangular do-
main in the poloidal plane that is divided into squares, are available as one of the
possible discretizations (base functions of the computed solutions) and called
“SquarePixels” in the GTI code. The more general “RectangularPixels” discretiza-
tion is not restricted to squares, also rectangles can be used, which, in addition,
also cover the toroidal direction, using the resulting body of rotation, a ring with
rectangular cross section. Similarly, there are finite element method (FEM) grids
available, either based on rectangular pixels that are split in two triangles each in
order to obtain a triangulation or by using arbitrary triangulations (e.g. Delauney
from a set of points).
In addition to these 2D grids that are independent of prior information, two grids
that are based on the flux surfaces from the LIUQE equilibrium reconstruction
are also supported. The first one is a finite difference grid (“Flux2D”) with a cer-
tain number of sectors in radial (ρpol) and angular (poloidal angle (θ)) direction.
Using only two angular sectors one can investigate poloidal asymmetries using
one-camera diagnostics (HFS-LFS or up-down, depending on the camera posi-
tion). The second one (“Flux2DFEM”) is a FEM discretization based on a trian-
gulation with the number of triangles on a flux surface increasing from the mag-
netic axis to the LCFS in order to keep the element size as constant as possible.
The “Flux2DFEM” discretization does not use any preferred direction inside the
LCFS while the “Flux2D” finite difference operator aims at lower variations in the
angular as compared to the radial direction.
For an Abel-type inversion the “Flux1D” discretization can be used, a 1D finite
difference grid on ρpol. For density-related inversions, e.g. FIR, also a small
set of base functions from radial ne Thomson scattering profiles can be used
(“SVDThomson1D”), that are, themselves, defined on the “Flux1D” grid.
T-matrix
The T-matrix is the linear map from the base function coefficients on the dis-
cretization to the measurement in the diagnostic’s channels. It includes all cali-
bration factors and the étendue (G). The key part, however, is the computation
of the line integration. For this, the thin chord approximation is used, i.e. the
integration along the diagnostic LoS is approximated by the integration along an
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ideal line in the center of the chord. Original algorithms were developed in order
to minimize the numerical effort of the T-matrix computation. Only the initial
T-matrix algorithm for “SquarePixels” was based on Xiaolin Wu’s line drawing al-
gorithm [131] but outperformed and consequently replaced by the more general
algorithm used for “RectangularPixels”.
Inversion methods
The quite basic zero, first and second order regularization methods are special
cases of the MFI regularization that is used in the following if not stated oth-
erwise. The algorithm was more efficiently, but also more simply and flexibly
implemented using object oriented programming (OOP). The “LeastSquares”, a
simple LS solver for the linear system, is applied for the “SVDThomson1D” dis-
cretization and only useful in such over-determined and well-conditioned cases.
Pre- and post-processing
The measured signal can be pre-processed using coherent and conditional av-
eraging techniques. Also, the time resolution can be changed via automatic in-
terpolation / smoothing. Low-, high- and band-pass filters can be applied both
in pre- and post-processing, i.e. before the inversion on the individual channels
and after the inversion on the solution. Also, a Fourier transform can be used in
order to perform the inversion in the frequency domain, but this is hardly ever
used. In contrast to this, the SVD of the solution in order to identify spatial struc-
tures with different temporal evolution (such as sawteeth, NTMs) is an important
post-processing tool that was extensively used in the course of this thesis.
2.7 Fokker-Planck modeling of
the (suprathermal) electron distribution
To model the (suprathermal) e.d.f., Fokker-Planck simulations (Sec. 1.8) were
performed using the LUKE [82, 132] and CQL3D [133, 83] codes. In LUKE, the ray-
tracing is performed with the integrated C3PO code while CQL3D relies on TORAY,
the standard ray-tracing code used at TCV.
Both Fokker-Planck codes also feature a synthetic HXR diagnostic; in LUKE this
fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB) module is called R5-X2. Both use the Coulomb
corrected Born approximation, the Bethe-Heitler formula with the Elwert fac-
tor (FE ) for electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung (B.8) and the Haug expression for
electron-electron bremsstrahlung (B.18).
Synthetic ECE diagnostics could not be used. The one that is coupled to CQL3D,
embedded in the GENRAY ray-tracing code, is still in a beta version state and not
reliable. For LUKE, the synthetic ECE diagnostic is still in an early development
state, and no preliminary version is available.
CQL3D is a well established code used and improved for more than 20years and
benchmarked against other Fokker-Planck codes [134]. It is written in Fortran
and requires some standard libraries, including netCDF for data and pgplot for
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graphical output. As an interface to TCV data and the CRPP and EPFL high-
performance computing (HPC) capabilities the CQL3Dpy package was imple-
mented in Python in the course of this thesis.
An improved and more flexible TCV database access including temporal evolu-
tion and conditional averaging was also implemented for LUKE. This well-docu-
mented and supported code was developed later than CQL3D and comes in com-
pact form with a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). It is based on a
modern MATLAB implementation, featuring many integrated analysis and plot-
ting options, also for shot preparation. In R5-X2, HXRS filter and response are
directly taken into account.
More details on the Fokker-Planck codes LUKE and CQL3D can be found in Ch. 4.
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Chapter 3
HXRS
3.1 Hardware
3.1.1 Geometry and components
The geometry of the LoS of the diagnostic is shown in Fig. 2.7. During the design
up to nine cameras were considered. It was decided to select cameras 2, 4, 5 and
7 of the design phase, whose collective LoS cover the plasmas in TCV best. More
cameras would not significantly improve the chosen tomographic system further
[1]. In the following, the clockwise numbering (starting at the HFS on the left) of
the original design is kept. Therefore, the numbering of the cameras is 2, 4, 5 and
7, although only four cameras are installed on TCV.
The main part of a camera is the cassette (Fig. 3.1), containing all detectors and
the pre-amplifier and amplifier electronics inside metallic shielding. On its front,
the W collimator is mounted close to the detectors. A surrounding structure
holds also the filter wheels in front of the collimator and the additional W shield-
ing. This camera structure is supported off an outer flange which is attached to
the port that contains the camera. During operation the camera is in a prelimi-
nary rough vacuum to keep the pressure on the Be window well below 1Atm, for
extra safety. A simple glued-in feed-through (SCSI-2 MD68 connector) connects
the camera electronics to the BITBUS slave hosting the power supply, the filter
wheel controls and the connections to the analog to digital converter (ADC) and
acquisition electronics.
3.1.2 Collimator and shielding
The viewing chords are defined by a fan-type Soller collimator made of W . Each
detector has its own pinhole channel providing an equal G of 4.4·10−9 m2sr. While
the collimator is 2.9cm thick, the C dTe detectors are also shielded from the side
by stainless steel structural components and at least 2cm of W . One additional
completely shielded detector per camera is used to discriminate against the back-
ground noise and uncollimated, highly relativistic photons.
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Figure 3.1: Opened cassette of HXRS camera 2 with tungsten collimator in front
of the detectors and the amplifier cards.
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Figure 3.2: HXRS collimator design of camera 5: CdTe detectors (red squares)
behind the collimator (black) with lines of sight (red) crossing in one point.
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Figure 3.3: HXRS camera 2 with shielding and filter wheels (left); camera 4 front
shielding with openings for filter wheel controls, LoS and camera rotation mech-
anism (right).
Position prototype A B
1 - - -
2 0.048mm Al 0.15mm Al 0.03mm Al
3 0.192mm Al 1.5mm Al 0.6mm Al
4 0.95mm Al 0.3mm Fe 0.15mm Fe
5 1.5mm Al 0.8mm Fe 0.5mm Fe
6 2.5mm Al 2.5mm Fe 1.5mm Fe
Table 3.1: Thicknesses of the Al and Fe filters of the HXRS. The prototype was
used in camera 5. A and B compose the final design for the two wheels of each
camera, which will also be adopted in camera 5.
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Figure 3.4: HXRS CdTe detector efficiency for a) the prototype filters of camera 5
and b) a subset of the possible combinations of positions in wheels A and B of the
final design, as already used in camera 2. The Be window is included.
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3.1.3 Filter wheels
Sufficiently good statistics of 100kcps or more are desirable to obtain a good en-
ergy and time resolution. At the same time, the count rate has an upper limit
of about 500kcps due to the finite charge collection and decay time. To stay in
this corridor for a wide range of plasma scenarios it is required to adjust the low-
energy cut-off accordingly. This is done by putting filters in the LoS in front of the
collimator. Two filter wheels with 6 positions each provide 36 absorber combina-
tions (Tab. 3.1, Fig. 3.4). The wheels are turned by a stepping system driven by
pressurized air, controlled remotely by the Vsystem via the BITBUS slave.
3.1.4 Detector
Ohmic C dTe detectors manufactured by Eurorad were chosen after a compar-
ison to other options including cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), mercury(II) io-
dide (H g I2) and Schottky C dTe detectors. The main advantages of C dTe over
the other materials are the high detection efficiency in the desired range of 10−
300keV and a fast charge collection enabling high count rates and subsequently
providing good statistics. The size of the detector, 2mm×2mm×2mm was cho-
sen due to spatial and étendue constraints (area) and a good compromise of de-
tection efficiency at high photon energies and fast charge collection (thickness).
The Schottky detector type provides a better energy resolution, but was excluded
due to polarization effects that change the detector behavior over time. [121]
By contrast, the long-term stability of the employed Eurorad C dTe detectors was
also verified by a calibration check after years of operation during several thou-
sand plasma discharges.
3.1.5 Pre-amplifier and amplifier
The detectors are followed by fast integrators that act as charge collectors, the
charge being proportional to the impinging photon energy. The pulses have a
characteristic rise time of 400ns, and the integrators are discharged with a decay
time of 4µs. After this pre-amplifier stage, the collected signal is amplified to the
digitizer range of [−4,4]V.
The integrator and amplifier electronics are on small printed circuit boards (PCBs)
close to the detectors in order to minimize the noise that can enter the system in
between. Since they heat up significantly, especially in vacuum, they are only
switched on and off about half a minute before and after the TCV discharge, re-
spectively. This amply guarantees stability because the system stabilizes within
less than 100ms.
3.1.6 BITBUS slave
There are two BITBUS slaves, each hosting the power supply, triggers and filter
wheel control of two HXRS cameras. Furthermore, the 52 (2× 26) signal wires
from the 68 pin connector are unbundled per channel. The pairs (differential
output) in individual cables connect with LEMO connectors to the D-tAcq acqui-
sition boards.
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3.1.7 Acquisition
The signal is acquired at 12Msamples/s by six D-tAcq ACQ216CPCI 16 channel dig-
itizer cards located in two crates providing the power supply. Each of the crates is
connected to two cameras via one of the BITBUS slaves. Integrated filters (5MHz)
prevent aliasing and integrated field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) enable
real-time data processing (not used so far).
Time traces of up to 2.6s can be stored in the on-board memory (1GB). After
each discharge this data is collected by the acquisition personal computer (PC)
crpppc82 via a 100Mbit Ethernet connection and stored locally on hard disk
drives (HDDs).
3.2 Calibration
The calibration of the HXRS system was performed in three parts: the D-tAcq
digitizer cards were calibrated against a sinusoidal signal from a function gen-
erator for relative calibration; the detectors were individually calibrated against
an americium-241 (241 Am) source using a shaping amplifier and a multichannel
analyzer (MCA-3); finally, all channels of the assembled cameras were calibrated
individually using the MCA-3 setup for relative calibration and one channel per
camera additionally against the digital acquisition and pulse processing for ab-
solute calibration.
In the following, the calibration is described more in detail.
3.2.1 ADC and acquisition calibration
The 96 channels of the six 16 channel D-tAcq ACQ216CPCI ADC and acquisition
cards are calibrated using a 8V peak-to-peak sinusoidal signal from a synthe-
sized function generator (WAVETEK model 288). A calibration time trace contains
600000 samples, acquired at 12Msamples/s. The standard calibration signal is a
sine wave at 10kHz, such that 500 periods are acquired. The calibration scaling
factor is determined from the root mean square (RMS) of the unbalanced signal
(50Ω, one differential input grounded). The calibration offset is the mean value
of the balanced signal (135Ω).
Furthermore, the signal attenuation vs frequency was measured for sine waves
with frequencies from 10kHz to 20MHz (unbalanced, 1MHz balanced) for two
channels (one per D-tAcq box) and provided a verification that the anti-aliasing
filter works properly (Fig. 3.5).
Finally, the common mode rejection was analyzed by splitting the unbalanced
signal into both differential inputs of the D-tAcq channel. From 60dB at 1kHz
the attenuation decreases slowly monotonically to 50dB above 1MHz, followed
by a minimum of 40dB at 5MHz and an increasingly fast rise to more than 70dB
at 20MHz.
3.2.2 Detector calibration
The HXRS C dTe detectors were individually calibrated after purchase using an
241 Am source. The 241 Am source has a main gamma ray (γ) peak at 59.5409keV
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Figure 3.5: HXRS ADC anti-aliasing filter attenuation shown by the normalized
RMS value of the sine waves vs frequency of D-tAcq channels 32 and 80. The
rectangular area (range [3,10]MHz) is shown in the zoomed plot in more detail.
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Figure 3.6: Spectra measured with MCA-3 with the HXRS CdTe detector in the
prototype amplifier card for different photon incident angles (location of 241 Am
source; 0deg in front, 90deg at the side).
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(35.9% of intensity) that is used for the calibration and two peaks at smaller en-
ergy (13.9keV (37% and 26.3446keV (2.27%)) [135] that are useful to analyze the
noise level.
Therefore, the detectors were consecutively set into a reference amplifier card
that is connected to an EG&G Ortec 571 shaping amplifier that transforms the
pulses into a Gaussian shape. This signal enters a multichannel analyzer (FAST
ComTec MCA-3 of the PHAV diagnostic) where the pulse height analysis (PHA) is
performed. For the calibration of one detector it takes about 40min to get suffi-
cient statistics.
The standard deviation (σ) of the main peak (over all detectors) is less then 1.7%.
The mean value (over all detectors) of the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the main peak is about 10%. The goal of this test was to check that all detec-
tors work properly. This is only a cross-check and is not used directly in the final
camera calibration.
Additionally, the dependence of the spectrum on the incident angle θ of the pho-
tons was analyzed by moving the 241 Am source to different angular positions with
respect to (w.r.t.) the detector. For positions in front of the detector (θ ≤ 45deg)
the difference is negligible; it is still small for θ = 60deg and increasingly signifi-
cant for θ > 70deg (Fig. 3.6).
3.2.3 Camera calibration
The detectors are finally calibrated in the assembled camera. The full chain in-
cluding the amplifier cards, the D-tAcq and the digital pulse processing (absolute
calibration) is only performed for one channel per camera. Due to triggering and
readout summing up to about 60s for 1.5s of data containing about five to ten
pulses each, this calibration takes too long to use it for all channels (about two
days per channel).
Therefore, the part of the chain up to the amplifier card output (including the
detector, integrator and amplifier) is relatively calibrated w.r.t. the absolutely cal-
ibrated channel, using the shaping amplifier and the multichannel analyzer as
in the individual detector calibration setup, but at higher resolution (≈ 2h per
channel). The remaining part, is also relatively calibrated w.r.t. to the absolutely
calibrated channel using the D-tAcq calibration (the digital pulse processing is
the same for all channels).
A comparison of the three absolutely calibrated channels (of cameras 2, 5 and 7)
shows that the deviation due to the relative calibration is negligible. Therefore
there is no significant drawback in the relative calibration.
Due to the fact that for 100 detectors there are only 96 D-tAcq channels, not all
channels can be connected at once for the moment. Depending on the plasma
scenario and position the connections may be interchanged leaving different
channels disconnected. The connections are stored in a lookup table. This table,
together with the relative and absolute calibration data is used for the full cali-
bration that is automatically applied in the raw data access functions (available
in MATLAB and Python).
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3.3 Digital pulse processing
After the data collection the raw time traces are immediately analyzed in crpppc82
using digital pulse processing. The algorithm is implemented in Python and C
and parallelized with mpi4py, resulting in a runtime of less than 70s for the anal-
ysis of all 96 channels. The derived arrival time and energy of each photon are
stored locally in MDS+ providing fast data access.
The detection and analysis of the single photons from the acquired time traces is
a challenging task at the desired high count rates of several 100kcps and in view
of the significant noise level of a tokamak experiment environment.
To find the best-suited algorithm for the specific HXRS requirements, several
standard and advanced pulse processing techniques have been implemented.
This was a significant sub-project and an original contribution within this thesis,
which explains the considerable length of the present section. The accompany-
ing algorithm benchmarking suite was deliberately designed with broad flexibil-
ity, permitting a general study of the pulse detection and analysis problem at high
count rates that transcends the specific requirements of the HXRS system. The
results of this study are reported in the present section.
Analog versus digital pulse processing
Practically every particle counting spectrometer consists of an analog and a digi-
tal part with an ADC in between. In analog pulse processing the digital part only
performs a histogram. This was the only solution available till the early 1990s,
when digital systems became fast enough to restrict the analog part to the charge
collection and preamplification. In the latter scheme, the preamplified signal is
directly sampled by a high-resolution ADC that records the time history of each
individual pulse, and the pulse processing is performed digitally, either by hard-
ware or by software [136]. In the transitional period, when the performance of
digital processors was still relatively low, hybrid systems were also used, in which
a digital signal processor (DSP) was triggered by an analog pulse height analyzer
(PHA) [137].
The main advantages of analog pulse processing lie in robustness, decades of
experience and low cost as compared to digital systems. With some additional
effort even the pulse shape can be used to a certain extent to aid the pulse recog-
nition, for instance to discriminate between particle types [138].
Nowadays digital pulse processing is used in commercially available spectrom-
eters [139] as well as in highly specialized applications such as spacecraft [140]
and magnetic confinement fusion experiments [1]. The available digital solu-
tions continuously decrease in cost and increase in processing speed and stor-
age, enabling real-time applications as well as storage of the entire time traces
acquired. Since the shape of each pulse is known, it can be used to extract more
information than just the height of the pulse. Therefore the pulse processing al-
gorithms can be optimized with respect to the pulse characteristics, for instance
for neutron - gamma discrimination [141] or to detect the incident position of the
particle within a detector [142] and use this information to improve the determi-
nation of the particle energy [143].
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Furthermore, the time and energy of each detected pulse are available. This al-
lows one to freely choose time and energy bins after the measurement and subse-
quently to use advanced analysis techniques such as conditional averaging: this
is very effective to analyze randomly repeated events such as sawtooth crashes
with the HXRS system at a timescale capturing the fast dynamics [62].
Existing techniques
In analog pulse processing the preamplifier signal is shaped by a shaping am-
plifier. This can be realized either as a single delay line (SDL), a double delay
line (DDL) or as a combination of m differentiating capacitor-resistor (CR) and
n integrating resistor-capacitor (RC) circuits ((CR)m(RC)n filter). In addition, tail
(pole-zero) cancellation and baseline restoration are regularly applied to improve
the signal properties further. Finally the signal is evaluated using a peak-sensing
ADC and the detected pulses are digitally stored in a histogram [144].
In digital pulse processing the same analog techniques can be implemented digi-
tally [145]. However, a large variety of additional methods can also be used, com-
prising more sophisticated techniques that take the whole time history and pulse
shapes into account. Typical such techniques are digital finite impulse response
(FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters [146, 147], cross-correlation (CC)
[148, 149] and least (mean) squares (LMS) difference [150] to template pulses,
neural network pulse recognition [151], wavelet transform [152, 153] and support
vector machine (SVM) pulse sorting [154].
3.3.1 Digital implementation
Although a very wide range of different pulse processing algorithms is compared,
a large fraction of these algorithms shares the use of a few fundamental steps in
the data analysis. This allows not only the implementation of a general frame-
work for data input/output (I/O), storage and benchmarking, but also a gener-
alization of the algorithm implementation itself. This in turn makes it possible
to study more algorithms with little additional effort and facilitates their com-
parison. The common basic steps are, namely, signal treatment, pulse detection
(PD) and PHA. These components are individually presented in the following.
Nonetheless, the implementation can be kept flexible enough to treat algorithms
that can be only partially or not at all resolved by this sequence of steps or that
require additional post-processing.
For all presented algorithms, the signal treatment, PD and PHA methods are listed
in Tab. 3.2.
Signal treatment
The signal treatment processes the raw data to provide an input for the pulse
detection and analysis. It keeps the signal’s original sampling rate and is often
realized by the application of filters. Usually the signal treatment is the same
for the pulse detection and pulse height analysis, although there are also a few
methods where the signal treatment for analysis differs from that for detection.
Since most pulse processing algorithms share the same or similar detection and
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Algorithm Detection Analysis
Acronym Signal treatment PD Signal treatment PHA
Trpz2 Trpz2 Dyn. thres. Trpz2 Level eval.
Trpz1a Trpz1a: nr ,nd = 4 Dyn. thres. Trpz1a: nr ,nd = 4 Level eval.
Trpz1as Trpz1a: nr ,nd = 3 Dyn. thres. Trpz1a: nr ,nd = 3 Level eval.
Trpz1 Trpz1 Dyn. thres. Trpz1 Level eval.
Trpz Trpz Dyn. thres. Trpz Level eval.
CC-LMS CC Dyn. thres. LMS Level eval.
LMS LMS Dyn. thres. LMS Level eval.
(C R)2(RC ) (C R)2(RC ) Dyn. thres. (C R)2(RC ) Level eval.
(C R)2(RC )4 (C R)2(RC )4 Dyn. thres. (C R)2(RC )4 Level eval.
(C R)(RC )4 (C R)(RC )4 Dyn. thres. (C R)(RC )4 Level eval.
(C R)(RC ) (C R)(RC ) Dyn. thres. (C R)(RC ) Level eval.
CIS Digital band-pass CIS, rise thres. Digital band-pass Rise eval.
PSD MA filter Mult. cond. MA filter Rise eval.
Canny Canny Dyn. thres. Canny Level eval.
SDL SDL Dyn. thres. SDL Level eval.
DDL DDL Dyn. thres. DDL Level eval.
opt1na Optimum filter 1 Dyn. thres. Optimum filter 1 Level eval.
opt2na Optimum filter 2 Dyn. thres. Optimum filter 2 Level eval.
opt3na Optimum filter 3 Dyn. thres. Optimum filter 3 Level eval.
opt4na Optimum filter 4 Dyn. thres. Optimum filter 4 Level eval.
i-500kcps Idealized algorithm, detects all pulses spaced by ≥ 2µs correctly
i-1Mcps Idealized algorithm, detects all pulses spaced by ≥ 1µs correctly
i-2Mcps Idealized algorithm, detects all pulses spaced by ≥ 0.5µs correctly
Table 3.2: List of signal treatment, pulse detection and PHA methods for all pre-
sented algorithms.
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analysis methods, their main differences lie in the signal treatment. Therefore,
the signal treatment parts play the main role in characterizing a pulse processing
method.
Pulse detection
In the analysis chain comprising signal treatment and pulse detection, care has
to be taken not to introduce a time shift in the particle arrival time. Already in the
raw signal, and additionally after filtering using only data points from the past,
the peak of a pulse is delayed with respect to the photon arrival time. This is
why it can be necessary to apply a time index shift in addition to the basic signal
treatment in order to detect the photon at its arrival time instead of the time point
at which the corresponding pulse appears in the processed signal after the whole
chain from charge collection to basic signal treatment.
Threshold The threshold detection defines the detected pulses as groups of
contiguous points exceeding a set threshold value, separated by points below it.
The time of each pulse is then defined as the point of maximum value within it.
This solution prevents artificial time shifts dependent on the pulse height, such
as in the leading edge threshold crossing method, which for this reason is not
considered here, in spite of its frequent usage.
Dynamic threshold The dynamic threshold (dyn. thres.) detection algo-
rithm detects local maxima that lie above a set threshold value and identifies
them as pulses if they are separated by a minimum, with the maximum to mini-
mum ratio exceeding a set factor. Especially at high count rates this is expected
to be advantageous since the signal between two consecutive pulses only has to
go down to the specified ratio and not all the way below the threshold value in
order to separate these two pulses.
Rise threshold Here, the pulse rise is investigated by selecting monotoni-
cally increasing segments of the signal. Since the derivative of the signal is posi-
tive in these segments and bounded by sign changes before and after them, this
selection is realized by detecting the change-in-sign (CIS). If the signal rise within
such a segment exceeds a set threshold value, the start or mean time of this seg-
ment is taken as the pulse time.
Multiple conditions Several other detection methods can be grouped un-
der this expression, meaning that they do not look only for maxima but apply
additional conditions. For instance the pulse-shape discriminator (PSD) algo-
rithm, operating on a smoothed signal, checks for a signal rise followed by a de-
crease over three or more consecutive points lying within the integrator decay
time [121].
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Pulse height analysis
Level evaluation To determine the pulse height the signal is simply evalu-
ated at the points detected by the pulse detection. It should be noted that a sta-
tistical average over several points can be achieved by including this averaging in
the signal treatment directly.
Rise evaluation The rise of the signal over a certain period, usually defined
by the rise threshold detection, is used to determine the pulse height.
3.3.2 Overview of signal treatment algorithms
The methods presented in this section, especially the filters, are all time-invariant.
This corresponds to the application where pulse shapes and noise characteristics
do not change over time. In time-variant systems, however, the method’s param-
eters should be adjusted accordingly over time. Then the results presented in
here can, to a certain extent, be extended to such systems as well.
In Figs. 3.7–3.8 the pulse responses of the most important filter methods pre-
sented in the following are compared.
I. IIR filters
Infinite impulse response (IIR) filters are widely used in digital pulse processing,
for instance as band-pass filters or to emulate analog filters digitally.
I.a. Digital band-pass filters A tempting approach is the simple use of band-
pass filters to remove high frequency noise and low frequency baseline deviation.
In the remaining signal only the pre-amplified pulses should appear and be eval-
uated. However, since the pulses themselves are not sinusoidal but have a wider
frequency spectrum, the filter pass band has to be chosen carefully, especially if
the pulse and noise spectrum overlap significantly.
CIS method One of the earliest attempts at digital pulse processing for the
HXRS diagnostic was based on a digital band-pass filter. The filtered signal, how-
ever, cannot be used for (dynamic) threshold detection and level evaluation anal-
ysis. In order to yield a working pulse processing method the rise threshold detec-
tion and rise evaluation analysis have to be applied on the band-pass filtered sig-
nal. Subsequently, the method as a whole is called a change-in-sign (CIS) method
[121].
I.b. Analog filters Classic analog pulse shaping amplifiers use a combination of
differentiating CR and integrating RC circuits. Their transfer functions are de-
termined by time constants and can be easily implemented digitally, providing a
reference for digital pulse processing. The principle can be understood by con-
sidering the simplest type (C R)(RC ) with one CR and one RC circuit. First, the
CR circuit determines the slope of the pulse rise and then its output decays over
its time constant. Therefore it acts as a high-pass filter. The RC circuit then inte-
grates the CR output and acts as a low-pass filter. [144]
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Figure 3.7: Pulse response of the presented IIR, delay line, LMS and cross-
correlation filters to a simulated clean input pulse.
(C R)(RC )n method If the RC integrating step is repeated n times, the noise
in the high-frequency range is further reduced and the resulting pulse shape ap-
proaches a Gaussian. To keep the peaking time constant, the time constants of
the n RC circuits have to be 1/n times the time constant of a single RC circuit.
This shortening of the time constants shortens the decay after the peak as well.
However, adding more circuits increases the complexity of the system and the
improvement is only significant for low n. Typically 2− 4 RC circuits are used.
[145]
(C R)2(RC )n method In the limit of high count rates any pulse detection
method is affected by pile-up. To reduce this effect a second differentiating CR
circuit is added, which makes the output signal bipolar. This was, for instance,
done for the HXRC that was formerly installed on TCV and used (C R)2(RC ) ana-
log pulse processing with a filter time constant of 0.3µs [76]. As before, n > 1 is
expected to yield a slight improvement in performance.
II. FIR filters
Finite impulse response (FIR) filters have, in contrast to IIR filters, an impulse
response of finite duration. An analog implementation of these filters is not trivial
but can be realized using delay lines or surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters. The
digital implementation of discrete-time FIR filters, however, is very simple. The
output signal r is the convolution of the input signal s and the filter coefficients
c ∈R(N+1)×1
ri =
N∑
k=0
ck sm+i−k ∀i = 1, . . . ,n, (3.1)
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Figure 3.8: Pulse response of the presented FIR filters to a simulated clean input
pulse.
where s is zero for all indices that are out of range. The common FIR filter def-
inition (m = 0) is extended here by a time index shift m ∈ Z, in order to detect
photons at their arrival time, as described in section 3.3.1. The map f : s 7→ r de-
fined by (3.1) is linear f ∈ L(Rn×1). Another important property is that the filter
coefficients represent the impulse response of a N th order discrete-time FIR fil-
ter, which is of length N +1 samples.
The impulse responses of the more complicated FIR filters presented in the fol-
lowing, corresponding to their filter coefficients, are compared in Fig. 3.9. Their
step responses are shown in Fig. 3.10.
II.a. Delay lines The delay line technique splits the input signal onto several
paths of different lengths where each sub-signal is also multiplied by a differ-
ent weighting factor. The outputs from all the paths are then added to obtain a
weighted sum of delayed versions of the raw signal.
SDL method The single delay line (SDL) method uses a single delay line to
subtract a delayed and slightly downscaled version of the signal off the signal
itself. This leads to a short, nearly trapezoidal pulse with a length of the order
of the delay followed by a fast reset to zero. The delay of the line should in no
case be smaller than the rise time of the input pulse, otherwise parts of the pulse
would already be subtracted while it still rises. To minimize the flat top of the
trapezoidal-like pulse the delay should be close to the rise time of the input pulse.
This results in a quasi-triangular output pulse without visible flat top, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.7. Also, the downscaling factor has to be adjusted according to the
pulse decay in order to restore the baseline after the pulse properly.
While noise at the exact delay time frequency is damped, this method includes
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Figure 3.9: Impulse response of the presented FIR filters, being equal to the filter
coefficients.
no low-pass filter to get rid of general high-frequency noise.
DDL method The double delay line (DDL) is a series of two SDL circuits to
obtain a bipolar pulse instead of a trapezoidal peak. The resulting zero-crossing
leads to a better pulse separation whereby even higher count rates can be re-
solved than with the SDL.
II.b. MA filter A moving average (MA) filter of span S is a FIR filter with S co-
efficients, all being equal to 1/S. We restrict S to odd positive integers, meaning
that the order of the FIR filter N = S−1 is even (N ∈ 2N), and we set the time shift
to m = N/2. Following this definition, the filtered signal at each point in time is
the arithmetic mean of the raw signal at that time and the N/2 consecutive points
before and N/2 consecutive points after that point in time.
PSD method The moving average filter is used to smooth the signal for the
multiple condition detection in the pulse-shape discriminator (PSD) method.
II.c. Trapezoidal filters Here, the trapezoidal (Trpz) filter family encompasses
the basic trapezoidal (Trpz) filter and several FIR filters closely related to it.
Trpz method The step response of the trapezoidal (Trpz) filter is a trape-
zoidal peak as shown in Fig. 3.10. The filter is specified by the number of samples
in the rise (nr), the flat top (nf) and the decay (nd) phases of this peak. It com-
putes the difference between the mean value of nr samples on the future side
of a gap of nf samples and the mean value of nd samples on the gap’s past side
[144]. The response to a ramp from 0 to 1 within a certain rise time is a piece-wise
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Figure 3.10: Step response of the presented FIR filters.
quadratic function. It is smoothed with respect to the step response and its flat
top is shortened by the finite ramp rise time. Without a flat top this response is a
quadratic spline approximation to a Gaussian.
In analogy to the SDL, the delay time, corresponding to nf, should be greater than
the rise time of input pulses. The flat top should be as short as possible to obtain
Gaussian-like output pulses. However, a short flat top is required in order to ac-
count for ballistic deficit [155].
The case nr = nd = 1 corresponds to a time-discrete SDL method with nf specify-
ing the delay; for increasing nr and nd high-frequency noise is averaged out with
increasing effectiveness.
Trpz1/Trpz1a method Starting from the Trpz filter, the Trpz1(a) filter is ob-
tained by computing weighted mean values instead of mean values before and
after the gap. If one increases the weights for samples closer to the gap, e.g.,
this technique can narrow the output pulse. In the Trpz1 method the weights
increase linearly towards the gap while an exponential increase is used in the
Trpz1a method.
Trpz2/Trpz2a method Applying to the Trpz1(a) method the same step that
was taken from the (C R)(RC ) to the (C R)2(RC ) and from the SDL to the DDL
method to the Trpz1(a) method yields the Trpz2(a) method. This subsequent ap-
plication of two Trpz1(a) and an integrating window can be represented by a sin-
gle FIR filter whose coefficients are a convolution of two Trpz1(a) filters and an
integrating FIR filter. The latter is similar to a moving average (MA) filter, but
uses numerical integration method coefficients (such as (7,32,12,32,7)90 from Boole’s
rule) instead of the arithmetic mean.
As is the case in going from SDL to DDL, this leads to a bipolar shape and is ex-
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pected to increase the throughput at high count rates.
II.d. Canny method The problem of detecting a pulse is similar to edge detec-
tion. The Canny edge detector [156], the first derivative of a Gaussian, can there-
fore be used as a FIR filter.
II.e. Optimum filters The FIR filters presented above represent only a small,
very specific set within the space of FIR filters. To overcome the restrictions to fil-
ters that follow strict design rules and are determined by only a few parameters,
one can look for an optimum FIR filter with respect to well-defined requirements.
This can be realized by linear least squares minimization of a functional contain-
ing information about the noise and the desired output pulse shape [157, 158].
The basic idea is to optimize the FIR filter coefficients under several constraints
in a least squares sense. The two main constraints taken into account are the fol-
lowing: for a given input pulse a desired output should be obtained; and for noise
input the output should be zero. Furthermore, specific input frequencies can be
suppressed and the pulse response area can be specified. Since all these con-
straints form an over-determined system of equations there is usually no exact
solution. However, a best approximation in a least squares sense, where weight-
ing factors reflect the importance of each constraint, can be found.
The two main constraints, optimum pulse response and noise rejection, can be
formulated as follows: the signal s is written as the sum of a clean pulse signal sc
and a noise component sn. This results, according to (3.1), in the FIR filter output
ri =
N∑
k=0
ck sc,m+i−k + ck sn,m+i−k ∀i = 1, . . . ,n. (3.2)
For noise of mean zero this yields an average output
r i =
N∑
k=0
ck sc,m+i−k ∀i = 1, . . . ,n (3.3)
with variance
σ2r = cT V c. (3.4)
Here, V is the auto-covariance matrix of the noise sn. The variance of the clean
signal sc that does not originate from noise, such as pulse shape changes due to
different interaction locations in the detector, can be taken into account in the
same manner.
The ideal result would be an average output identical to the request, and with
zero variance. Generally, this cannot be obtained exactly but a best approxima-
tion can be found by minimizing the sum of the weighted difference between the
average output r and the desired output rd and the variance σ2r∑
i
αr,i‖r i − rd,i‖2+αnσ2r →min, (3.5)
αr being the weighting factors for the request and αn being the noise weighting
factor, all greater or equal zero.
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The expression in (3.5) can be written in matrix form. It adopts its minimum at
the zero of its gradient, yielding the normal equation[(∑
i
αr,i
(
scs
T
c
)
i
)
+αnV
]
c=∑
i
αr,i (sc)i rd,i . (3.6)
Its solution is the vector of the N +1 optimum FIR filter coefficients c. Additional
constraints can be imposed by adding corresponding terms to (3.5) and (3.6) re-
spectively.
The choice of the weighting factors is essential in order to obtain a well-behaved
optimum filter. In particular, a low αn can lead to over-fitting, yielding unaccept-
ably poor performance if the signal s deviates only slightly from the clean signal
sc.
III. Least squares and cross-correlation methods
III.a. LMS method The least (mean) squares (LMS) difference from a template
pulse can be used to specify a digital filter. The idea is to find the pulse amplitude
a such that the template pulse t of height 1 is optimally scaled to the signal s (both
column vectors of N samples) in a least squares sense.
‖ta−s‖2 →min (3.7)
with t,s ∈RN×1. The obvious choice for the template pulse t is the clean signal sc.
To reduce the effect of baseline shifts both the signal and the template are shifted
by their mean value before the least squares optimization is effected (u is a vector
with all values equal to 1 and of same size as s and t).
x0 = x− u
T x
N
u, x= s,t (3.8)
The linear least squares problem (3.7) is solved by the solution of the normal
equation
tT0 t0a = tT0
(
s− u
T s
N
u
)
. (3.9)
From the definition of u it follows that uT u=N and, since
uT x0 =uT x− u
T x
N
uT u, (3.10)
subsequently
uT x0 = 0 (3.11)
for vectors x0 as defined in (3.8). On the other hand, vectors y with uT y= 0 remain
unchanged by (3.8): y0 = y. Therefore (3.8) and (3.11) are equivalent definitions
of a zero mean LMS method template pulse t0.
Using (3.11) for x = t yields directly tT0 u = 0, which simplifies (3.9). The pulse
amplitude is then given by
a = t
T
0
‖t0‖2
s. (3.12)
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Comparison to (3.1) reveals that (3.12) defines the coefficients of a FIR filter of
order N −1:
c := t0‖t0‖2
. (3.13)
Conversely, FIR filters with coefficient sum zero (uT c= 0) can be represented by
the LMS method, since the template pulse defined by
t0 := c‖c‖2 (3.14)
fulfills (3.11).
III.b. Cross-correlation detection Using the notation of section 3.3.2 the normal-
ized cross-correlation (CC) of a signal and a template pulse can be written as
c = t
T
0 s0
‖t0‖‖s0‖
∈ [−1,1] . (3.15)
This can be directly used as a non-linear filter for pulse detection [149]. A clear
advantage of this filter is that it ideally responds equally to the pulse shape, no
matter what its amplitude is. However, since it does not respond to the ampli-
tude of the pulse, a different method has to be used for the pulse height analysis.
This could be any of the PHA methods discussed earlier; however, the formal sim-
ilarity between the cross-correlation detection and the LMS method suggests to
combine these two for an optimal result.
IV. Wavelet transform
A discrete wavelet transform is used to detect patterns in signals that may occur
on different timescales. This is for instance successfully applied in sawtooth de-
tection using the Canny edge detector as wavelet [152] to detect sawtooth crashes
whose length may vary.
In the present pulse processing application, however, the rise and decay times of
the pulses to be detected are practically constant and usually well known. There-
fore, pulse detection algorithms can be well-tuned to the pulse characteristics.
It is not necessary to scan different timescales using a wavelet transform since
the timescale over which the pulses occur is already known. Hence, it is not ex-
pected that the use of the wavelet transform would improve well-tuned pulse de-
tection algorithms. However, if the pulse rise and decay times are not known, this
method may be advantageous [153].
3.3.3 Benchmarking methods
A detailed comparison and benchmarking of the presented algorithms is carried
out using experimentally measured as well as simulated signals. The analysis
concentrates on simulated signals where the particle arrival time and energy are
exactly known and arbitrary count rates and noise can be investigated. Nonethe-
less the use of experimentally measured noise in the simulation as well as the
analysis of full experimental signals are necessary to ensure the validity of the
signal simulation models.
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Signal simulation model
The signal simulation model comprises the steps from the particles arriving at
the detector via the charge collection in the pre-amplifier and the amplification
up to the digitization of the signal.
Particles The particle arrival times are modeled using a Poisson distribution
whose free parameter is determined by the desired average count rate. The par-
ticle energy can be modeled using different spectra, e.g. monochromatic or poly-
chromatic, exponentially distributed or uniformly distributed. The vectors of
particle arrival times and energies are fed into the pre-amplifier model and kept
as reference for the benchmark evaluation.
Detector Since we are interested in the performance of the pulse detection al-
gorithms, the detector model assumes simply that all modeled particles are de-
tected at their exact incident energy. In a real system this energy may be smaller
than the total energy of the particle, e.g. in the case of Compton scattering of pho-
tons. However, we do not concern ourselves here with the analysis complications
arising from such events.
Pre-amplifier The pre-amplifier model accepts arbitrary particle arrival time
and energy vectors. It is the first step in which the full time trace is modeled:
the output pulses are defined by the charge collection time and the integrator
decay time.
Amplifier The amplifier’s purpose is to amplify the pre-amplifier output to the
digitizer input range without disturbing the pulse shape significantly. Since these
requirements are met quite easily in practice, this stage can almost be neglected
in the signal simulation model.
Noise The noise sensitivity is important in the benchmarking; therefore, differ-
ent forms of noise (white Gaussian, 1/ f and experimentally measured) can be
used and entered at the pre-amplifier as well as after the amplifier stage [159].
In the following analysis the experimentally measured noise is taken from HXRS
data on the TCV tokamak discharge 46061, partially shown in Fig. 3.11.
Benchmarking figures of merit
Main figures of merit
Detection efficiency The parameters reflecting the detection performance
are the true positive, false negative and false positive detection rates. Here, pos-
itive / negative stands for the detection result of the algorithm and true / false if
this agrees with the simulation, in each case normalized to the number of sim-
ulated particles. The true positive rate (a simulated particle is detected) should
obviously be as close to unity as possible, while the false negative (a simulated
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Figure 3.11: Experimentally measured time traces for noise only (TCV discharge
46061, HXRS chord 12, t0 = 0.8s) and signal with photons arriving at the detector
(TCV discharge 45252, HXRS chord 9, t0 = 0.8s).
particle is not detected) and false positive (a particle that was not simulated is
detected) rates should be as small as possible.
Energy accuracy To obtain high energy resolution the energy deviation has
to be minimal. At high count rates where significant pile-up occurs the energy
deviation is expected to increase accordingly. Note that the energy under discus-
sion here is the energy transferred by the incident particle to the detector, which
is assumed to be the total particle energy, as stated already in section 3.3.3.
Additional figures of merit
Time resolution The time resolution of the detection is not analyzed in de-
tail since the deviation in the particle arrival time is, for all investigated algo-
rithms, in the order of the sampling interval. In specialized applications, such
as positron emission tomography (PET) using time of flight measurements, the
time resolution plays a major role and can be enhanced by increasing the sam-
pling rate or applying interpolation around the detection time. This works in a
straightforward manner for all methods presented here.
The standard application, however, is to build spectrograms or time traces in
spectral channels. Hence, the single pulses are grouped in energy and time inter-
vals. The length of the latter can be effectively shortened by several orders of mag-
nitude using techniques such as conditional averaging, which improve statistics
by adding over different realizations of statistically similar events (e.g., periodic
phenomena). Still, to get useful statistics, the time grouping interval needs to be
much longer than the sampling interval length and is therefore much longer than
the detection time error.
As an example, asking only for quite poor statistics (1000 pulses) from a system
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detecting a pulse in average every 10 samples requires more than 104 conditional
averaging events in order to get a time resolution (grouping interval length) close
to the sampling rate.
Computational performance and complexity Since digital pulse processing
inherently involves high sampling rates (typically in the Msamples/s to Gsamples/s
range), the computational performance plays an important role. Execution time
and storage requirements are the main issues. Parallelization and its scaling may
also play a role in certain applications but can be neglected for the HXRS sys-
tem in which the number of detectors exceeds the number of available processor
cores.
Real-time applicability Directly related to the computational performance
is the question whether or not the algorithms can be implemented in real-time,
for instance directly in FPGAs. This is essential if the measurement is used in a
control cycle, for systems with low storage capacities relative to input channels
and acquisition rate and for continuously operating systems.
3.3.4 Results: algorithm benchmarks
The benchmark analysis is presented in this section.
Analyzed algorithms
All algorithms analyzed and presented in this study are listed in Tab. 3.2. Therein,
for each algorithm abbreviation, the corresponding signal treatment algorithm
for detection (as presented in section 3.3.2), the detection method (section 3.3.1),
the signal treatment for analysis (section 3.3.2) and the PHA (section 3.3.1) ap-
plied are specified. All algorithms using dynamic threshold detection can also be
used with ordinary threshold detection, yielding a slightly degraded performance
at reduced computational effort.
Optimum filter parameters In the benchmarking analysis four optimum FIR fil-
ters are investigated. They are all optimized with respect to the noise present in
the HXRS system but the requested output differs.
The outputs requested for filters 1 and 2 are based on the clean signal responses
of the Trpz1as and (C R)2(RC )4 method respectively. For the filters 3 and 4 cusp
responses are requested. In the case of number 3 the cusp rises within 6 points,
defined by
rd,i =
1
2
[
i
6
+
(
i
6
)3]
, i = 1, . . . ,6 (3.16)
and the cusp decay is symmetric, followed by 23 zeros. For number 4 the rise
is requested to take place within only 4 points and the linear contribution is re-
placed by a quadratic one, both in order to optimize for a very fast response. After
the cusp rise defined by
rd,i =
i 2+ i 3
80
, i = 1, . . . ,4 (3.17)
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Figure 3.12: True positive detection vs simulated count rates for all analyzed al-
gorithms including three idealized reference ones: 20keV photons with experi-
mental and Gaussian (σ= 1keV) noise.
and the symmetric cusp decay, the subsequent zero is followed by a small nega-
tive dip (rd,9 = −1/40) before the final zeros. It turns out that in the case number
4 the request can never be met since it is on a smaller time scale than the pulse.
However, the response is optimized to be as fast as possible in order to get good
pulse separation at high count rates.
Idealized algorithms To provide an absolute comparison of the detection ef-
ficiency, idealized algorithms are used. These are not real algorithms; rather,
they use the particle simulation without processing. They are characterized by
a specific detection frequency and detect all pulses that are at least separated by
the timescale corresponding to this frequency. Here, the idealized algorithms i-
500kcps, i-1Mcps and i-2Mcps are used for the performance comparison.
Detection efficiency
Count rates All presented algorithms are directly compared to each other and to
the idealized cases in Fig. 3.12 with respect to their true positive detection rate.
The photon energy of 20keV and signal noise correspond to the typical HXRS
operational point while the count rate range is extended well beyond the HXRS
limits (operational point: 100−400kcps), especially toward higher frequencies, to
better visualize the performance limitations of the detection algorithms. In ad-
dition to the experimentally measured noise, a white Gaussian noise component
of σ= 1keV is added in the pre-amplifier stage.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of figures of merit for the 5 algorithms achieving the best
count rate performance for 20keV photons at 200 and 400kcps with experimen-
tal and Gaussian (σ= 1keV) noise. From left to right the 5 figures of merit are the
false positive detection rate, the true positive detection rate, the false negative de-
tection rate, the energy standard deviation derived from true positive detection
and the energy standard deviation including all (true and false) positive detec-
tion. The true positive and false negative detection rate bars are stacked since
they add up to one. In contrast, the two energy deviation bars are not stacked but
overlaid, starting from the same origin, labeled at the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of figures of merit as in Fig. 3.13 for 5 algorithms with
intermediate count rate performance for the same modeled signal as in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of figures of merit as in Fig. 3.13 for 5 algorithms with
relatively poor count rate performance for the same modeled signal as in Fig.
3.13.
Very restrictive algorithms aiming to recognize the whole pulse shape, repre-
sented here by the PSD, are very limited in the count rate and stay far below the
ideal 500kcps limit. The other investigated algorithms can be classified into three
distinct groups; within each group a change of simulation parameters may still
yield a reordering.
In the lowest group we find the simple CIS algorithm and the analog methods us-
ing only one differentiator. The LMS and CC-LMS show similar performance and
are therefore assigned to this group as well, although they approach the second
group for lower count rates.
The main, middle group contains mainly FIR filters including the trapezoidal and
the Canny algorithms as well as the optimum filter 1 (opt1na). The best perfor-
mance in this group is achieved by double differentiation IIR and FIR filters com-
ing close to the idealized 1Mcps case.
The top performance with respect to true positive detection rate is obtained with
the other optimum filters 2, 3 and 4, and by delay line algorithms. All of these
approach the performance of the idealized 2Mcps detection.
False detection Although the true positive detection or throughput at high count
rates is an important parameter, the classification made in the previous section is
certainly not a general one. One parameter demonstrating this is the percentage
of false positive detection, plotted in Figs. 3.13–3.15.
In the top group (Fig. 3.13) it can be clearly seen that the delay line algorithms,
especially the double one, are unusable in the present parameter range since the
noise leads to an unacceptable fraction of false positive detection.
Within a selection of the middle group with good throughput (Fig. 3.14), the FIR
filter algorithms based on one differentiation suffer from practically no false pos-
itive detection while those using a second differentiator (Trpz2 and (C R)2(RC )4)
do have a finite false positive fraction, albeit still arguably fairly low.
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Figure 3.16: True positive detection vs relative noise level (w.r.t. the noise used in
Fig. 3.12) for all analyzed algorithms incl. 3 idealized reference ones for 20keV
photons.
For the algorithms in the bottom throughput rung (Fig. 3.15), there is a very sim-
ilar subdivision. Here, the CC-LMS and LMS algorithms select the pulses quite
restrictively and are therefore very resistant to false positive detection. In the
case of the CIS and PSD algorithms, a significant false detection level is observed,
attributable to the limited noise filtering.
Noise sensitivity The comparisons of the algorithms in the count rate scan, es-
pecially the false detection analysis, lead one to expect significant differences in
the algorithms’ noise sensitivity. This is now studied, again around the HXRS op-
erational point defined in section 3.3.4, by varying the noise level from 0 to 200%
at a fixed simulated count rate of 200kcps. This noise level scan is equivalent to
a photon energy scan since both result in scans of the signal-to-noise ratio.
True positive detection The resulting true positive detection fraction is shown
in Fig. 3.16. Substituting the experimentally measured noise by white Gaussian
noise with σ= 5keV yields essentially the same result, shown in Fig. 3.17.
One of the main observations is that at a low noise level the classification into 3
groups breaks down. All investigated algorithms except (C R)(RC ) and PSD de-
tect about 75− 90% of the simulated pulses if the noise stays below 40% of the
reference level. However, as the noise rises above 50% of the reference level, the
optimum and single Trpz FIR filters, as well as the (C R)2(RC )n analog methods
are hardly affected while the other methods are quite significantly degraded, es-
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Figure 3.17: True positive detection vs relative noise level (w.r.t. pure white Gaus-
sian noise;σ= 1keV at the pre-amplifier stage and 5keV after the amplifier stage)
for all analyzed algorithms incl. 3 idealized reference ones for 20keV photons.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of figures of merit as in Fig. 3.13 for the 5 algorithms
achieving the best count rate performance for 20keV photons at 200kcps for sev-
eral relative noise levels fn ∈ {0,0.5,1,1.2} (selected from Fig. 3.16).
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of figures of merit as in Fig. 3.18 for 5 algorithms with
intermediate count rate performance for the same modeled signal as in Fig. 3.18.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of figures of merit as in Fig. 3.18 for 5 algorithms with
relatively poor count rate performance for the same modeled signal as in Fig.
3.18.
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pecially the (C R)(RC )4 and CIS methods. The delay-line algorithms represent a
special case: their performance appears, paradoxically, to increase with noise,
but this is an artifact as discussed in the following.
False positive detection The increase in the true positive detection perfor-
mance of the delay line algorithms with increasing noise can be understood by
looking at the false detection rate, shown among the other figures of merit in Fig.
3.18. It is evident that the very limited noise rejection of the delay line algorithms
leads to an extremely high false positive detection rate at a significant noise level,
reaching in fact over 300% for the DDL (well beyond the range accommodated
by Fig. 3.18). This results in spurious false positive detections that coincide but
are uncorrelated with real pulses, leading them to be wrongly classified as true
positive. As a consequence, the use of delay lines should be avoided if there is
significant noise in the signal.
Again, the main algorithms of each group are shown in figures 3.18–3.20, for four
different relative noise levels. The algorithms with strongly noise-degraded true
positive detection rate (PSD, (C R)m(RC )4, CIS, Trpz2) also show the highest noise
sensitivity regarding false positive detection. Hence, their usage should be lim-
ited to low noise applications too. In contrast to that, the false positive detec-
tion rate of the optimum and single Trpz FIR filters is also barely affected by the
increasing noise level. Only the opt4na filter, which is most optimized for fast
response, should be used with some caution at significantly higher noise levels.
Energy accuracy
Regarding the energy accuracy the most salient observation is that all algorithms
exhibit a significant energy deviation of at least 15% at the HXRS operational
point. This is, however, reasonable under the demanding conditions of high
count rates and pulse heights in the range of the noise level. Figures 3.13–3.15
indicate that most algorithms lie near the high energy accuracy limit achieved by
several FIR and the (C R)(RC )4 IIR filters. Only the CIS and the DDL algorithms
are highly disturbed due to their poor noise filtering.
As for the previously discussed figures of merit, the energy accuracy is also af-
fected by a changing signal-to-noise ratio. As can be seen in figures 3.18–3.20,
the energy deviation, as expected, increases with the noise level. Interestingly,
however, several algorithms exhibit a significant energy deviation even when the
noise level is equal to zero. This effect is generally stronger for algorithms with
low count rate performance. Those suffer mainly from poor pulse separation
which causes consecutive pulses to influence both the pulse detection and the
pulse height analysis of each other.
Experimental validation
The simulation-based benchmarking was validated using an experimentally mea-
sured signal from the HXRS diagnostic (TCV discharge 45252, time trace part
shown in Fig. 3.11). Around the HXRS operational point (100−400kcps) the pos-
itive detection rate was compared to a reference method (’opt4na’). As can be
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Figure 3.21: Experimental positive detection vs the ’opt4na’ count rate for all an-
alyzed algorithms and a threshold of 13keV for the signal of HXRS chord 9, TCV
discharge 45252, t = [0.4,1.7]s, 13 time bins of 100ms each. Except for CIS and
PSD, dynamic threshold detection was used. The DDL trace lies outside the range
of the plot due to very high false positive detection.
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seen in Fig. 3.21, the result of the simulation is essentially reproduced. Only the
double differentiating methods (Trpz2, (C R)2(RC )n) and the delay line methods
report a significantly higher count rate. This is mainly due to an increased false
positive detection.
Computation / Real-time applicability
The computational effort required by most of the algorithms discussed here is
quite limited. To give a quantitative measure we list the central processing unit
(CPU) time required by our implementation on a single core of a present x86-64
CPU (Intel Core i7-2760QM) for 2s acquired or simulated signal at 12Msampl es/s:
the signal treatment using digital FIR or digitally emulated analog filters takes
about 1s, only the cross-correlation and digital band-pass filters require signifi-
cantly higher computational effort (about one order of magnitude). The thresh-
old or rise threshold detection takes about 1.5s while the use of a dynamic thresh-
old or multiple condition detection increases the computational time as well.
The level or rise evaluation analysis is negligible (about 10ms). Algorithms with
significantly increased computational effort (about one order of magnitude) are
therefore the CC-LMS, CIS and PSD algorithm. The post-processing to obtain a
histogram in time and energy bins takes about 2s at high count rates and is signif-
icantly lower at low count rates. The real-time applicability is already proven for
digitally implemented (C R)m(RC )n filters in [145] and digital FIR filters in [146],
at sampling rates well beyond that of the HXRS. It is planned to implement real-
time pulse processing for the HXRS system too, using the FPGAs on the digitizer
cards (D-tAcq ACQ216CPCI).
3.3.5 Conclusions
A complete set of digital pulse processing methods was individually described,
jointly implemented and compared within a general benchmarking framework.
This ensures the general applicability of the presented results for any kind of dig-
ital pulse processing application, far beyond the scope of the specific measur-
ing apparatus to which these results were first applied [62]. Although the focus
was initially placed on high count rates and significant noise levels, the extension
of the analysis to both low count rates and noise levels was straightforward and
seamlessly integrated.
The main message is that the implementational and computational effort of es-
sentially all the methods presented is comparable while the results differ signifi-
cantly. Therefore the importance of making the right choice of pulse processing
method should not be underestimated.
The best overall performance was obtained by optimum FIR filters that were also
superior on each of the individual benchmarking figures of merit. Therefore
these filters are clearly the top choice. FIR filters constructed on the basis of
trapezoidal filters, along with the analog (C R)2(RC )n method, lie only slightly be-
hind. Since the filters of the Trpz family are among the easiest to implement, they
can also be a reasonable solution if one wants to avoid the optimization process.
The (C R)2(RC )n is consequently the best-performing method that can be easily
implemented as an analog system [76].
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The use of delay lines should only be considered for virtually noiseless systems.
Other algorithms studied, such as the (C R)(RC )n , CC-LMS, LMS, PSD and CIS
methods, are not recommended, especially not in high count rate applications.
Consequently, the opt4na method with dynamic threshold detection (opt4naS)
is used as the standard pulse processing method of the HXRS diagnostic for all
experimental data analysis in this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Fokker-Planck modeling
A concise overview of Fokker-Planck modeling using LUKE and CQL3D is pre-
sented. It focuses on specific capabilities required for the studies in this thesis
and original contributions to the two codes, rather then reproducing all the in-
formation that can be found in the user manuals [82, 83].
4.1 CQL3D
4.1.1 Implemented models
Collisions
CQL3D features four supported collision models: 0: fully non-linear coefficients
from background Maxwellian and suprathermal e.d.f.; 1: only background; 2:
only suprathermal, background ignored; 3: only background to 0th order and
fully both contributions to higher order of polynomial Legendre expansion.
The last, “partially-nonlinear” model [160] is the common setting since it avoids
thermal runaway but still conserves momentum in electron-electron collisions
[83]. It was used for all simulations in the course of this thesis.
In addition to the selection of the collision model, further parameters allow the
user to modify individual contributions to the collision operator. This is mainly
to analyze how strongly they affect the results; in normal operation the default,
physical values are used. One can include/exclude each of the particle species,
modify the Coulomb logarithm, impose quasi-neutrality, reduce the magnetic
well (trapped-passing boundary) and set the importance of pitch angle scattering
(scatfrac).
Transport
A radial diffusion and pinch operator simulates energy and particle transport.
Radial profiles of the suprathermal electron diffusion coefficient can be specified
and are scaled with a global parameter (difusr). Further coefficients define the
velocity dependence. Several options of pinch velocity can be used to maintain
the density profile.
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4.1.2 CQL3Dpy interface
To use CQL3D efficiently, the CQL3Dpy Python interface was implemented in the
course of the thesis and all simulations were performed using this interface (ex-
cept for initial tests verifying consistency with previously run simulations). It re-
quires only an XML parameter file as input. From that information it creates the
directory and file structure, where it writes derived parameters and the data col-
lected directly from MDS+. The equilibrium and ray tracing are obtained from
TORAY, which is executed automatically with the specified settings. Eventually,
CQL3D is launched when all input data has been prepared.
The default settings are specified in a default parameter file. To perform parame-
ter scans, “runs” are specified by partial parameter files, where only a few param-
eters (overriding the default values) are set, e.g. increased transport or reversed
Bφ. As compared to the standard CQL3D parameter file, which is actually created
as input for CQL3D, the new XML parameter files feature links and external pa-
rameters. Links are useful if parameters depend on each other, e.g. the time index
for which the results are plotted should usually be equal to the number of time
steps. External parameters have multiple purposes: they specify parameters for
TORAY, the synthetic HXR diagnostic chords, radial transport profiles and many
more options. This includes another feature: all profiles and other experimental
data (ne , Te , χe , Ze f f , Eφ) are filled with values from MDS+.
When calling CQL3Dpy from the command line (cql3dpy.py) one has to specify
the shot number, time and run. Additionally one can run the simulation not only
on the same machine (default option), but the calculation can be transferred to
another machine, such as one of the available HPC clusters. Furthermore, there
is an additional script (run_cql3dpy.py) that allows one to start simulations for
a set of discharges, points in time and parameter sets (runs) with a single com-
mand. This also includes a simple scheduler adjusting the number of parallel
simulations to the available resources. The results are then easily retrieved using
supplied shell scripts.
4.2 LUKE
4.2.1 Implemented models
Collisions
LUKE implements the Belaiev-Budker relativistic collision model [161].
Transport
Radial diffusion is also implemented in LUKE. One can choose the standard trans-
port model, where the diffusion coefficient is zero below and constant above a
threshold momentum, usually three times the reference velocity (vref). Addition-
ally, a magnetic turbulence model is available, where the diffusion coefficient de-
pends upon parallel velocity (zero up to a threshold velocity, then increasing lin-
early with the difference to the threshold velocity in parallel direction). In both
cases the goal is mainly to prevent loss of the thermal bulk.
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Figure 4.1: The GUI of LUKE, iluke, with the controls on the top left main part,
the information and computation launch area on the bottom left and the plotting
column on the right. In this screenshot the results of C3PO ray tracing and the
comparison of linear and non-linear RF absorption are shown, and information
on the LUKE results are displayed.
The radial dependence of the diffusion and pinch operators can be set by two
coefficients that define a parabola.
4.2.2 User interfaces
CLI irunluke
The traditional command-line interface (CLI) of LUKE, irunluke, consists of a
data overview and main menu as a starting point to several sub menus or dia-
logues. From the main menu simulation data can be loaded and saved, and the
calculations can be launched locally or sent to remote clusters. In the sub menus
and dialogues experimental and external data can be loaded and parameters can
be modified. It allows the user to access all main features of LUKE and also offers
the possibility to produce high quality result plots.
GUI iluke
The GUI iluke was recently developed and inherits already practically all fea-
tures from irunluke while it also provides additional capabilities. The interface
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to the TCV MDS+ database was greatly improved with the new “MultiTimes” op-
tion that allows one to load and simulate several time points of a discharge in
parallel. This is currently extended to provide the capability to simulate the e.d.f.
time evolution.
The integrated “matRemote” package provides a smooth interface to remote ma-
chines like HPC resources, facilitating the handling of large simulations.
4.3 FPCDF
The FPCDF is a set of Python objects and functions to represent, analyze and com-
pare results from the Fokker-Planck codes. It was implemented in the course of
this thesis to enable a reasonable comparison of LUKE and CQL3D, whose output
formats are completely different and can therefore not be compared directly.
The core of the package is the set of 3D, 2D and 1D function objects whose sub-
types are Edf3D, Edf2D and Edf1D representing the e.d.f., and Rrf3D, Rrf2D and
Rrf1D representing the RF QL operator. A 3D object can be constructed from ei-
ther a LUKE or CQL3D output file. Additionally, a numerical representation of a
Maxwell-Jüttner distribution can be constructed from given ne and Te profiles.
From the 3D object, a 2D object in momentum space at a given poloidal position(
r,θpol
)
can be extracted. Subsequently, the 1D object results from a cut at a given
pitch angle (θ).
Each object comes with useful functions. Most importantly, plotting functions
create a visual representation and overlaying allows a comparison of different
e.d.f.s. The Edf2D object also integrates a synthetic HXR diagnostic, comput-
ing the emission from its poloidal location in arbitrary directions. Furthermore,
rather simple functions, such as the calculation of the density or ne profile by
phase space integration, are provided too.
In addition to the objects there are Python scripts and functions that make use of
the objects to create more complicated plots or perform sophisticated data anal-
ysis by putting the capabilities of the objects together.
4.3.1 Poloidal angle dependence of e.d.f. and pitch angle
By defining the relative magnetic field (Ψ) as the ratio of the local magnetic field
(B) to the minimum magnetic field (B0) on a flux surface
Ψ
(
r,θpol
)= B (r,θpol)
B0 (r )
, (4.1)
a relation between the local pitch angle (θ) and the pitch angle at minimum mag-
netic field (θ0) follows from conservation of energy and magnetic moment:
sin2θ =Ψsin2θ0. (4.2)
Therefore, θ can be expressed byΨ and θ0, and vice versa
θ
(
r,θpol,θ0
)= arcsin√Ψ(r,θpol)sin2θ0, (4.3)
θ0
(
r,θpol,θ
)= arcsin
√√√√ sin2θ
Ψ
(
r,θpol
) . (4.4)
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This yields, according to the approximations in LUKE and CQL3D [82, 83], the local
e.d.f. as a function of the e.d.f. at B0
f
(
r,θpol, p,θ
)= f0 (r, p,θ0 (r,θpol,θ)) (4.5)
These expressions are also used in FPCDF to compute the local e.d.f. from the
Edf3D object, including the local trapped-passing boundary (θtp).
4.3.2 Additional data analysis functions
Complementary to FPCDF, a set of data analysis and plotting functions was im-
plemented in MATLAB, especially for comparison with experimental data. These
functions can easily access the extensive toolbox of MATLAB functions for data
analysis that had already been implemented previously.
4.4 Benchmarking
This thesis represents the first extensive benchmarking of the codes CQL3D and
LUKE to each other; the experimental results obtained in the following were an-
alyzed in conjunction with both codes, and the individual strengths and deficits
of the codes are discussed there.
One of the main observations is that both codes tend to underestimate the pho-
ton flux and temperature for TCV discharges that are close to the runaway limit.
In such cases, LUKE is usually a bit closer to the experiment than CQL3D.
The CPU time of a standard run is comparable for both codes and is about 1h
on a single node (Intel Xeon 5500/Core i7, 18GB random-access memory (RAM),
fedora 19 64bit operating system (OS)). While LUKE uses multithreading capabil-
ities of MATLAB and MUMPS, the current CQL3D version is restricted to a single
thread. Nevertheless, parallel computation on many nodes or clusters is avail-
able for modeling on independent points in time and parameter scans; via the
matRemote interface of LUKE and the CQL3Dpy interface for CQL3D.
In comparison, CQL3D is slightly more memory-efficient, but for both codes a
standard run requires less than 16GB of RAM (available on all used compute
nodes), which may be exceeded by high-resolution computations. Such com-
putations were performed to check if the default resolution is sufficient and did
indeed not show any significant deviations. Due to the often narrow spatial depo-
sition profiles and resonance curves in phase space of ECRH/CD, such a verifica-
tion is very important. In this regard, LUKE features an adaptive radial grid whose
resolution is refined at the deposition location calculated by C3PO and kept more
coarse where no auxiliary heating is applied. This reduces the computational ef-
fort as compared to an equidistant grid with the same accuracy.
The GUI of LUKE provides a very intuitive interaction with the data and parame-
ters and the interactive plots ensure that the user keeps track of their plausibility.
The integrated ray-tracing optimizer is very useful for experiment preparation.
Additional integrated tools provide many features for shot analysis beyond the
scope of the Fokker-Planck (F-P) modeling itself.
In contrast to that, CQL3D is more old-fashioned and does not come with such a
nice interface or additional features. However, the newly implemented CQL3Dpy
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interface enables efficient usage since it only requires small parameter files and
the launch command. This “fire-and-forget” therefore facilitates large parameter
scans that are lengthy to do with a GUI that requires recurring user interaction
for guidance.
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Chapter 5
HXR emission asymmetries
5.1 Theoretical background
The angular distribution of the HXR emission from a certain point in the plasma
depends only on the e.d.f. in that point, as already mentioned in the introduction
(Sec. 1.7.2). The difference introduced by the ion distribution function (i.d.f.)
(w.r.t. Ti = 0 and neutrality) is usually neglected and Ze f f enters only as a scaling
factor. Therefore, an anisotropic e.d.f. emits, in general, anisotropic bremsstrahl-
ung, in contrast to a Maxwellian, emitting bremsstrahlung isotropically.
Furthermore, the e.d.f. is not constant on a flux surface: θ (and θtp) changes
due to varying B, some electrons are trapped and cannot reach parts of the flux
surface on the HFS. For different anisotropic e.d.f.s this effect is also different in
general.
These effects lead to asymmetric observations by the HXRS in the toroidal direc-
tion (when in horizontal position) and in the poloidal plane. From these asym-
metry measurements details on the underlying e.d.f. anisotropy can be inferred
in conjunction with theory and simulations.
5.1.1 Relativistic effects
The bremsstrahlung emission of a slow (non-relativistic) electron is close to iso-
tropic; the relative difference between forward and backward emitted energy at
1keV incident energy is less than 25% and proportional to the incident momen-
tum in the non-relativistic limit. These values are reduced by far for an e.d.f., ex-
cept if it is highly anisotropic. Relativity leads to a much more enhanced emission
in the forward direction, but this effect is also still quite small for thermal elec-
trons in TCV (Te≈ 1keV) that emit in the SXR range, where emission anisotropy
can be therefore neglected.
For suprathermal electrons the situation is different. Already for incident elec-
tron kinetic energies of 12keV the forward emission is doubled w.r.t. the back-
ward emission over the whole photon energy range (Fig. 5.1). At energies of
100keV to 1MeV first the backward and then also the perpendicular emission
becomes insignificant as compared to the forward emission (Fig. 5.2). Interest-
ingly, in the case of high energy loss (p ≈ k) the maximum emission does not lie
in the straight forward direction but slightly off it.
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Figure 5.1: Angular dependence of bremsstrahlung emission for electron-
nucleus collision given by (B.10). The incident electron kinetic energy (E)
varies from 1 to 500keV from the first to the last plot. Each plot shows the
bremsstrahlung energy emitted at fractions of E (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) for angles
θ from 0 to 180deg. The emitted energy is symmetric w.r.t the axis of electron
incidence (θ = 0). Each plot is scaled to the maximum forward emission at 10%
of E (given in Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Bremsstrahlung emission for electron-nucleus collision given by
(B.10) vs incident electron kinetic energy (E). The bremsstrahlung energy emit-
ted at fractions of E (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, different colors) in forward, forward
cone, perpendicular and backwards direction (0, 30, 90 and 180deg, different line
style).
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Generally, the higher the electron energy, the more the bremsstrahlung emis-
sion is focused in the forward direction. Therefore, the phase space anisotropy
of the highest energy electrons contributes most to the bremsstrahlung emis-
sion anisotropy. Hence, asymmetry measurements are most efficient to study
the suprathermal (and runaway) tail of the e.d.f..
5.1.2 Trapped and passing electrons
While passing electrons can collide at any position on the field line (flux surface)
and therefore emit bremsstrahlung from everywhere, trapped electrons move
only in a LFS section of the field line (flux surface) and can only radiate brems-
strahlung from there. Also, v∥ of barely trapped and barely passing electrons is
much lower on the HFS than on the LFS. This increases the probability of colli-
sions on the HFS as compared to the LFS, due to the longer time these electrons
spend on the HFS.
Hence, anisotropies in the e.d.f., especially in the region of trapped and barely
passing electrons, also have an effect on the localization of the bremsstrahlung
sources, that is (i.e.) the emission patterns depend on the location on the flux
surface (along the field line).
The measurement of such asymmetries therefore provides information on the
e.d.f. especially in the trapped region and around the trapped-passing boundary.
5.2 Toroidal emission asymmetry
For HXR emission in the forward and backward toroidal direction the relativistic
effects play the main role, whereas the asymmetry of emission from suprather-
mal electrons in the trapped region can be neglected. For plasmas with ECRH
only (n∥ = 0) the anisotropy in the e.d.f. is only created by the inductive field and
expected to be small. With increasing n∥, driving current in the Ip direction (co-
ECCD), the number and energy of suprathermal electrons in the CD direction
increase, and therefore also the HXR emission and photon temperature (Tγ) in
the forward cone. In the case of counter-current ECCD (cnt-ECCD), the interplay
of toroidal electric field (Eφ) and EC-driven acceleration becomes important; de-
pending on the specific parameters one can expect either higher emission in the
forward or backward direction.
5.2.1 Experimental setup
The HXR emission measurement along LoS in both toroidal directions, grazing
flux surfaces at different radial locations (Fig. 5.3) is especially sensitive to the
forward-backward asymmetry of the e.d.f. in the phase space v∥ direction. These
outer 5 chords each in the co- and counter-Ip directions provide also some space
resolution. The inner 14 chords, whose view is limited by the inner wall, are al-
ready more sensitive to asymmetries in the regions with significant v⊥.
Two main sets of experiments were carried out with this measurement setup. In
the first set, ECCD at the maximal available X2 power was deposited with a broad
deposition profile in the plasma center to achieve high phase space asymmetry
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Figure 5.3: Toroidal HXR emission asymmetry measurement scheme: top view of
TCV with the chords of HXRS camera 5 in horizontal position.
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Figure 5.4: X2 power deposition in TCV discharges 43784 (co-ECCD, red) and
43787 (cnt-ECCD, blue). Top left: radial plasma profiles; top right: ray tracing:
top view and poloidal cross section, the absorption location is indicated in yel-
low; bottom: radial ECRH power deposition and current profiles from LUKE (left)
and CQL3D (right) based on the measured Eφ.
with little spatial dependence. This was performed both with co- and cnt-ECCD
at the same Ip value in separate discharges. Secondly, a scan of n∥ was realized
by sweeping the ECCD toroidal injection angle (of a single equatorial launcher)
within a discharge.
5.2.2 Co- and cnt-ECCD comparison
This set of experiments has the same main plasma parameters (shape, Bφ, Ip ,
ne ) which will be referred to as scenario T in the following. The radial profiles of
the two discharges for co- and cnt-ECCD are also well matched (Fig. 5.4). The
RF deposition profile is essentially the same, except for inverted toroidal injec-
tion angle (and consequently n∥) resulting in a correspondingly different current
profile. These latter profiles are computed by LUKE and CQL3D, whose results
correspond well to each other. Vloop is controlled such that Ip is the same in both
discharges.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental measurement of the co- and cnt-ECCD HXR emission
asymmetry in TCV: comparison of the symmetrically viewing HXRS chords 3 (co-
Ip , dashed) and 22 (cnt-Ip , dotted) in TCV discharges 43784 (co-current ECCD,
red +) and 43787 (counter-current ECCD, blue ♦).
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Figure 5.6: LUKE R5X2 simulation of the co- and cnt-ECCD HXR emission asym-
metry in TCV: comparison of the symmetrically viewing HXRS chords 3 (co-Ip ,
dashed) and 22 (cnt-Ip , dotted) in TCV discharges 43784 (co-current ECCD, red
+) and 43787 (counter-current ECCD, blue ♦). In 43784, Eφ is lowered to 50% to
account for anomalous effects.
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Figure 5.7: CQL3D simulation of the co- and cnt-ECCD HXR emission asymmetry
in TCV: comparison of the symmetrically viewing HXRS chords 3 (co-Ip , dashed)
and 22 (cnt-Ip , dotted) in TCV discharges 43784 (co-current ECCD, red +) and
43787 (counter-current ECCD, blue ♦). In 43787, Eφ is increased to 220% to ac-
count for anomalous effects.
Experimental result
The experimental result in the co-current ECCD (co-ECCD) case is, as expected,
a clearly visible asymmetry, most obviously discerned as a difference between
the co-viewing chord 3 and cnt-viewing chord 22 (Fig. 5.5). By contrast, no such
toroidal HXR emission asymmetry is observed in the cnt-ECCD case (same fig-
ure). The latter result was wholly unexpected. As discussed below, however,
modeling offered a clear explanation for this effect. Indeed, it depends on the
interplay between the electron acceleration by the RF wave, which enhances the
suprathermal tail in the co-current direction, and Eφ, which pushes the whole
electron distribution function, and especially the faster electrons with lower elec-
tron collision frequency (νe ), in the counter current direction (by virtue of their
negative charge). Consequently, wither a reduced or an inverted toroidal asym-
metry is in principle possible in the cnt-ECCD case, and it is very likely that the
cancellation of the two effects is due to the specific plasma parameters but can-
not be expected in general.
Comparison to modeling
Since theory can only give a qualitative estimation of the HXR emission asymme-
try, modeling is required for quantitative comparison of the experiment to the-
oretical predictions. The LUKE and CQL3D codes were both run for the plasma
parameters in the flat-top of the experimental discharges. While the computed
RF absorption and CD profiles are essentially equal, there are some differences
in the e.d.f. that result in somewhat different HXR emission predictions.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the co- and cnt-ECCD HXR emission asymmetry re-
sults (Figs. 5.5–5.7) from experimental measurements in TCV (black line, +) to
simulations using LUKE R5X2 (red dashed, ♦) and CQL3D (blue dashed-dotted,
ä): a) 43784 chord 3 (co-ECCD, co-Ip -view), b) 43784 chord 22 (co-ECCD, cnt-
Ip -view), c) 43787 chord 3 (cnt-ECCD, co-Ip -view), d) 43787 chord 22 (cnt-ECCD,
cnt-Ip -view). Eφ adjustments as in Figs. 5.6–5.7.
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Figure 5.9: Modeled e.d.f. (color) and RF resonance (gray) in phase space at outer
absorption peak (ρtor = 0.6) for TCV discharges 43784 (co-ECCD, left) and 43787
(cnt-ECCD, right) from LUKE (top) and CQL3D (bottom). Eφ adjustments as in
Figs. 5.6–5.7.
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Figure 5.10: Modeled e.d.f. (color) and RF resonance (gray) in phase space at core
absorption peak (ρtor = 0.25) for TCV discharges 43784 (co-ECCD, left) and 43787
(cnt-ECCD, right) from LUKE (top) and CQL3D (bottom). Eφ adjustments as in
Figs. 5.6–5.7.
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Figure 5.11: LUKE and CQL3D e.d.f.s at core absorption peak (ρtor = 0.25) in the
forward and backward (w.r.t. Ip ) direction for TCV discharges 43784 (co-ECCD,
left) and 43787 (cnt-ECCD, right). Eφ adjustments as in Figs. 5.6–5.7.
LUKE LUKE predicts generally a slightly overly energetic suprathermal tail, re-
sulting in a reduced slope of the spectrum for high photon energies, i.e. increased
photon temperature (Fig. 5.6). In the co-ECCD discharge the electron accelera-
tion is significantly overestimated. It turns out that a reduction of Vloop to 50% of
the experimentally measured value lowers the contribution of Eφ, such that LUKE
recovers the experimental HXR measurements (Fig. 5.8a+b). The modification of
the electric field acceleration accounts for uncertainties of parameters determin-
ing ED , including unmeasured local dependencies and abnormalities.
In the cnt-ECCD case, LUKE does not require such adjustments of Eφ, the simula-
tion with a standard χse = 0.2m2s−1 reproduces the experiment reasonably well
(Fig. 5.8c+d).
CQL3D The CQL3D code estimates the photon temperature better, but here too
a high sensitivity on Eφ is observed. While, in contrast to LUKE, the co-ECCD case
is well matched quantitatively, the cnt-ECCD case shows inverted HXR asym-
metry, i.e. only a negligible contribution of the induction on the suprathermal
population. To recover the experimental observation of cancellation (Figs. 5.7,
5.8c+d), the experimental value of Vloop has to be multiplied by a factor of 2.2, as
discussed more in detail in the next section.
Modeled e.d.f.s The e.d.f.s at the secondary and central RF absorption peaks are
shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, respectively. The resonance curves are in general the
same, except for the X3 included by LUKE that is not significantly absorbed. How-
ever, some differences can still be perceived, such as the fact, that the resonance
is narrower for CQL3D.
To investigate the smaller differences in the modeled e.d.f.s quantitatively, the
forward and backward cut are displayed in Fig. 5.11. For the co-ECCD case,
where CQL3D reproduces the experiment well, the forward-backward asymmetry
gets significant at p/mc & 0.3. In LUKE, the e.d.f. follows essentially a straight line
from there towards higher momentum. With unmodified Eφ the opening angle
(between forward and backward cut) is comparable to that in CQL3D, resulting in
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Figure 5.12: Difference in the logarithmic HXR emission spectra along co- and
cnt-view chords in 43787 (cnt-ECCD) for various values ofχse in colors compared
to the experimental measurement in black.
a high number of relativistic electrons, that are not observed in the experiment.
While the modification of Eφ accounts for that correctly in the relativistic region,
it influences, of course, the whole e.d.f., resulting inter alia in an underestimated
ohmic current.
In the cnt-ECCD case, where LUKE reproduces the experiment without adjust-
ments, the e.d.f. is essentially symmetric in the v∥ direction. In CQL3D, the Eφ
modification again reproduces the correct behavior in the high energy range,
where the ratio to ED is important. In the low energy range, however, the Eφ
change yields unwanted perturbations too, such as a significantly overestimated
Ip .
5.2.3 Suprathermal electron transport and electric field
One of the main results of the comparison of toroidal HXR emission to modeling
(Sec. 5.2.2) is its dependence on suprathermal electron transport and electric
field, to be discussed more in detail here.
Suprathermal electron diffusion
Since anomalous suprathermal electron transport is regularly observed in TCV
([3], Sec. 6.1), the first attempt to reproduce the experimental observations was a
scan of χse . Unexpectedly, however, a variation of χse does not affect at all the dif-
ference in HXR emission spectrum between co- and counter-current views (Fig.
5.12). An increased diffusion coefficient only scales the modeled HXR spectra
down, while their slope remains constant. The explanation for this insensitiv-
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Figure 5.13: Difference in the logarithmic HXR emission spectra along co- and
cnt-view chords in 43787 (cnt-ECCD) for various values of Vloop in colors com-
pared to the experimental measurement in black.
ity is apparently that the diffusion reduces the concurrent effects of ECCD and
acceleration in the static electric field by the same amount.
Electric field
As already discussed above, the experimental observations can be recovered, at
least in the suprathermal / HXR range, by changing the electric field while leaving
the transport coefficients constant. By performing a scan of Vloop (∝Eφ), CQL3D
is able to produce all cases of asymmetry in the cnt-ECCD case. For low Vloop, the
fast electrons move mainly in the direction dictated by ECCD, resulting in higher
cnt-view HXR emission, which decreases with increasing Vloop, being equal to
the co-view emission at around Vloop,CQL3D = 2.2Vloop,TCV, before the latter domi-
nates (Fig. 5.13). At sufficiently high Eφ a significant fraction of the fast electrons
are accelerated to runaway energies.
5.2.4 Scan of n∥
To investigate the influence of n∥ on the e.d.f., the toroidal injection angle (ψ)
was varied in a set of TCV discharges. The equatorial launchers in horizontal
position can perform such a scan within a single discharge, where the lower limit
is defined by the launcher design (8deg) and the upper limit is approached due
to greatly reduced absorption at & 30deg when the resonance in the plasma is
no longer reached. For window protection reasons, one launcher was used for
co-ECCD and the other one for cnt-ECCD.
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Figure 5.14: Experimental measurement of the HXR emission asymmetry in TCV
for varying co-ECCD injection angle (n∥): comparison of the symmetrically view-
ing HXRS chords 3 (co-Ip , dashed) and 22 (cnt-Ip , dotted) in TCV discharge
49493.
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Figure 5.15: LUKE R5X2 simulation of the HXR emission asymmetry in TCV for
varying co-ECCD injection angle (n∥): comparison of the symmetrically viewing
HXRS chords 3 (co-Ip , dashed) and 22 (cnt-Ip , dotted) in TCV discharge 49493.
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Figure 5.16: CQL3D simulation of the HXR emission asymmetry in TCV for varying
co-ECCD injection angle (n∥): comparison of the symmetrically viewing HXRS
chords 3 (co-Ip , dashed) and 22 (cnt-Ip , dotted) in TCV discharge 49493.
Co-ECCD injection angle steps
In the elliptic TCV plasma 49493 (scenario P), the angle was kept constant for 0.2s
at each of 5 different values (in the co-ECCD direction) and moved from one po-
sition to the next in about 0.15s. Throughout the scan ofψ ∈ {8,12,16,20,24} deg,
the HXR emission increases, and it increases more rapidly at higher energies and
in the co-view channel of the HXRS (Fig. 5.14), in agreement with qualitative the-
oretical predictions.
The simulations with LUKE (Fig. 5.15) and CQL3D (Fig. 5.16) reproduce the experi-
ment also quantitatively quite well. One apparent difference is that the simulated
forward and backward emission both seem to saturate in the range 16−24deg,
where the emission continues to increase with angle in the experiment. More
precisely, the emission is essentially constant with a slightly flattening slope for
LUKE. For CQL3D it still increases from 16 to 20deg, before it actually decreases at
24deg.
To investigate this discrepancy, we concentrate on the CQL3D simulation for ψ=
20deg where the experimental result is better matched than with LUKE. There
are no significant differences in the input parameters from one code to the other.
However, the radial profiles, especially of Te , are flattened in the center and in-
crease outside the inversion radius because the TS measurement happens to co-
incide with the end of a sawtooth crash. This hints that the difference originates
either from the sawtooth dynamics that are examined later in Sec. 7.1 or gener-
ally from uncertainties in the underlying profiles.
Here, a detailed look at the modeled e.d.f.s at the RF absorption maximum for
each n∥ step (Fig. 5.17) can already improve our understanding. First, there is
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Figure 5.17: Modeled e.d.f. (color) and RF resonance (gray) in phase space at the
RF absorption peak for varying co-ECCD injection angle (n∥, increasing from top
to bottom) in TCV discharge 49493 from LUKE (left) and CQL3D (right).
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Figure 5.18: Measured and modeled photon temperature (Tγ) for varying toroidal
EC injection angleψ in TCV discharge 43205 (ψ> 0 means co-ECCD). The experi-
mental measurements in TCV (black+) are compared to LUKE (red♦) and CQL3D
(blueä) for co-view (dashed) and cnt-view (dotted).
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Figure 5.19: Measured and modeled photon temperature (Tγ) for varying toroidal
EC injection angle ψ in TCV discharge 43206 (ψ < 0 means cnt-ECCD). The ex-
perimental measurements in TCV (black +) are compared to LUKE (red ♦) and
CQL3D (blueä) for co-view (dashed) and cnt-view (dotted).
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a good agreement between the two codes in the general picture, e.g. that the
suprathermal electron population increases with n∥. Furthermore, the resonance
arch becomes narrower and approaches the trapped-passing boundary, resulting
in an increased v⊥ component of the maximal suprathermal tail whereas the tail
in the parallel direction increases less, especially for high n∥. Transport and mag-
netic reconnection events during sawtooth crashes may, in principle, redistribute
and accelerate these fast electrons and therefore increase the suprathermal tail
(and HXR emission) in the parallel direction.
As we will see later (Sec. 7.1), the transport due to sawtooth crashes can explain
only a minor part of the observed discrepancy; Tγ does not change that signif-
icantly during a sawtooth period. The discrepancy seems to originate mainly
from an anomalous effect (equivalent to a modification of Eφ), in conjunction
with measurement errors on ne , Te and Ze f f that determine ED .
Co- and cnt-ECCD injection angle scans
In the discharges 43205 and 43206, co- and cnt-ECCD were realized in scenario
T (δ = 0.3, initially higher central electron density (ne,0) than scenario P) with a
continuous sweep of the toroidal EC injection angle (ψ) from ±8deg to ±35deg.
For the co-ECCD case the results are essentially the same as for the previously
discussed scenario P. Summarized, we see an increase of the forward HXR emis-
sion Tγ with n∥ that is again limited in the simulations, whereas the increase ap-
pears stronger in the experiment (Fig 5.18). This can be explained by changing
MHD/sawtooth dynamics that lead to a density drop (to values comparable to
discharge 49493 presented above), increasing the effect of Eφ that is underesti-
mated when the field is close to ED . Later, around ψ= 25deg, there is an experi-
mental emission drop when the MHD/sawtooth dynamics change again and ne
recovers. At angles above ψ = 30deg, the codes predict a significant absorption
drop eventually reaching 0 while reflections and scattering still yield a finite ab-
sorption in the experiment.
With the knowledge gained so far, the result for the cnt-ECCD n∥ scan is not sur-
prising: the HXR emission and Tγ increase with the absolute value of n∥ (Fig.
5.19). As in Sec. 5.2.2, LUKE reproduces the difference of co- and cnt-Ip emis-
sion correctly whereas CQL3D predicts a comparatively too high emission and Tγ
in the counter-current view direction, if the influence of Eφ is not adjusted. The
sawtooth crash dynamics and their influence on ne play, as in the co-ECCD case,
a major role in the region around |ψ| = 20deg, but here they increase Tγ in both
the co- and cnt-Ip directions. The observations at the n∥ limit are also analogous
to the co-ECCD case.
5.3 Poloidal emission asymmetry
5.3.1 Magnetic field line helicity
To unambiguously separate the effect of magnetic field line helicity from phase
space-effects, which also influence the poloidal HXR emission asymmetry, one
has to reverse the toroidal magnetic field (Bφ). A change of the plasma current
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Figure 5.20: Modeling of the magnetic field line helicity effect on poloidal asym-
metry observed by HXRS camera 2 in discharge 49118. For different Bφ (ECRH
absorption location) the actual and inverted Bφ cases are compared at low (left)
and higher (right) HXR energy, by plots of simulated count rate from CQL3D (top)
and its relative difference between the actual and inverted Bφ case (bottom).
(Ip ) direction has no effect since it reverses both the helicity and the forward di-
rection of the e.d.f.. Of course, EC launcher angles and MOUs have to be adjusted
according to changes in Bφ and Ip , otherwise much more would change.
Since the magnetic field line inclination w.r.t. the toroidal direction changes with
the poloidal radius and according to the q-profile, the effect of helicity should be
less prominent very close to the axis as compared to off-axis locations.
Magnetic field sign and radial absorption location
The effect of magnetic field line helicity on the poloidal HXR emission asymme-
try measurement at different radial locations is investigated in discharge 49118
(scenario P). There, Bφ is scanned from −1.43T to −1.18T while 1.75MW of pure
ECRH is constantly injected. This changes the location of the ECRH resonance
layer and shifts the ECRH absorption from mid-radius to far HFS.
Since the experiment was not repeated at reversed field because of limited exper-
imental time, we rely on modeling. Using CQL3D with a usual suprathermal elec-
tron transport of χse = 0.5m2s−1 one observes a significant change of poloidal
asymmetry in HXRS camera 2 due to Bφ reversal for all heating locations (Fig.
5.20). As expected, the modification is larger at higher HXR energies. That the
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Figure 5.21: Modeling of the magnetic field line helicity effect on local HXR emis-
sion in discharge 49118 at t = 1.3s (Bφ = 1.22T). For the indicated radial position
(ρtor = 0.2 left, ρtor = 0.6 right) the HXR emission from the point on the LFS (con-
tinuous line) is compared to the emission from the point on the HFS (dashed line)
at the same flux surface. The angular coordinate is the emission direction (0deg
towards LFS, 90deg upwards, 180deg towards HFS, 270deg downwards). The ra-
dial coordinate represents the emitted power at a given HXR energy, normalized
over the averaged power at this energy. The power is averaged over all directions
and emission locations (HFS, LFS). Colors indicate the photon energy.
asymmetry increases with field line inclination and photon energy can also be
seen from the local HXR emission on the LFS and HFS (Fig. 5.21).
Looking at the relative change in the channels (Fig. 5.20) the theoretically pre-
dicted dependence on the radially varying field line inclination is essentially the
same, no matter where the heating is applied. For experimental verification,
however, off-axis ECRH is crucial. First, to have higher count rates and there-
fore better statistics and smaller error bars in the channels integrating along the
largest inclination. Secondly, the gradient also plays a significant role. It is very
steep for central heating and therefore a small radial shift of the plasma has a
larger impact than the helicity. For off-axis heating, however, the profile is essen-
tially flat, limiting the influence of the radial position, which can be difficult to
control, especially between a pair of discharges with opposite toroidal magnetic
field.
Magnetic field reversal experiments
Since the HXRS was installed on TCV, Bφ was only inverted for about one week,
resulting in a very limited number of field reversal experiments and no dedi-
cated shots were attributed to this study. Nevertheless, one pair of shots, sce-
nario B, emitted significant HXR bremsstrahlung such that the parasitic HXRS
measurement provides good statistics. Discharge 48836, with Bφ = −1.45T, was
repeated as 49673, with Bφ =+1.45T. The main plasma parameters such as elec-
tron density and shape were well matched; the plasma current (|Ip | = 120kA) and
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Figure 5.22: Measurement and modeling of poloidal asymmetry observed by
HXRS camera 2 for sign
(
Bφ
)=±1. From the measurement (top left), the emission
is reconstructed by GTI (top right) separately on the HFS (indicated by negative
ρ) and on the LFS (positive ρ). The synthetic diagnostics are shown at the bottom
(LUKE left, CQL3D right).
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X2 launcher angles were inverted too.
Only the vertical position was off by 2cm, shifting the central RF deposition some-
what off-axis (∆ρtor = 0.07). This results in a broader emission profile (Fig. 5.22).
Also, a smaller horizontal shift is clearly visible in the HXRS signals and one can-
not tell from the raw data if the poloidal asymmetry changes. However, indepen-
dent tomographic inversion on the HFS and LFS using GTI enables a comparison
and shows that there is no significant change in asymmetry (Fig. 5.22). The mod-
eling results (same Fig.) reproduce the measurement.
Comparison to field-reversed simulations as done for scenario P before show that
the expected effect on poloidal asymmetry is small in the case of central RF de-
position. For central channels the change is less than 3% and for outer channels
with low statistics it is up to 5%, so less than the error bars of the measurement.
This is in agreement with the measurement, which indeed cannot resolve any
field reversal effect on asymmetry for scenario B.
5.3.2 Phase space effects
The magnetic field line helicity effect can be separated quite easily in principle
as has just been demonstrated. The main phase space effect is the change of θtp
with θpol (4.2) and the subsequent modification of the e.d.f. (4.5). That is, if the
suprathermal tail is larger in the trapped region, the HXR emission is larger on the
LFS, because the trapped particles don’t reach the HFS. In the more common case
where mainly passing electrons are heated, the emission on the HFS is enhanced
since there their v⊥ component is relatively increased and, mainly, because the
less energetic electrons don’t contribute to the density on the HFS.
The details of the distribution function in phase space, especially around the
trapped-passing boundary, are, however, quite difficult to track and require well-
thought-out experiments. In the course of this thesis, the scenario P was de-
veloped for this purpose. The shape of the HFS wall limited plasma is elliptic
to facilitate tomographic inversion, with an elongation of κ = 1.5; the density is
set to 1.15fringes (ne,0 ≈ 2.3 ·1019 m−3) and the current is kept at Ip = 300kA. A
first series of discharges (scenario P1) were carried out at z = 23cm to increase
the radial resolution of HXRS camera 2. In this series, the toroidal injection an-
gle was ψ= 10deg co-ECCD. After the installation of camera 7, another series of
discharges (scenario P2), with more central deposition and ψ ≈ 20deg co-ECCD
were performed at z = 0.
Starting from these values, a few of the parameters were scanned to investigate
their influence on the anisotropy of the e.d.f. by means of HXRS poloidal asym-
metry measurements in comparison to modeling. It should be noted that the
maximal asymmetry changes due to magnetic field line inclination are about 10
times smaller in relative terms than the change in Bφ (or Ip ) as demonstrated
above and verified for all analyzed discharges, with . 20% asymmetry change
for a Bφ flip (200% change).
5.3.3 Poloidal angle scan
The first and most interesting scan is the variation of the poloidal angle (θ) of
the RF absorption location while keeping its radial position (ρtor) constant. A
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Figure 5.23: Radial plasma profiles (top left) and radial RF power deposition and
current profiles from LUKE (bottom left, χse = 2m2s−1) in the poloidal asymmetry
poloidal angle scan, where the poloidal angle of the RF absorption location was
varied from 180 to 90 and 270deg (Bφ = 1.19T – Bφ = 1.43T, right). The LoS of
camera 2 are numbered 1 through 24.
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Figure 5.24: Normalized HXRS measurement of the poloidal asymmetry in the
poloidal angle scan for Eγ ∈ [20,30]keV (top) and Eγ ∈ [30,50]keV (bottom). The
normalization factor in cps is indicated in the legend.
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Figure 5.25: Normalized HXR emission from LUKE modeling of the poloidal asym-
metry in the poloidal angle scan for Eγ ∈ [20,30]keV (top) and Eγ ∈ [30,50]keV
(bottom) with suprathermal electron transport of χse = 2m2s−1. The normaliza-
tion factor in cps is indicated in the legend.
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Figure 5.26: Emulated scattering in CQL3D broadens the deposition profile (left
vs ρtor, right in the poloidal plane); compare with Fig. 5.23.
series of 9 discharges were carried out. Bφ was changed in steps of 0.03T from
1.19T (base discharge of scenario P1) to 1.43T, moving the resonance layer from
the HFS at ρtor = 0.6 to the R position of the magnetic axis. By changing the X2
launcher angles according to ray-tracing on the prototype discharge, the absorp-
tion location is kept at ρtor = 0.6 and the toroidal injection angle (ψ) at 10deg
co-ECCD. The obtained absorption locations (Fig. 5.23) correspond to the plan
and the difficult requirement of keeping the other plasma parameters constant
as well throughout the shot series was met in a very satisfactory way (same Fig.
5.23).
Experiment
Although there is a slight variation in the count rates, mainly due to small ne devi-
ations, a clear and monotonic trend is obvious from the normalized HXRS mea-
surement (Fig. 5.24). The poloidal HXR emission asymmetry decreases when
moving the RF absorption from the HFS to a position above / below the mag-
netic axis. The photon temperature on the chords decreases from Tγ ≈ 20keV to
Tγ ≈ 5keV and is poloidally symmetric for all discharges.
This is in agreement with the theoretical prediction: on the HFS only passing
electrons are heated directly by the wave and the only collisionally heated trapped
electrons on the LFS emit less HXRs; whereas heating at full field also heats the
trapped electrons that don’t reach the HFS and emit on the LFS while the passing
electrons receive a lower fraction of the total RF power in that case.
To validate if the trapped/passing difference also quantitatively accounts for the
observation or is small as compared to other effects, modeling is required.
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Figure 5.27: Normalized HXRS emission from CQL3D of the poloidal asymmetry
in the poloidal angle scan for Eγ ∈ [20,30]keV (top) and Eγ ∈ [30,50]keV (bot-
tom) with RF scattering emulated by random launch perturbations of ±4cm and
±8deg and suprathermal electron transport of χse = 0.5m2s−1. The normaliza-
tion factor in cps is indicated in the legend.
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Figure 5.28: Normalized HXRS emission from LUKE of the poloidal asymmetry in
the poloidal angle scan for Eγ ∈ [20,30]keV with RF scattering emulated by RF
beam broadening to 300% and suprathermal electron transport of χse = 1m2s−1.
The normalization factor in cps is indicated in the legend.
Modeling
While modeling of the θ scan seems to be, at first glance, easier than producing
such a clean series of experiments, it turns out to be extremely difficult to model
discharges with such far off-axis heating (ρtor & 0.6) correctly. The main issue
is that both codes (TORAY/CQL3D and C3PO/LUKE) predict invariably a broader
emission profile (from chords 7,8 to 17,18; Fig. 5.25) than measured by the HXRS
(chords 9 to 16; Fig. 5.24). This discrepancy is larger for the discharges with high
Bφ, while those with HFS RF deposition show better agreement in this respect.
To reproduce the poloidal asymmetry change observed in the experiment, the
radial transport in LUKE needs to be increased to χse = 2m2s−1. With this large
transport the normalized emission profiles for Eγ ∈ [20,30]keV are well repro-
duced. At higher energies, e.g. Eγ ∈ [30,50]keV, however, even drastic parameter
modifications do not lead to any asymmetry change: the modeled asymmetry re-
mains constant in the scan.
The absolute values of count rate and Tγ are significantly underestimated by the
modeling. The former is at least partly due to the high imposed radial transport
and the latter could be ascribed to uncertainties in the density and electric field
at the absorption location, which can have a significant impact on the spectrum
(cf Fig. 5.13).
RF scattering Regarding the transport, stochastic scattering of the RF waves in
the outer region of the plasma (by density fluctuations, e.g. in the form of density
blobs) could have an effect on the difference in the profile width that is com-
parable to that of increased diffusion, but without high losses of suprathermal
electrons and energy. This could also explain the more modest discrepancy for
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Figure 5.29: Modeled e.d.f. (color) and RF resonance (gray) in phase space at
the RF absorption peak for varying poloidal angle of absorption position (Bφ in-
creasing from top to bottom, absorption from HFS to LFS) from LUKE; showing
the e.d.f. at minimum magnetic field (LFS, left) and at the absorption location
(right).
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the HFS heated discharges: the resonance layer is parallel to the flux surface in
that case, and scattering hardly widens the radial absorption.
Even though the modeling of such scattering is not available in CQL3D, it can
be emulated by perturbing the launch point and direction of the RF waves be-
fore starting the ray tracing by a randomly distributed deviation. This results in
a widening of the beam that is equivalent to the effect of scattering in real space
when τc is longer than the time scale of the fluctuations [162]. Indeed, perturb-
ing the launch of the 60 TORAY rays by a uniformly distributed deviation with
maximal values of ±4cm in vertical direction (z) and ±8deg in poloidal injec-
tion angle (θ) (Fig. 5.26) reproduces in large part the experimental observation in
the normalized profiles (Fig. 5.27): the asymmetry dependence on the poloidal
angle of the absorption location is clearly visible and monotonic as in the experi-
ment. Similar results are obtained with LUKE where the scattering is emulated by
a beam broadening to 300% (Fig. 5.28). The agreement is much better than can
be achieved with transport alone, where LUKE achieves partial agreement and
CQL3D sees no change in the asymmetry for any transport parameters.
Nonetheless, even with scattering the modeling cannot reproduce the absolute
count rate values of the experiments, being one to two orders of magnitude higher
than the calculation of the synthetic diagnostics. As discussed later (Sec. 6.2.1),
this discrepancy is often observed for far off-axis heating and may be resolved by
an anomalous suprathermal particle pinch.
E.d.f. in phase space The modeled e.d.f. at the absorption location shows the
theoretically expected behavior of different heating of trapped and passing par-
ticles (Fig. 5.29). Furthermore, the CD efficiency is also increased at low Bφ when
only passing particles are heated.
Further experiments
A second series of experiments were performed with HXRS camera 7 additionally
in place (scenario P2). To increase the HXR statistics and avoid problems with the
far off-axis deposition modeling the scan was performed at a more central radius
of ρtor = 0.38 (Bφ = 1.28T in the base discharge). This solves indeed the mod-
eling problem and the experiments are well reproduced, including the absolute
HXR count rates. However, the heating is too central and therefore the change in
poloidal asymmetry too small to be measurable.
5.3.4 V-X scan
To study the effect of RF scattering further, the V-X scan was carried out. The
Bφ = 1.28T discharge of the poloidal angle scan was chosen to be repeated with
the wave traces crossing close to the plasma center and forming an X shape in
the poloidal plane, whereas the original shape resembles a rotated V (Fig. 5.30).
Ray-tracing and F-P modeling predicts a much broader deposition profile in this
X case, simply due to the longer wave path through the plasma, crossing its high
density center and thus undergoing more refraction.
In the experiment, no such broadening is observed, and the experimental count
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Figure 5.30: Poloidal asymmetry for V (blue) and X (red) RF injection geome-
try. Left: HXRS camera 2 measurement; right: ray tracing (Toray): top view and
poloidal cross section, the absorption location is indicated in yellow.
rates in the interval [30,50]keV practically do not change from V to X (Fig. 5.30),
while modeling predicts an absolute difference of one order of magnitude (lower
in the X case). By applying emulated scattering only in the V case (which is any-
way difficult to justify), the discrepancies with experiment are reduced, but there
is still no good agreement.
5.3.5 Scan of n∥
ECRH acts more on the electrons at the trapped-passing boundary than ECCD,
where the resonance moves towards electrons with higher v∥ for increasing n∥.
This difference should also appear in the poloidal HXR emission asymmetry, be-
cause electrons close to the trapped-passing boundary are more affected by the
magnetic field increase from LFS to HFS; their v∥ get strongly reduced. This effect
was investigated by a series of 4 shots with ψ taking values in {−20,0,10,20}deg,
where the 10deg co-ECCD discharge is the base discharge of scenario P1.
The experiment shows that the asymmetry is indeed significantly increased for
pure ECRH and still a bit higher for low n∥ than for high n∥ (Fig. 5.31). The sign
of ψ=±20deg plays, however, no significant role in the poloidal asymmetry.
The simulations match the experiments better than for the poloidal angle scan
but again differences in the codes appear: the narrower emission profile in the
pure ECRH case is better captured by LUKE, whereas CQL3D predicts that it is
even broader than in the ECCD cases. Some discrepancies, such as the one order
of magnitude reduced absolute HXR emission in these far off-axis heated dis-
charges, are also observed in this scan.
5.3.6 Current scan
An increase of the plasma current results in steeper inclination of the magnetic
field lines. To drive higher current, Vloop (Eφ) is increased. A two-point current
scan was carried out, using reference scenario P2 as the high-current point and
performing a similar discharge with reduced Ip = 220kA.
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Figure 5.31: Experimental and modeled poloidal asymmetry n∥ scan (toroidal
injection angles−20, 0, 10 and 20deg). On the left: radial plasma profiles followed
by the radial RF power deposition and current profiles from LUKE and CQL3D. On
the right: HXRS camera 2 measurement compared to LUKE and CQL3D synthetic
HXR diagnostic. The normalization factor in cps is indicated in the legend.
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Figure 5.32: Poloidal asymmetry Ip scan. Experimental data of the upper HXRS
camera 2 (left) and the lower HXRS camera 7 (right) in energy bins [20,30]keV
(top) and [30,50]keV (bottom). The numbering of the chords starts, for camera 7
as for camera 2, with 1 on the LFS and ends with 24 on the HFS.
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Figure 5.33: Poloidal asymmetry elongation scan: ne , Te profiles (top left), RF
absorption and current drive profiles from CQL3D (bottom left), HXRS camera
2 measurement in [30,50]keV (top right) and synthetic diagnostic result from
CQL3D with χse = 1m2s−1 (bottom right).
In the new discharge the HXR emission (Fig. 5.32) is lower by one order of magni-
tude due the the reduced ohmic heating. Nonetheless the statistics are sufficient
and the slight dependence of poloidal asymmetry on Ip through magnetic field
line inclination can be glimpsed.
The measurements of camera 7 underline the importance of the magnetic field
line helicity as compared to phase space effects. Due to the opposing positions of
the upper and lower cameras w.r.t. the plasma they see the same phase space ef-
fects while the helicity effect is inverted. Note however that - even ignoring phase
space effects - the effect of inverting the helicity effect is not a simple inversion
of signal between the two cameras, owing to LFS-HFS asymmetries (see also Fig.
5.21). These asymmetries can be due to a shape that is not simply elliptical or,
even for a purely elliptical plasma, to the Shafranov shift. However, an inversion
of the direction of the asymmetry can be expected in most cases. Here, since the
poloidal asymmetry is indeed nearly reversed, it follows that the helicity effect
dominates in the measured HXR emission.
5.3.7 Elongation scan
The main reason why the plasma elongation (κ) could have an influence on the
poloidal asymmetry is a modification of the field line inclination, which should
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however by quite small. To change only the elongation in the scan (scenario P1b),
the radial electron and current densities were kept constant by adjusting the line-
integrated ne and Ip references linearly with κ. Obviously, the measured HXR
emission is also increased due to the longer integration path in the plasma.
No significant change in the asymmetry of the measurement is observed (Fig.
5.33), confirming that the influence of κ is marginal at best. The modeling con-
firms the results, also quantitatively, by using a constant χse = 1m2s−1 profile for
the suprathermal electron transport in CQL3D.
5.3.8 Triangularity scan
In contrast to the scans presented so far, poloidal asymmetry change by triangu-
larity (δ) is more difficult to track since the plasma shape is no longer symmetric
in the HFS-LFS direction. An appropriate tool to evaluate the obviously changing
emission profile on the chords of HXRS camera 2 is GTI, since it can perform in-
dependent tomographic inversion on the flux surfaces of the HFS and LFS halves
of the plasma. This accounts for the integration length change in the individual
flux surfaces due to shape modification.
In the set of 5 (scenario P1b) discharges Bφ was slightly adjusted according to the
Shafranov shift such that the HFS resonance layer was at the same radial location
for all discharges. When δ is varied from −0.4 to 0.4, the mean of the inverted
emission (Fig. 5.34) moves by 0.06 in ρpol (1.5cm) towards the HFS, mainly due
to the apparent poloidal asymmetry increase. The modeling results reproduce
not only the asymmetry change, but also match well the profile shape and the
absolute count rate.
5.4 Implications and conclusions
The toroidal and poloidal HXR emission experiments and their analysis in con-
junction with modeling give more answers than expected beforehand, but also
raise some new questions. While the main focus of the study is on quantifying
e.d.f. anisotropies and phase space dynamics in ECRH and ECCD, original results
are also obtained regarding RF scattering and suprathermal electron transport.
The predicted toroidal HXR emission asymmetry is experimentally confirmed for
co-ECCD and cnt-ECCD. The increase of Te,2 with n∥ is also clearly demonstrated
and quantified. Especially at large n∥ and low density the interplay of EC- and
Eφ-driven electron acceleration is difficult to reproduce with modeling and also
reveals differences in the F-P codes. CQL3D generally underestimates the Eφ con-
tribution while LUKE comes close to the experimental values. Furthermore, saw-
tooth oscillations, which are not considered in the modeling, can have also a sig-
nificant impact.
Magnetic field reversal experiments and the use of a top and a bottom HXRS
camera quantify the relative impact of magnetic field line helicity on the poloidal
asymmetry at Eγ = 50keV to up to a tenth of the Bφ/Ip change.
In the poloidal RF deposition angle scan the opening of the passing particle cone
towards HFS as the main phase space effect turns out to contribute less to the
poloidal asymmetry change than RF scattering. The F-P simulations with em-
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Figure 5.34: Poloidal asymmetry triangularity scan: raw experimental data for
[20,30] and [30,50]keV; below: tomographic inversions on HFS (neg. ρpol) and
LFS flux surfaces (pos. ρpol); below: mean emission position vs δ, left in ρpol,
right in m); bottom: CQL3D χse = 1m2s−1 left, LUKE χse = 2m2s−1 right, for the
[30,50]keV range. The normalization factor in cps is indicated in the legend.
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ulated scattering on edge density fluctuations explain the experimental depen-
dence of asymmetry on the poloidal deposition angle. This dependence can-
not be reproduced by assuming suprathermal electron diffusion alone. Although
transport is still used at a reduced level, the series of experiments demonstrate
for the first time in EC-heated tokamak plasmas that the effect of RF scattering
is important and can be separated from transport, also in normalized HXR emis-
sion profiles; although a significant discrepancy in absolute count rate remains.
The following V-X scan cannot be reproduced by modeling: the HXRS measure-
ment hardly changes, in contrast to modeling that predicts large differences. An
explanation may be provided by anomalous particle pinch (Sec. 6.2.1).
Further scans of n∥, Ip , κ and δ confirm the generally good agreement of experi-
ment and modeling and do not uncover any additional unexpected phenomena.
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Chapter 6
ECRH/CD and suprathermal
electron dynamics
The dynamics of the ECRH/CD created suprathermal electron distribution are
not yet fully understood. There remain open questions, especially concerning
transport and quasi-linear (QL) effects, as pointed out in the motivation of Sec.
1.6, which are addressed in the following.
6.1 Suprathermal electron diffusion
6.1.1 Revisitation of HXRC study
A previous study of spatial suprathermal electron transport during ECCD in TCV
using HXRC measurements reported broadened radial HXR emission profiles and
therefore also a radially broader suprathermal electron distribution compared
to the RF power deposition profile calculated with ray-tracing. This broaden-
ing can also explain the experimentally observed current drive efficiency, which
is significantly lower than predicted in the absence of transport. Fokker-Planck
simulations using CQL3D were able to reproduce the broadened HXR emission
profile shape and CD efficiency by assuming a suprathermal electron diffusion
coefficient (χse ) of about 1 m
2/s, depending on the specific plasma parameters.
[163, 3, 124]
One of the shortcomings of the assumed radial transport was the finding that
the HXR count-rate predicted by the synthetic diagnostic of CQL3D was signifi-
cantly lower than the HXRC measurement. Since the shielding of the HXRC is
insufficient against radiation in the MeV range and the diagnostic lacks a blind
detector, bremsstrahlung emission from runaways could provide an alternative
explanation for the increased experimental count rates and the observed broad
HXR profiles. However, the location of the HXRC camera, pointed vertically at
some distance from the plasma, tends to reduce the likelihood of significant run-
away radiation.
In order to analyze the role of runaways, and possibly exclude a significant contri-
bution to the HXR measurement, the main discharges of the previous study were
repeated with the 3 HXRS cameras in place. Here, camera 7 is of great impor-
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Figure 6.1: Radial plasma profiles (top left) and radial RF power deposition and
current profiles from LUKE (bottom left) and CQL3D (bottom right) for TCV dis-
charges 21982 and 21991 (with HXRC) compared to 49315 and 49513 (HXRS). The
ray tracing (TORAY, top right) shows 49315 (magenta) and 49513 (blue), repeating
21982 and 21991, respectively.
tance, since its lower numbered channels’ (4−11) LoS form essentially the same
fan as the HXRC (7−17). In addition, the full coverage and increased resolution
of the HXRS system should enable a more detailed characterization of the radial
transport.
Experimental results
The original discharges 21982 and 21991 form, together with discharge 22003, a
scan of the radial deposition location of co-ECCD RF power. The first two dis-
charges of this scenario D were repeated in 49315 and 49513, with the RF deposi-
tion at ρtor = 0.15 and ρtor = 0.45, respectively. The far off-axis heated discharge
22003 could not be repeated because safety detectors have been installed on the
vacuum windows in the meantime. Due to the very low absorption, these detec-
tors are hit by the EC waves and trigger security interlock cuts of the gyrotrons.
In any case, only the repeated central and mid-radius heated discharges provide
high RF absorption and HXR statistics.
The electron density is, due to limited control, somewhat higher than in the orig-
inal discharges, while the RF deposition is well matched (Fig. 6.1). In the original
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Figure 6.2: Radial HXR emission profiles from GTI (Flux1D discretization, 3
energy bins) for TCV 21982 and 21991 (HXRC) compared to 49315 and 49513
(HXRS).
discharges 1.2MW was injected by 5 X2 launchers, while 4 X2 gyrotrons with a
total power of 1.8MW were used in the repetitions. As expected, these imperfect
matches lead to quantitative differences. Nonetheless, the main results are re-
produced. In all discharges, the radial HXR emission profiles obtained with GTI
(Fig. 6.2) are much broader than the modeled RF absorption (Fig. 6.1, bottom),
indicating substantial radial suprathermal electron transport. Importantly, the
HXRS’ blind detector signals clearly exclude the presence of significant radiation
from runaways.
Comparison to modeling
Modeling is required to estimate the radial suprathermal electron diffusion co-
efficient from the experimental data. The modeling provides also a quantitative
comparison of the old and new discharges with their slightly different plasma pa-
rameters (Fig 6.3).
LUKE captures the shape of the HXRC and HXRS measurement well for a range of
transport parameters and the total plasma current matches the experiment. For
a quite central value in this range, χse = 1m2s−1, LUKE also reproduces the abso-
lute count rate quite accurately. The mismatch for discharge 49513 indicates that
the transport is slightly increased in this plasma.
As in the previous study [3], CQL3D underestimates the HXR emission by a factor
of two to three, while the shape of the HXR emission profile is well matched for
χse = 0.5m2s−1. Except for 21991, where the current drive is generally underesti-
mated by CQL3D, Ip is also well reproduced for this value of χse .
6.2 ECCD scans to study transport and CD efficiency
As an extension of the revisited HXRC suprathermal electron study a series of
discharges were performed to scan further off-axis deposition locations and the
effect of n∥ on the current drive.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental and modeled HXR data of discharges 21982 (red), 21991
(black), 49315 (magenta) and 49513 (blue) for the HXRC and the HXRS cameras
2 and 7. For 21982 and 21991, the HXRC measurement is shown directly (left),
while the HXRS channels (cam 2 middle and cam 7 right) are mapped from the
radial emission profile (from GTI, Fig. 6.2), since HXRS was not available in these
discharges. For 49315 and 49513, the HXRS measurement is shown directly (cam
2 middle and cam 7 right), whereas the unavailable HXRC data is reconstructed
from the tomographic inversion of the HXRS data (Fig. 6.2). The radial suprather-
mal electron transport is set to χse = 1m2s−1 in LUKE and χse = 0.5m2s−1 in
CQL3D.
6.2.1 Deposition location scan
In a discharge of scenario T, the radial deposition location as calculated by CQL3D
was varied from ρtor = 0.7 to ρtor = 0.45 in 4 steps (Fig. 6.4). The RF power was
kept at 1MW and the toroidal injection angle remained at 18deg±2deg.
This scan should enable the analysis of suprathermal electron (diffusive) trans-
port in comparison to possible RF power deposition broadening by scattering,
as proposed for the far off-axis heated poloidal angle scan discharges (Sec. 5.3.3,
5.3.4). Due to the co-ECCD component, the match in current drive efficiency can
be used as an additional constraint, as in the HXRC study.
HXRS measurement
Although the absorption location from ray-tracing as computed by TORAY and
C3PO is far off-axis, the measured HXR emission is peaked in the plasma center.
There is no additional measurable peak at the deposition location. The absolute
emission increases significantly (by more than an order of magnitude at Eγ =
20keV) from the deposition at ρtor = 0.7 to the most central one at ρtor = 0.45.
That the heating is more efficient for more central deposition is also reflected in
the Te profiles measured with TS, where Te,0 increases from 1.1keV to 1.6keV.
In any case, the suprathermal tail remains quite cold and small as compared to
central RF deposition: count rates above 50keV are insignificant; Te,2 increases
from a value close to Te to about 4keV, with the radial profile being essentially
flat (Fig. 6.4).
The experiment demonstrates that the suprathermal electron distribution is cen-
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Figure 6.4: ECCD radial deposition location scan: top left: ne , Te profiles; bottom
left: equilibrium and RF launch direction in the poloidal plane; top right: radial
HXR emission profiles at [20,25]keV from GTI; bottom right: radial Te,2 profiles,
calculated from GTI HXRS profiles; large error bars for ρtor > 0.7 due to low statis-
tics.
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trally peaked and therefore either strong radially inward transport or wave devi-
ations leading to some central deposition have to be in play.
Comparison to modeling
As previously, F-P modeling is the chosen tool to determine suprathermal elec-
tron transport and RF scattering by matching the experimental observations. It
turns out that the measurement cannot be reproduced and therefore the physics
processes involved go beyond the modeling capabilities.
Anomalous suprathermal electron diffusion at reasonable values as inferred in
other experiments still result in a very broad and off-axis peaked HXR profile
while the predicted count rates are more than an order of magnitude lower than
the measurement. A further increase of the diffusive transport leads first to a nar-
rowing of the HXR emission profile in the more central deposition cases, but this
lets the absolute counts fall to an order of one, below the HXRS noise level. So
diffusive transport only can definitely not explain the experimental facts.
The scattering at density fluctuations in the plasma edge are, as for the far off-axis
heated poloidal asymmetry scans, emulated by artificial beam broadening. This
broadens the RF deposition and leads indeed to a higher HXR emission from the
center. However, the absolute count rates remain too low and the quite narrow
central peaking is also not reproduced.
Combining diffusive transport and scattering does not really decrease the dis-
agreement to the experimental data: the issues of an overly broad emission pro-
file, especially in the ρtor ≥ 0.6 cases, and of a low absolute count rate persist.
Further considerations
A possible effect that is not considered in the modeling is a combination of scat-
tering and reflection. If a part of the beam is scattered and can partially traverse
the plasma (at low ne , where it is not fully absorbed), this remaining wave can
be reflected off the tiles on the central column, re-enter the plasma and possi-
bly deposit its power in the center. This seems to be a reasonable possibility for
the deposition at ρtor = 0.7, where the absorption lies at only 75% and slightly
upward scattered beam trajectories hit the center after a reflection. In the two
central deposition cases unrealistically large scattering would be required for sig-
nificant unabsorbed power in the first pass and to reflect it to the plasma center.
This also means that the correlation in the scan, much higher emission at more
central deposition, would not be recovered.
Another possible mechanism is the anomalous particle pinch, which is neces-
sary to explain the central peaking of ne profiles in the absence of sources in the
plasma center [164]. A similar approach was able to explain novel aspects in the
physics of ITBs in TCV [165]. A study of this mechanism is outside the scope of
this thesis.
6.2.2 Scan of n∥
A series of 4 discharges of scenario T were performed to study the effect of n∥ on
the radial suprathermal electron profiles and on the EC-driven current. While
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Figure 6.5: ECCD n∥ scan experiment: top left: ne , Te profiles; bottom left: RF
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keeping the central deposition of 2MW at ρtor ≤ 0.2, ψ was stepped through
{0,10,20,30}deg; in the last case however, owing to mechanical problems, the 4
launchers reached only 22, 24, 25 and 28deg instead of the full 30deg. The den-
sity profile is flat up to ρtor = 0.5 at a value of ne,0 = 3.2 · 1019 m−3 (Fig. 6.5); Ip
is kept at 270kA by controlling Vloop, taking values of 0.694V, 0.69V, 0.67V and
0.65V from ECRH to full ECCD.
HXRS measurement
Due to the central deposition, the centrally peaked measured HXRS profiles are
no surprise. With increasing n∥ the emission increases by about one order of
magnitude (at Eγ = 40keV) while the profile broadens overall by 10−20% of ρtor
(Fig. 6.5). As in the deposition location scan, the Te,2 profile is essentially flat.
While Te,2 remains nearly unchanged for small n∥ (ψ ≤ 10deg), it increases sig-
nificantly with n∥ for ψ≥ 10deg, as similarly observed in the n∥ scans of the HXR
emission asymmetry studies (Sec. 5.2.4, 5.3.5).
Comparison to modeling
Similar to already presented results with central RF deposition, the HXR emission
can be well reproduced by F-P modeling. The increased HXR emission peaking of
the more central and more localized deposition for lower n∥ is well matched, both
in LUKE and CQL3D (Fig. 6.6). The absolute count rates agree reasonably well for
ψ≥ 20deg if a comparably high suprathermal electron diffusion of χse = 4m2s−1
is assumed. The HXR emission at pure ECRH and low CD component, however, is
significantly underestimated and cannot be recovered by switching off the trans-
port (kept at a standard value of χse = 1m2s−1 for these 2 specific cases).
LUKE agrees within 20kA to the experimental plasma current. CQL3D overesti-
mates Ip in general, even in the pure ECRH case, with values of 340kA±30kA.
6.3 ECRH/CD response and quasilinear effects
The plasma response to the sudden application of high power ECCD was stud-
ied in a series of discharges using very short RF pulses and leaving the plasma
enough time in between these pulses to reach its unperturbed state again. Con-
cretely, 182 duty cycles of 11ms with 1.7MW ECRH blips of about 2ms (exact
time trace in Fig. 6.7) deposited in the plasma center (Fig. 6.8) were performed
in a scenario P plasma at full field. The experiment was repeated with both HXRS
camera 5 positions: horizontal for co-/cnt-Ip -view and vertical for full 2D tomog-
raphy.
In the discharge with co-/cnt-Ip problems with the density control led to a den-
sity approximately about 30% too high and therefore the plasma remains quite
cold. Still, the injected RF power leads to a significant increase in HXR emission
(Fig. 6.7). The rise is linear, so no QL effects can be measured in these conditions.
The same holds for Tγ, which rises from 2.5keV to 3.5keV.
In the repeated discharge with 3-camera tomographic measurement the density
was well controlled and Te is higher. By consequence, the suprathermal electron
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Figure 6.6: ECCD n∥ scan, comparison of modeling and experiment: HXRS mea-
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Figure 6.9: HXR emission ECCD response conditionally averaged over 182 duty
cycles of 11ms (only first 5ms displayed): ECRH power (top); GTI HXRS in
poloidal plane at the time steps indicated in the time trace, where the emission at
4 radial positions is shown: for low HXR energy (middle) and higher HXR energy
(bottom).
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fraction and energy is increased and Te,2 rises from 2.5keV to 5keV. This also im-
proves the HXR statistics such that a tomographic inversion can be performed
up to HXR energies of 30keV (Fig. 6.9). Again, the rise is essentially linear and no
QL effects are observed. The 2D emission profiles indicate that the suprathermal
part of the e.d.f. is also well aligned to the flux surfaces and extends radially dur-
ing the heating phase. When the heating stops, the HXR emission decays with a
time constant of 0.7ms.
6.4 Conclusions
The revisitation of a previous suprathermal electron study with the new diag-
nostic capabilities confirmed the result that suprathermal electron diffusion can
explain the broadening of the HXR emission profiles in TCV. Additionally, the
presence of runaways that could invalidate the measurement was excluded. The
EC-driven current is also well reproduced by the F-P modeling, including a scan
of n∥ for central co-ECCD.
However, the experimental observations in far off-axis heated plasmas cannot
be explained by such transport or RF scattering and require additional effects
that go beyond the model implemented in the F-P codes. Adding an anomalous
suprathermal particle pinch may provide an explanation.
Investigating QL effects by short (2ms) high power (2MW) ECCD pulses, the re-
sponse of the e.d.f. is found to be essentially linear.
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Chapter 7
Interaction between
suprathermal electrons
and MHD modes
In the plasma center, a significant fraction of the e.d.f. can be suprathermal
and may interact with MHD modes at the same location, most often internal
m/n = 1/1 internal kink modes. This chapter reports studies of the transport of
suprathermal electrons by such perturbations of the equilibrium. In the case of
MHD events such as sawtooth crashes (Sec. 7.1) this includes the acceleration
of electrons due to magnetic reconnection. Even more challenging is the inves-
tigation of reciprocal mode excitation by suprathermal electrons: the effect of
suprathermal electron pressure will be addressed in Sec. 7.2 and resonant inter-
action, yielding electron fishbones, is discussed in Ch. 8.
7.1 Suprathermal electron dynamics
during sawtooth crashes
The dynamics of the e.d.f. and especially suprathermal electrons during saw-
tooth crashes are studied in EC-heated low confinement mode (L-mode) plasmas
in TCV. ECRH/CD is neither used for sawtooth triggering nor to stabilize saw-
teeth, such as to produce extremely long or large sawteeth (monster sawteeth).
The sawtooth period is about 3−4ms and the crash amplitude is about 20−30%
in the SXR signal and in the bulk electron temperature relative to the peak before
the crash. It turns out that two main regimes, primarily depending on ne and
Vloop, can be distinguished.
At low density, at the limit to a fully runaway discharge, HXR bursts in the MeV-
range are observed immediately after each sawtooth crash.
At high density, the temporal variation of the HXR emission, and partially of Te,2,
mimic those of the SXR and thermal bulk temperature.
The characteristics of these two regimes are presented below, followed by the
even more interesting dynamics occurring in the transition region in between.
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Figure 7.1: SXR DMPX signal and MeV HXR bursts (TXDA, PMTX) at sawtooth
crashes in the low ne TCV discharge 43039 (PRF = 641kW, ne,avg ≈ 1.2 ·1019 m−3).
7.1.1 HXR bursts at low density
At low electron density, typically ne ≈ 1 · 1019 m−3, HXR bursts are observed by
the TXDA and PMTX diagnostics (Fig. 7.1). In order to be detected by the PMTX
their energy has to lie in the MeV-range. The shielding of the TXDA is insufficient
for such energetic photons. Furthermore, a series of experiments with the TXDA
tangentially observing different locations in the plasma, and in co- and counter-
current direction, do not show any dependence of the measurement on either
the location or the direction. This means that not even a distinguishable fraction
of the TXDA signal comes from collimated radiation.
While the PMTX observes significant radiation outside of the bursts only in an
initial phase of the discharge where it is fully runaway, the TXDA still collects re-
duced, but definitely non-zero radiation, attributed to a lowered, but persisting
runaway electron population.
Also the blind HXRS detectors, especially in the lateral camera, see a finite num-
ber of high-energy photons in between the sawtooth crashes, while their signal
is entirely saturated during the MeV γ bursts coinciding with the crash (Fig. 7.2).
Therefore, the HXRS can detect these bursts and their duration, but cannot de-
liver any additional information such as emission location, photon flux or time
evolution.
The DMPX has a low detection efficiency (η) at high Eγ > 30keV and due to its
position in a bottom port it does not lie in the main emission cone of high energy
and runaway electrons. The top DMPX camera signal is therefore hardly affected
by the bursty emission, and the central chords observe the typical sawtooth cycle.
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Figure 7.2: HXRS data during the MeV HXR bursts: the computed count rate for
the blind detector (ch 25 in camera 5) and 3 more channels show the same time
evolution (left). The signal is corrupted especially at the sawtooth crash, where it
decreases due to the full saturation of the raw signal, exemplified by the raw data
of the blind detector around the burst at 0.55s (right).
The bottom DMPX camera has a higher low energy threshold due to its thicker fil-
ter and therefore a relatively increased η at higher energy. It observes the bursts
at the sawtooth crashes on all channels, especially on the channel looking at the
HFS limiter. On this outermost HFS LoS, also the top DMPX camera observes
the bursts. Tomographic inversion shows that the signal comes mainly from the
limiter, while there is a gap with no significant signal between the edge and the
emission hill in the region between sawtooth mixing and inversion radii that orig-
inates from the bulk plasma expelled from the hot core by the sawtooth crash.
This indicates that high energy electrons hit the wall right after the sawtooth
crash. A possible explanation is that electrons are accelerated due to magnetic
reconnection during the sawtooth crash. A part of them is also transported to
the HFS wall explaining the increased radiation from there, while also a signifi-
cant part of the high-energy bremsstrahlung emission comes from the plasma.
The alternative explanation is that the few persisting runaway electrons that are
present in the plasma core emit little bremsstrahlung radiation due to their low
collisionality there. During the sawtooth crash they are transported to the limit-
ing wall, where they collide with the thick target.
Without spatial resolution or additional diagnostics (e.g. synchrotron radiation
measurements of runaway electrons), the relative importance of these two effects
cannot be quantified.
7.1.2 Dynamics at high density
The situation is quite different in higher electron density discharges, typically at
ne ≈ 3 ·1019 m−3 and above (in absolute terms of TCV medium and high density,
but among the highest densities of discharges presented in this thesis): The tem-
perature of the suprathermal tail is usually quite low, and so are the HXRS count
rates above Eγ & 40keV; the presence of runaway electrons in particular can be
excluded. In these discharges, the time evolution of the HXR and SXR emission
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Figure 7.3: Bulk (left) and suprathermal electron temperature profile (right) at
sawtooth crashes in the high density TCV discharge 43185 (PRF = 946kW, ne,0 ≈
2.8 ·1019 m−3). First, the DMPX and HXRS data is conditionally averaged and in-
verted by GTI. Te is then obtained from the ratio of the radial SXR emission pro-
files (top divided by bottom DMPX camera and calibrated w.r.t. TS). The HXRS
data is available in more than two different energy bins, so Te,2 is the result of a
linear fit to the logarithmic slope of the spectrum.
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of the 2D HXR emission profile at different photon ener-
gies during a sawtooth crash in scenario S, obtained with GTI from conditionally
averaged HXRS data of cameras 2 and 5.
is very similar during a sawtooth cycle. The slow rise of the central emission is
followed by a sudden drop at the crash; then the rise starts again. The same be-
havior is also observed in the deduced temperatures for the bulk (Te ) and the
suprathermal tail (Te,2) (Fig. 7.3). The only apparent difference is that the rela-
tive temperature variation of the suprathermal tail is much lower than that of the
bulk plasma, while the signal drop in the HXRS and DMPX bottom channels is
comparable; i.e. the suprathermal electron loss does not depend significantly on
energy in the observed range.
While in the SXR and Te profiles a central flattening and radial broadening is ob-
served, the suprathermal tail is reduced everywhere, and neither Te,2 nor the den-
sity of suprathermal electrons increases outside the inversion radius. This also
means that no bulk acceleration of electrons due to magnetic reconnection at
the q = 1 surface can be inferred from HXRS data. Nonetheless, acceleration of
electrons at thermal energies and/or at a lower rate as compared to the loss is not
excluded.
7.1.3 Suprathermal electron transport and reheating
Since the sawtooth crash dynamics of suprathermal electrons for low and high
density differ so significantly, there has to be a transition, either abrupt or via one
or more intermediate regimes. It turns out that the transition window is quite
narrow, but the intermediate regime can still be studied.
At low density but with significant current drive (scenario S), i.e. low Vloop, a high
energy suprathermal tail is built up. The blind detector of the upper HXRS cam-
era 2 sees no radiation, so the measurement of the camera is collimated. The
lateral camera 5 is slightly perturbed by a low level of uncollimated HXR but can
still be used in the lower energy bins.
The result of the 2D tomographic inversion in the plasma center shows that the
behavior there is similar to the higher density case with greatly increased supra-
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of the HXRS central chord measurement at different ener-
gies compared to the SXR evolution (top) and evolution of high energy HXR mea-
surement from central, mid-radius and HFS limiter position (bottom) during a
sawtooth crash in scenario S, obtained from conditional averaging.
thermal electron temperature and density; additionally, a broadening of the emis-
sion profile is observed (Fig. 7.4). The emission drop in the plasma core is ob-
served by the DMPX and HXRS central chords in different energy bins (Fig. 7.5),
that show essentially the same evolution during the crash. After the crash, the
low-energy HXR emission rises more rapidly than the SXR and high-energy HXR
signals. This indicates that the suprathermal tail is built up rapidly at low energy
and then grows to higher energy more slowly on the timescale of the Te rise.
The chords of camera 2 that observe the HFS limiter register only a very low sig-
nal in the inter-crash phase. Right after the crash, however, the emission at high
energies (À 50keV) shows a burst with similar evolution as the bursts in the low
density case, but at lower, still measurable energies, and collimated. The com-
parison to the central and a mid-radius chord (Fig. 7.5) shows that while the high
energy HXR emission decreases in the center during the crash it already increases
at mid-radius; 0.1ms later, in the middle of the crash, the emission from the lim-
iter increases much more quickly. The bottom of the central emission coincides
with the top of the mid-radius and edge emission peak.
In summary, the intermediate regime exhibits some characteristics of the low
and high-density cases. The central suprathermal electron distribution is sig-
nificantly affected by sawtooth crashes throughout all energies observed, up to
& 100keV. The suprathermals are rather transported radially outwards than ac-
celerated in the reconnection layer; ultimately, a large fraction of the fast elec-
trons hits the limiter and emits energetic HXR bursts.
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Figure 7.6: Top view of TCV with the chords of HXRS camera 5 in horizontal po-
sition for toroidal coverage during sawtooth crash experiments: chords 3 and 22
observe the plasma center, whereas chords 6 and 19 see the limiter (central col-
umn tiles); the chord coloring corresponds to Figs. 7.7 and 7.8.
7.1.4 Acceleration of (suprathermal) electrons
To investigate possible forward electron acceleration during the sawtooth crash
at the high electron energies involved, tangential observation of the HXR emis-
sion is more efficient. Since a contribution from acceleration could not be dis-
tinguished from perpendicular observation (Sec. 7.1.3) parallel emission data is
even essential. With the HXRS camera 5 in horizontal position (Fig. 7.6), such
measurements are done in the co- and cnt-ECCD angle scan discharges of sce-
nario T (Sec. 5.2.4). There, a change in MHD and sawtooth activity (longer pe-
riod, larger crash amplitude) causes a density drop in the second phase of the
discharge that puts it into the right parameter range for the transitional regime.
The HXRS can resolve the dynamics with 0.1ms resolution, as shown in Fig. 7.7
for co-ECCD and Fig. 7.8 for cnt-ECCD, due to conditional averaging w.r.t. the
crash time. The about 400 sawtooth crashes are detected by the DMPX and the
reference time is put at the middle of the drop. It turns out that in the resulting
HXRS signal the middle of the crash appears 0.1ms earlier.
Sawtooth crash impact
In both cases, the impact of the sawtooth crash is severe: the parallel HXR emis-
sion from the plasma center in the lower energy range (20−50keV) drops to about
one fourth within about 0.2ms. At higher energies (≈ 75keV), it falls only to a
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Figure 7.7: Time evolution of the HXR signal in the tangential chords 3 (co-Ip view
on plasma center), 6 (co-view on HFS wall), 19 (counter-Ip view on HFS wall), 22
(cnt-view on plasma center) and 25 (blind detector; background) in the co-ECCD
discharge 43205 (scenario T).
Top left: time evolution of the photon temperature (Tγ) compared to the bulk
temperature (Te ) from DMPX; vertical lines indicate the time points for the top
right plot: HXRS spectrum on the chords before, at, and after the sawtooth crash
(−0.25, 0.05, 0.35ms w.r.t. tcrash); bottom left: count rate evolution in selected
energy bins for the 5 HXRS channels; bottom right: spectral evolution for the 4
HXRS channels (without background ch 25).
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Figure 7.8: Time evolution of the HXR signal in the tangential chords 3 (co-Ip
view on plasma center), 6 (co-view on HFS wall), 19 (counter-Ip view on HFS
wall), 22 (cnt-view on plasma center) and 25 (blind detector; background) in the
cnt-ECCD discharge 43206 (scenario T).
Top left: time evolution of the photon temperature (Tγ) compared to the bulk
temperature (Te ) from DMPX; vertical lines indicate the time points for the top
right plot: HXRS spectrum on the chords before, at, and after the sawtooth crash
(−0.25, 0.05, 0.35ms w.r.t. tcrash); bottom left: count rate evolution in selected
energy bins for the 5 HXRS channels; bottom right: spectral evolution for the 4
HXRS channels (without background ch 25).
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half. Energies above 100keV are even less affected, which is also reflected in the
increase of Tγ during the crash. The lower statistics prevent a precise quantifica-
tion at such high energy. Results on LHCD-created suprathermal tails at higher
energy in giant sawteeth [166] suggest that electrons with relativistic v∥ are hardly
affected by sawtooth crashes. Due to larger v⊥ in the case of ECCD, neoclassical
effects play a larger role than in the case of LHCD and may explain why suprather-
mal electron loss is still observed at energies around 100keV on TCV. Also there
are very significant differences, e.g. shaping, between the TCV and Tore Supra
[167] scenarios, prohibiting a quantitative comparison.
The signal on the chords observing the HFS wall nearly tangentially and crossing
the plasma center at an angle of about 45deg drops also significantly at the crash
in the low energy range (20−30keV), but hardly changes for Eγ > 40keV. Inter-
estingly, the relative drop depends, for all channel pairs, neither on the viewing
nor on the current drive direction. This indicates a general suprathermal electron
loss, probably depending on (parallel) momentum, during the sawtooth crash; in
this phase, no signs of particle acceleration can be found in the HXR emission.
Post-crash dynamics
Immediately after the crash the HXRS measurement suggests more complex dy-
namics. In the co-ECCD case the forward emission at Eγ > 40keV rises about
twice as fast (0.4ms) as the backward emission (0.8ms) to a more than doubled
emission. For cnt-ECCD this reheating is nearly equally fast in both directions
(0.6ms).
The co-view chord observing the HFS wall sees a quickly (0.2ms) rising HXR burst
at high energy, subsequently decaying with a time constant of about 0.6ms. It is
more intense for co-ECCD, where it is also observed by the cnt-view chord, at
lower amplitude and energy.
There are only two intermediate chords and they do not cover the mid-radius
position whose emission in scenario S clearly indicates transport. But the time
scales agree, the transport to the limiter occurs within 0.2ms, i.e. at & 1.2 km/s,
corresponding to χse & 200m2s−1. The slight time shift in energy hints that it
may be on the slower side for electrons with higher v∥.
In contrast to the crash phase, now particle acceleration also seems to play a role:
the emission above 100keV rises beyond the pre-crash value in the chords ob-
serving the plasma center. Due to the low statistics, however, the acceleration
cannot be quantified, but one observes that the accelerated particles are also
quickly lost.
7.2 Suprathermal electron interaction
with the bursty mode
In TCV EC-heated plasmas an internal m/n = 1/1 kink mode that occurs in bursts in
between sawtooth crashes is often observed and closely connected to suprather-
mal electron dynamics.
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Figure 7.9: ne and Te profiles (left), ray-tracing (middle), RF absorption and cur-
rent profiles (right) in the bursty mode scenario T (43618, pure ECRH).
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Figure 7.10: Evolution of the bursty mode in scenario T with pure ECRH: the main
SXR emission is shown in topos and chronos 1 (top), and the m = 1 mode is rep-
resented by the topos-chronos pair 4 (middle). The red and green areas indicate
sawtooth crashes and mode bursts, respectively. The spectrogram of chronos 4
(bottom) shows the frequency evolution of the mode.
Figure 7.11: Bursty mode evolution in the SVD of the Mirnov coil (magnetic
probe) arrays in scenario T.
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Figure 7.12: The evolution of one bursty mode period in scenario T on the
poloidal Mirnov coil array (left), obtained with conditional averaging at time
points from peak detection in SVD chronos from GTI XTOMO, shows the m = 2
component.
The subtraction of m = 1 from the GTI XTOMO SVD topos (right) reveals this
m = 2 component also in the SXR data.
7.2.1 Bursty mode dynamics overview
The mode and its interaction with suprathermal electrons was first studied in
scenario T with pure ECRH (Fig. 7.9) and low n∥ ECCD. An optimized ECCD de-
position profile in scenario D (Fig. 7.13) increases the mode amplitude.
Scenario T
In the triangular plasma scenario T, central ECRH is applied with some additional
off-axis heating (Fig. 7.9). During the heating phase mode bursts are observed on
the SXR (XTOMO) and MHD spectrograms.
The evolution of the mode (Fig. 7.10) is related to sawtooth crashes, but it is nei-
ther a pre- nor a post-cursor. In the phases between the bursts of ≈ 2ms length,
one or more sawtooth crashes are observed. A first sawtooth crash occurs 1−2ms
after the mode burst vanishes; if it happens rather early more sawteeth can follow
before the next burst phase, while a rather late sawtooth has more impact and is
not followed by others before the mode recurs. After a single late sawtooth or the
last sawtooth of a series, the central SXR emission rises to a value that is signifi-
cantly higher than the top of the sawtooth cycle. During this rise, which lasts for
less than 1ms, no mode activity is observed in the SXR signal.
At a certain point, the m/n = 1/1 mode is destabilized and grows within one or two
oscillations ( f ≈ 7kHz) to its maximal amplitude. Its impact on confinement is
traced in the now decreasing central SXR emission. The amplitude of the mode
hardly changes in the first half of the burst (after its sudden rise), before it de-
creases, while the mode frequency remains constant for the entire burst duration
(Fig. 7.10).
On the Mirnov coil arrays (Fig. 7.11), the SVD of the toroidal arrays observes
a toroidal mode number n = 1, as expected for the m = 1 mode. The poloidal
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Figure 7.13: ne and Te profiles (left), ray-tracing (middle), RF absorption and cur-
rent profiles (right) in the bursty mode scenario D (49315, co-ECCD).
array, however, shows two peaks, therefore m = 2. While the frequency is equal,
the time evolution also differs significantly from the XTOMO (SXR) observation:
the m/n = 2/1 mode persists and its amplitude varies irregularly, not in periodic
self-similar bursts.
Nevertheless, the two modes are closely related. Since the mode frequency is the
same, one can perform conditional averaging of the poloidal Mirnov coil array
based on the GTI XTOMO SVD chronos (Fig. 7.12). It shows again the observa-
tion of m = 2 by the poloidal probes and also means that the modes (or mode
components) are in phase, even over multiple bursts.
To eliminate the dominant modes in each of the two diagnostics, we make use of
the principle that a rotation of a poloidal signal by ∆θpol = pi (half a turn) keeps
the even m components unchanged, while the odd components are inverted.
The sum of the poloidal Mirnov array and its rotation therefore removes the main
m = 2 feature. Still, no m = 1 component is revealed: very likely its magnetic per-
turbation is well shielded due to the very central location of the mode. In con-
trast, the difference of the GTI XTOMO SVD topos to its half a turn rotated coun-
terpart eliminates the m = 1 component and unfolds the further off-axis m = 2
mode structure. Its SXR amplitude is clearly weaker due to the generally lower
emission at its location as compared to the central m = 1 structure.
Scenario D
In scenario D, with co-ECCD located close to the q = 1 surface (Fig. 7.13), the
bursty mode occurs again (Fig. 7.14). It shows essentially the same time evo-
lution and spatial structure, and the frequency is only slightly shifted upwards.
However, the amplitude of the mode is greatly increased, leading to a drop of
central SXR emission (confinement) of about 15%. Also, the (absolute and rela-
tive) signal drop in the preceding sawtooth crashes is reduced.
7.2.2 Suprathermal electron dynamics during bursts
The central m/n = 1/1 component of the bursty mode has a significant effect on the
e.d.f. in the thermal range that appears in the SXR emission. The effect on the
suprathermal tail of the high RF power deposited in the plasma core is studied
with the HXRS diagnostic. Conditional averaging over À 2000 mode oscillations
(4565 in the scenario T discharge) is performed to achieve sufficient time reso-
lution. The reference times are obtained from the peaks in the first chronos of
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Figure 7.14: Evolution of the bursty mode in scenario D with slightly off-axis
ECCD: the main SXR emission is shown in topos and chronos 1 (top), and the
m = 1 mode is represented by the topos-chronos pair 4 (middle). The red and
green areas indicate sawtooth crashes and mode bursts, respectively. The spec-
trogram of chronos 4 (bottom) shows the frequency evolution of the mode.
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center (1st moment) in R and z direction during a mode period.
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Figure 7.16: The evolution of ne (left), Te (middle) and pe (right) measured by TS,
conditionally averaged w.r.t. the start of the pe rise (t = 0) after the last mode-
preceding sawtooth crash (t ≈ 0.4ms); the mode burst occurs in t = [0.2,1.3]ms.
the SVD corresponding to the frequency band filtered tomographically inverted
XTOMO data, which is available at a sampling rate of 100kHz. Due to the large
number of reference times, the HXRS statistics increase by a factor of more than
1000, such that the same time resolution as the XTOMO (10µs) is attained.
Since non-axisymmetric structures in the plasma (the bursty mode) are slower
than such a high time resolution, the assumption of toroidal axisymmetry in the
X-ray emission breaks down. This causes no difficulties for XTOMO, whose cam-
eras are located in the same sector (#11) of the machine. The HXRS cameras 2
and 7, however, are located in sector 4, while camera 5 was installed in sector 9.
Therefore, a standard tomographic inversion does not give correct results, since
the cameras observe the non-axisymmetric structures at different toroidal loca-
tions. Fortunately, the toroidal mode number n = 1 and the helicity, rotation
direction and frequency of the mode are known. Using this information, the dif-
ference in toroidal angle (∆φ) corresponds to a time shift
∆t =σn∆φ
2pi f
, (7.1)
where f is the mode frequency ( fmode) and σ ∈ {±1} is a sign depending on helic-
ity and rotation direction. In the present case, ∆t is applied on the raw data time
traces of the individual HXRS cameras depending on their position w.r.t. sector
11 (XTOMO). Conditional averaging of this time-shifted HXRS data reproduces
the HXR emission of n = 0 and n = 1@ fmode structures as if the HXRS cameras
were all located in the XTOMO sector. Therefore, standard tomographic inver-
sion of this modified data produces a correct result.
As shown in Fig. 7.15 for scenario T, the radial excursion of the first moment of
the HXR emission pattern in the poloidal plane is much larger than in the SXR
range, both exhibiting the m/n = 1/1 structure; an m = 2 component is not ob-
served. The excursion in the HXR range increases further with photon energy
(Eγ).
In summary, the suprathermal electron population is significantly affected by the
mode, and this is more pronounced at higher energies.
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Figure 7.17: The evolution of radial HXR emission profiles in different energy bins
(top left and right and bottom left) and the deduced Te,2 profile (bottom right),
obtained from HXRS measurements by conditional averaging w.r.t. the start of
the pe rise (t = 0) after the last mode-preceding sawtooth crash (t ≈ 0.4ms); the
mode burst occurs in t = [0.2,2.2]ms.
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7.2.3 Mode excitation
To study the stability and excitation of the bursty mode, the phase after the last
preceding sawtooth crash is crucial. Therefore, we put t = 0 in the middle of
this phase, corresponding to the start of the electron pressure (pe ) rise. Condi-
tional averaging (and shifting) w.r.t. this reference times delivers ne , Te and sub-
sequently pe profiles from TS at a sub-ms time-scale (Fig. 7.16). The time evo-
lution of these profiles is additionally verified by a cross-check with tomographic
inversion of FIR and DMPX data. The same conditional averaging is performed
on the HXRS data in order to derive an estimate of the corresponding suprather-
mal electron pressure (pse ) profile (Fig. 7.17). In conjunction with the typical q
profile evolution during sawtooth cycles, the bursty mode excitation and evolu-
tion can be explained as follows.
The last burst-preceding sawtooth crash flattens the central q profile and in-
creases qmin. Suprathermal electrons are, as generally observed for sawtooth
crashes, ejected from their slightly off-axis peaked location at the q = 1 surface.
Meanwhile, Te,2 and the thermal profiles do not change significantly.
After the expulsion of some of the suprathermal electrons, the suprathermal elec-
tron population grows rapidly and broadly in the whole plasma center, up to
ρtor ≈ 0.35. As already observed for sawteeth in the intermediate regime (Sec.
7.1.3), the suprathermal electron pressure rises more rapidly than its thermal
counterpart during a phase in which the q profile is still flat in the center. While
the insufficient Te and the elevated qmin prolong the stability against a sawtooth
crash, the suprathermal electrons, aided by the flat central q ≈ 1, already desta-
bilize the bursty mode. The importance of strong coupling to the present m = 2
component under these q profile conditions may also play a major role in the
excitation of the m = 1 burst [168, 169].
Due to its impact on confinement, the mode then reduces Te,0 and prevents saw-
tooth crashes during its whole duration. Since the mode mainly drags the supra-
thermal electrons around, rather than ejecting them from its habitat, the mode
persist. Ultimately, due to diffusion of the Ip profile, the central q drops again,
reducing the mode drive and therefore its amplitude.
After the mode has diminished, qmin - by then significantly reduced - and the
adequate present pe destabilize a sawtooth crash. Especially crashes with small
amplitude seem to be insufficient to produce the conditions required for a desta-
bilization of the bursty mode, e.g. regarding the rise and flattening in q (possibly
incomplete reconnection). Hence, they can be followed by one or more sawteeth,
eventually re-establishing the bursty mode destabilization.
7.3 Conclusions
The suprathermal electron dynamics during the sawtooth cycle are dominated by
the impact of the sawtooth crash. Depending on ne (ED /Eφ), a low and a higher
density regime can be distinguished. The intermediate regime can be efficiently
studied with the HXRS and exhibits characteristics of both limits. As in the high
density case, the suprathermal electrons show a similar behavior as the thermal
electrons, the slow rise in between crashes is followed by a fast loss of electrons
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during the crash. This is observable up to energies of 100keV and the outward
transport decreases only marginally with energy in this range.
As in the low density case, high energy electrons are transported to the limiter
and emit bursts of thick-target bremsstrahlung radiation.
Immediately after the crash, the lower energy part of the suprathermal tail is re-
heated faster than the thermal and higher energy e.d.f.. Electron acceleration
by magnetic reconnection cannot be explicitly observed, but it is conceivable
that some electrons are accelerated to runaway energies and undergo such a low
number of collisions in the plasma that only their bremsstrahlung emission from
the limiting wall can be measured.
The bursty mode is an internal m/n = 1/1 kink mode coupled to a m/n = 2/1
mode and connected to sawtooth crashes. It has a significant impact on overall
confinement and drags the suprathermal electrons around, with a higher radial
excursion of the first moment than the thermal electrons. Its excitation can be
explained by the coupling to the persistent m = 2 component under the flat q ≈ 1
profile condition after a sawtooth crash. Furthermore, the destabilization of the
mode seems to be connected to the faster reheating of the suprathermal electron
distribution at the mode location as compared to the thermal e.d.f.. Also, this
probably stabilizes the sawtooth until the appearing mode burst reduces con-
finement and therefore then lowers the sawtooth-destabilizing pe .
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Chapter 8
Electron fishbone studies
Electron fishbones are, as introduced in Sec. 1.5.2, an MHD instability in the
plasma center, typically m/n = 1/1, that is non-resonant (does not require q =
1) and is excited by the resonant interaction with drift-reversed suprathermal
electrons. A complete characterization and theoretical description of this mode,
which was discovered only recently [47] but may have significant impact on the
understanding of ion fishbone instabilities in future fusion reactors, is still miss-
ing.
For such a step forward, an experimental study using flexible high power den-
sity electron heating and current drive for current and pressure profile tailoring,
combined with high-resolution suprathermal electron diagnostics, is required to
put the pieces together.
TCV features such a high performance ECRH/CD system and also unprecedented
suprathermal electron measurement capabilities (mainly HXRS). In addition, it
provides a set of additional state of the art diagnostics, including XTOMO, DMPX,
magnetic probes and also ECE diagnostics. The lack of q-profile measurements is
the most significant shortcoming. This drawback, however, can be overcome by
using sawteeth as an indicator of the presence and location of a q = 1 surface. Ex-
periments at TCV may therefore contribute significantly to the understanding of
the fishbone excitation process and the influence of fishbones on the suprather-
mal electron distribution.
8.1 Design of the experiment
The search for the electron fishbone was performed along three paths, partly
in parallel. First, experiments were based on past discharges in which bursty
m/n = 1/1 modes had been observed, optimizing them towards electron fishbone
conditions. Then, another type of (much older) TCV discharges where fishbone-
like signals appeared on the magnetic probes, but at too low resolution to draw
any solid conclusions, were repeated in order to investigate the same plasma with
improved diagnostic capabilities. In parallel, two scenarios based on theoretical
predictions and experiments on other machines were conducted: one used neg-
ative triangularity plasmas at low elongation and the other was based on circular
plasma discharges.
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Figure 8.1: MHD observation of the magnetic probe arrays in TCV discharge
23319: power spectral density of the chronos (left), topos (middle) and chronos
(right) of the first two topos-chronos pairs of the LFS array SVD (blue). The least-
squares fitted topos (w.r.t. the LFS chronos) of the HFS array are also shown (mid-
dle, red).
8.1.1 Bursty mode observations
In several TCV discharges a bursty m/n = 1/1 mode was observed together with a
correlated m/n = 2/1 mode at the same frequency (Sec. 7.2, [79]). In these observa-
tions sawteeth are present. Although the bursty behavior is reminiscent of elec-
tron fishbones, the bursty mode frequency stays constant throughout its entire
evolution. This is in contrast to the frequency chirping of electron fishbones that
is observed in other tokamak experiments and predicted by theory (Sec. 1.5.2).
Nonetheless, there may be some connection between these two bursting m/n = 1/1
instabilities. In order to investigate this, the bursty mode discharges are modified
according to electron fishbone theory: Bφ is reduced for off-axis ECRH on the
HFS and Ip is reduced and ramped such that qmin crosses 1 from above.
8.1.2 Observations in historic TCV discharges
As discussed above, one approach to fishbone experiment design was to check
the whole TCV database for past discharges with signatures of electron fishbones.
First, a pre-selection using the Alma database was made for shots with a line-
averaged electron density (ne,l.avg.). 2.5 ·1019 m−3, qmin ≈ 1, low normalized in-
ternal inductance (li ) (corresponding to a broad current profile) and X2 heating
off-axis on the HFS (Bφ< 1.4T). Then, the MHDxSVD snapshots of these dis-
charges were browsed to capture signatures that resemble those expected for
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Figure 8.2: MHD spectrogram of a LFS magnetic probe (upper) and the correlated
HXR observations of the HXRC (lower plot) in TCV discharge 28889.
electron fishbones according to observations on other tokamaks and theory. Here,
also the criterion of frequency chirping was included, excluding the bursty mode
discharges of the first approach.
The result of this database scan was that no clear evidence of electron fishbones
was found in previous shots. However, in the two similar discharges 23319 (Fig.
8.1) and 28889 (Fig. 8.2) regular bursts of frequency chirping n = 1 modes were
present, as observed by the toroidal magnetic probe arrays. Also, the HXRC de-
tected HXR bursts at the mode termination which may be a sign of interaction of
the mode with the suprathermal electron population. Unfortunately, the poloidal
array data quality is too poor in these discharges to give conclusive information
on the poloidal mode number m. Also, the XTOMO provided only a time resolu-
tion of 0.1ms for these old shots, limiting the SXR mode analysis to 5kHz. There-
fore, a repetition of these shots proved necessary to clarify the observations.
8.1.3 Theory-based scenarios
In an other approach, the most promising scenarios for electron fishbones in TCV
were developed from observations on other tokamaks and from theory based on
those experiments (Sec. 1.5.2). Two paths, one with a circular shape and another
one with low-κ negative-δ shape, were pursued, in order to maximize the pop-
ulation of barely trapped electrons and the depth of their drift reversal. The re-
maining parameters are similar: X2 heating is localized on the HFS in a co-ECCD
configuration, with the minor radius being scanned in Bφ steps from shot to shot.
This yields the required off-axis peaked pressure profile and a flat or slightly re-
versed q-profile due to co-ECCD and optional additional central cnt-ECCD.
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43618 48068 48069 48070
t0 [s] 0.6 1.55 1.85 1.35
duration [s] > 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2
final burst duration [s] - 0.05 0.1 0.05
ne,0
[
1019m−3
]
3.1 6.0 5.3 6.9
Te,0 [keV] 2.3 800 840 830
PECRH [kW] 1820 1300 1300 1300
ECCD inj. angle
[
deg
]
0 0 +20 +20
Bφ(R = 0.88m) [T] −1.44 −1.32 −1.32 −1.32
Ip [kA] −268 −218 −196 −180
d Ip
d t
[
kA
s
]
0 −92 −64 −41
f1/1 [kHz] 7.0 7.7→ 6.2 8.2→ 6.9 8.5→ 7.4
ρtor 0.35 0.2 0.2 0.2
Table 8.1: Main parameters of a series of discharges designed for electron fish-
bone studies (48068–70) based on the bursty mode scenario (represented by shot
43618). The time refers to a representative point in time during the mode appear-
ance.
The qmin is ramped from above one through qmin = 1 to below one and back
by ramping Ip . The appearance of sawteeth indicates that the safety factor has
dropped below one. Ip has to be kept quite low due to the constraints in q and
the rather low Bφ. The resulting Te (ohmic preheating) is just sufficient for ini-
tial X2 absorption if ne is comparably low. Such low ne is also advantageous to
increase the fraction of suprathermal electrons, and subsequently the fraction of
trapped energetic electrons.
The scenario is, due to this low ne requirement, closely bounded by the thresh-
old for significant runaway production and the threshold for good initial X2 ab-
sorption. The latter is the bigger concern, since X2 waves that are only partially
absorbed and can thus escape the plasma may trigger the window protection sys-
tem and shut down the gyrotrons; however, runaways are an issue for the HXRS
and even SXR diagnostics signals (saturation).
8.2 Results
8.2.1 Bursty mode scenarios
As discussed above, a series of discharges based on the bursty mode scenario but
modified for electron fishbones were performed. The main changes w.r.t. the
bursty mode discharges was the EC resonance position on the HFS (reduced Bφ)
and a lower, ramped Ip , to cross qmin = 1 from above.
Mode observations
In most such discharges, covering different ne , EC heating location and CD com-
ponent, no fishbone-like modes are observed. A series of three consecutive dis-
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Figure 8.3: ECRH power deposition profiles as computed by LUKE for the shots
and times listed in table 8.1; left: radial power per unit length, right: power den-
sity.
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Figure 8.4: Selected XTOMO topos and chronos of TCV discharge 48069 showing
the spatial structure in the poloidal plane (left), the time evolution of the ampli-
tude (middle) and the frequency evolution (right) of the bursts. A high-pass filter
(2500Hz) is applied after the tomographic inversion right before the SVD analy-
sis.
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Figure 8.5: The first LFS magnetic probe array topos (left, blue) and chronos
(middle) of TCV discharge 48069 show the toroidal mode structure and the time
evolution of the amplitude. The spectrogram of the chronos (right) shows the fre-
quency evolution of the bursts. Additionally, the least-square fitted topos of the
HFS (red) and the poloidal (black) magnetic probe arrays are shown in the left
plot.
charges (48068, 48069, 48070), however, show an interesting m = 1 mode that
could be a candidate for electron fishbones. It occurs together with a m = 2 mode
at double frequency, in the current ramp phase just before the first sawtooth ap-
pears. The three shots are very similar, with only two significant differences: first,
in 48068 pure ECRH (no ECCD) was applied while for the following shots the EC
waves were injected at an angle of 20deg for co-ECCD, in all cases at the same far
off-axis radial location (ρtor ≈ 0.55) on the HFS (Fig. 8.3). Secondly, from one shot
to the other, the current ramp rate (
d Ip
d t ) was reduced in order to decrease qmin
more slowly and enable a longer phase during which the mode may develop. The
time points at the end of this phase (t0), just before the first sawtooth, are listed
in Tab. 8.1, together with the most important plasma parameters.
During this phase, until t0, Ip and ne rise at constant rates while Te drops slowly.
Due to the increasing ne the refraction of the EC waves is enhanced, moving the
resonance location slowly radially outwards and decreasing the absorption.
First, weak bursts of m = 1 oscillations are registered in SXR measurements (Fig.
8.4). They are correlated to n = 1 oscillations in the toroidal magnetic probe array
(Fig. 8.5). The bursts become stronger over time and persist for a duration of 0.2-
0.3s (Tab. 8.1). A weaker m = 2 multiple at the same radial position (ρtor ≈ 0.2)
is seen by XTOMO after a delay, but then develops in time in a similar way as the
fundamental (Fig. 8.4).
Frequency evolution
The bursts are chirping in nature, with frequency decreasing within the burst;
additionally, the mean frequency of the bursts decreases slowly from the first ap-
pearance to the last (at t0). The frequency change within the bursts are electron
fishbone like, but the time-space resolution of the SXR diagnostic is not sufficient
to determine if the frequency chirping accompanies a radially outward displace-
ment. The slow change of the mean frequency, however, may be attributed to the
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evolution of the plasma. This is also consistent with the precession frequency of
the barely trapped electrons being proportional to their temperature [55]. Due
to the increasing density and the consequently decreasing effectively deposited
ECRH power, the temperature of these suprathermal electrons decreases accord-
ing to Fokker-Planck simulations. An experimental verification of this temper-
ature drop is not possible due to the statistics of the HXRS signal being far too
poor.
The last mode appearance is much longer and differs from the previous bursts
by having a rather constant frequency (final burst duration, Tab. 8.1). Also, the
density rise stops at the final burst appearance, with Te still dropping or staying
at the same level. Later, these ne and Te levels remain limited by the sawteeth.
Conclusion
The final conclusion for this path is that the observed mode exhibits some char-
acteristics attributed to electron fishbones, especially its time evolution includ-
ing the frequency chirping and the appearance in the phase before the first saw-
tooth. However, the ECRH absorption takes place at ρtor ≈ 0.55 while the mode
is observed at ρtor ≈ 0.2. Suprathermal electron transport might explain a spatial
link, but the HXRS does not observe a significant suprathermal electron fraction
at all. While high transport reduces the HXRS signal in general, negligible HXR
emission also clearly means that the number of suprathermal electrons is very
small.
Accordingly, the next step was to heat more centrally (Bφ = 1.35T, still off-axis
on the HFS, close to the expected mode location), resulting in a significant HXRS
signal (suprathermal electron distribution). However, this approach did not re-
produce any similar observations and was finally abandoned when the focus was
placed on the two other, more promising paths, which are described in the fol-
lowing.
8.2.2 Revisitation of old TCV shots
A successful repetition of discharge 23319 was obtained with discharge 48438, af-
ter several optimization steps. The plasma and auxiliary heating parameters were
closely matched (Fig. 8.6). The only significant difference, which however should
not change the physics, is that both Bφ and Ip directions are reversed.
In the replica shot the historic observations (Sec. 8.1.2) were not reproduced.
Nonetheless, the experience gained during the scenario development, in combi-
nation with the results obtained in the previous chapters of this thesis, suggests
an alternative explanation for the original observations.
Alternative explanation
First, in the bursty mode discharges the m/n = 1/1 mode is only observed by SXR,
HXR and ECE diagnostics, but not by the magnetic probes that observe only the
peripheral modes such as m/n = 3/2 and m/n = 2/1. Although the nature of elec-
tron fishbones is different from the bursty mode, both their radial location and
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of TCV discharge 23319 (blue) to its repetition 48438 (red)
showing the equilibria (right) and TORAY power absorption (top left) and ECCD
computations (bottom left). Both Ip and Bφ are reversed, while their absolute
values and all other plasma parameters are well matched.
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Figure 8.7: Radial oscillation of the magnetic axis position (R, green), Ip (red) and
Vloop (blue) in TCV discharge 23319.
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Figure 8.8: Radial oscillation of the magnetic axis position (R, green), Ip (red) and
Vloop (blue) in TCV discharge 28889. The HXR bursts observed on HXRC chord 16
(magenta) occur when the plasma moves to the HFS wall.
magnetic field perturbation should be comparable. Therefore, it is unlikely that
electron fishbones could be observed at all on the magnetic probes in TCV. The
n = 1 mode signal in shots 23319 and 28889, however, is very clear in the LFS and
HFS magnetic probe arrays, and, apart from the chirping, it corresponds well to
standard m/n = 2/1 mode observations.
The chirping is explained by a slow (≈ 20Hz) oscillation of the radial plasma po-
sition due to a resonance in the feedback control loop. The old shots (23319
and 28889) were carried out in the fully non-inductive mode and at low density
which both makes them more prone to such an oscillation. This affects the whole
plasma significantly, as can be seen in the Ip and Vloop oscillations (Fig. 8.7). By
contrast, shot 48438 was partly inductive and thus more stable radially.
The low density in the discharges leads to a significant runaway population, ex-
perimentally verified in 48438 by the signal of the blind HXRS detectors being
at the same high level (and partially saturated) as all other HXRS detectors. This
level of bremsstrahlung radiation remains rather constant in the replica shot. The
radial oscillations in the old shots, however, lead to strong bursts in the HXRC
signal when the plasma, and the runaways therein, touch the HFS limiting wall
(Fig. 8.8). Consequently, the observed HXR bursts are not related to suprathermal
electron - mode interaction, rather they originate in runaway electron transport
towards the first wall due to bulk plasma movement.
Furthermore, this prompt radial displacement coincides with the mode termina-
tion and may be assumed to be responsible for that too.
Conclusion
In summary, the revisitation of the old shots was successful in the sense that
the observations can be explained consistently by large radial plasma oscillations
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Figure 8.9: The first two XTOMO topos and chronos of TCV discharge 48440
showing the spatial structure in the poloidal plane (left), the time evolution of the
amplitude in chronos 1 (top) and the frequency evolution in chronos 2 (bottom).
The first chronos represents the background SXR emission profile and the sec-
ond chronos the fishbone-like burst. The time interval of the burst appearance
is indicated by a green area and the first two sawtooth crashes are highlighted by
red areas in the first chronos plot.
and a m/n = 2/1 mode being affected by them. In the replica shot, well stabilized
in the radial direction, there is no indication of electron fishbones.
8.2.3 Theory-based scenarios
Abandonment of negative triangularity scenario
The theory-inspired circular plasma scenarios exhibit the most striking observa-
tion of electron fishbone-like modes on TCV, whereas the parallel path of nega-
tive δ plasmas was also abandoned, for several reasons. The main problem was
the small plasma volume, especially on the HFS. This made it practically impossi-
ble to absorb all injected ECRH power there, and triggered security interlock cuts
of the gyrotrons by safety detectors on the vacuum windows hit by the EC waves.
Also, the SXR diagnostics, essential for the detection of electron fishbone fea-
tures, could not resolve the small plasma volume in a satisfactory way and were
disturbed by strong spiky noise on several channels in this scenario. Therefore
the focus was placed on the circular scenario instead.
Circular plasma scenario
First observation A repeat with a slower Ip ramp and better controlled, constant
ne (ne,0 = 2 ·1019 m−3) succeeds in TCV discharge 48440. On the XTOMO, a single
fishbone-like burst, a m/n = 1/1 mode chirping down in frequency, appears at t =
1.08s when qmin≈ 1, just before the first sawtooth (Fig. 8.9). It is also observed by
the LFS ECE system, but not by the magnetic probes. The LUKE simulation shows
a significant fraction of barely trapped (and passing) energetic electrons close to
the mode location. Due to the low density, the HXRS measurement is polluted
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Figure 8.10: The first four XTOMO topos and chronos of TCV discharge 48442
showing the spatial structure in the poloidal plane (left), the time evolution of the
amplitude (upper 4 plots) and the frequency evolution on the example of chronos
3 (bottom, same for chronos 4). The first chronos represents the background SXR
emission profile and the pair of chronos 3 and 4 the fishbone-like burst. The time
interval of the burst appearance is highlighted in green and the first sawteeth
crash in red.
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by radiation from runaway electrons and cannot be used to obtain experimental
information on suprathermal electrons.
Optimization In order to prolong the phase when the mode appears, 48440 was
repeated at a constant Ip = 164kA. In this discharge, 48442, a similar burst ap-
pears on the XTOMO (Fig. 8.10) and LFS-ECE, also just before the first sawtooth,
when qmin drops below 1. Although the total current remains constant, qmin de-
creases due to the q-profile evolution. So the burst is not significantly longer than
before. Again, it is not repeated, as had been observed on other tokamaks. The
LUKE simulation and the HXRS give also essentially the same result as in 48440.
In contrast to 48440, the frequency of the mode chirps upwards, which is unusual
for electron fishbones.
Interpretation The oscillation in both experiments is very similar, except for the
direction of the frequency chirping. Experimental observations on other toka-
maks and theory tell us that electron fishbones chirp down in frequency because
they are moving radially outwards and the temperature of the mode-driving elec-
trons decreases.
In 48440 and 48442, however, the XTOMO shows that the radial extent of the
mode shrinks slightly, by a few percent of ρpol. Since the Fokker-Planck simu-
lation does not take any direct effects of the mode into account and there is no
usable HXRS data, the evolution of the barely trapped (and passing) suprather-
mal electron population remains unclear. To be consistent with electron fish-
bone theory and observations on other tokamaks, the temperature of this popu-
lation has to decrease in 48440, overcompensating the radial displacement, and
increase in 48442. If the mode is not an electron fishbone, the differing frequency
chirping direction could be explained by the different Ip and q-profile evolution.
Further experiments
Based on the very promising discharges 48440 and 48442, further discharges were
performed in a later experimental session, aiming at lengthening the phase qmin'
1 by slowly decreasing Ip . In theory, this should result in longer or even multiple
bursts. Additionally, discharges with increased ne were performed to prevent the
generation of runaway electrons and obtain a useful HXRS measurement. How-
ever, none of these discharges showed any evidence of modes similar to those
of 48440 and 48442. Moreover, even a straight repetition of 48442 in discharge
48717 could not reproduce the fishbone-like mode, although all plasma parame-
ters were well matched.
This hints that the discharge conditions are such that the mode is only marginally
unstable. Therefore, a few more experiments based on 48440 were planned, but
with modified heating and current profile tailoring, aimed at finding a more un-
stable point in parameter space. Due to the limited number of shots at the end
of the 2013 campaign it was not possible to conduct all planned experiments and
the ones that were performed did not contribute further fishbone-like observa-
tions.
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8.3 Conclusions
The three paths pursued in the electron fishbone study presented give mixed re-
sults.
In the shots based on the bursty mode scenario the expected frequency chirping
is observed, but considerations such as the small suprathermal electron popu-
lation and the gap between the heating and mode location suggest a different
excitation mechanism for the observed m/n = 1/1 mode.
The revisitation of old shots with regular frequency-chirping bursts led to the
finding that a large radial plasma oscillation was responsible for both the mode
and HXR burst observations.
The theory-based scenario, finally, originated good candidates for electron fish-
bones. Lack of experimental data (HXRS polluted by runaways) and reproducibil-
ity prevent a definitive conclusion on the nature of the observed mode. Further
investigation was limited by experimental time, but is to be continued in future
campaigns at TCV.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
The main goals of this thesis were to characterize the (suprathermal) electron
distribution in ECRH and ECCD and the interaction of suprathermal electrons
with MHD instabilities. The phase space dynamics and open questions in the
physics of ECRH/CD were addressed by dedicated experiments in TCV, which
are analyzed primarily by HXR measurements and in conjunction with Fokker-
Planck modeling. The analysis of suprathermal electron interaction with MHD
instabilities focused on several categories of the m/n = 1/1 internal kink mode.
Tools
A set of advanced tools were required to perform these studies, and their develop-
ment and implementation constitutes an important part of this thesis work. The
first 3 cameras of the HXRS system were calibrated and installed on the tokamak.
The system is unique in several respects:
• First HXR tomography with more than 2 cameras.
• First HXR tomography for non-circular plasmas.
• First HXR tomography and poloidal HXR asymmetry measurements of
– EC-heated plasmas.
– plasmas with non-circular poloidal cross section.
• First HXR spectrometer with toroidal coverage in both directions.
• Digital acquisition and pulse processing, enabling
– optimal time, space and energy resolution.
– coherent and conditional averaging for greatly increased resolution.
• Bulk W shielding and collimator, and blind detectors to ensure collimation.
An extensive study of digital pulse processing algorithms at high count rates was
carried out in order to apply the optimal solution. Rather than implementing a
single algorithm and highlighting its advantages over other algorithms described
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in the literature, a broad and objective approach was chosen and a general bench-
marking tool was implemented. This enabled the complete comparative analysis
of all eligible algorithms from literature and original techniques, resulting in the
choice of an optimal FIR filter and dynamic threshold detection [2].
The capabilities of this unique HXR diagnostic were enhanced by progressive
data analysis methods and tools, inter alia conditional averaging and tomographic
inversion. The latter was implemented in the modern GTI code, including ad-
vanced post-processing features such as SVD, which proved to be practical for
MHD mode analysis. Further X-ray diagnostics were reactivated and/or improved.
For modeling, the well-supported LUKE and the established CQL3D F-P codes
were applied in parallel, with the attendant benefit of providing the first extensive
benchmarking of these two codes. The interfaces to TCV data were newly imple-
mented or refurbished, including the integration of the HXRS specifications into
the synthetic HXR diagnostics. As for the diagnostics, flexible data analysis and
visualization software was engineered.
Physics of ECRH/CD and suprathermal electron dynamics
With the well-equipped toolbox described above, the phase space dynamics in
ECRH and ECCD were tackled by investigating toroidal and poloidal HXR emis-
sion asymmetries in well-thought-out dedicated experiments on TCV. The theory-
predicted asymmetries in the forward and backward directions of Ip were exper-
imentally confirmed for the first time, for co-ECCD and cnt-ECCD, scanning a
large range of n∥. While in general there is a good agreement of experimental
data with modeling results, anomalous effects in the suprathermal tail that oc-
cur in some discharges at low density can be reproduced with the Fokker-Planck
codes by an equivalent Eφ modification.
The impact of the magnetic field line helicity on the poloidal asymmetry was
quantified by magnetic field reversal to up to a tenth of the change in Bφ/Ip at
Eγ = 50keV. With the effect separated, the phase space effects, mainly the open-
ing of the passing particle cone towards HFS, were investigated. In the poloidal
RF deposition location angle scan the asymmetry change due to this effect was
found to be minor as compared to RF scattering. With this series of experiments,
the effects of RF scattering and anomalous suprathermal electron diffusion (on
the observed HXR emission broadening) were clearly separated for the first time,
although discrepancies in absolute count rate remain. This result is of potentially
great importance for NTM control, the main application of ECCD in present and
future tokamak experiments, where the required highly localized current drive
may be significantly disturbed by RF scattering at density fluctuations in the edge
of the plasma [162]. Further experiments on poloidal HXR emission asymmetry,
comprising scans of n∥, Ip , κ and δ, confirm the generally good agreement of ex-
periment and modeling.
Significant discrepancies still remain in the case of far off-axis RF deposition,
because the attributed anomalous suprathermal particle pinch lies beyond the
scope of the modeling capabilities. An analysis of QL effects showed linear HXR
emission response to ECCD blips.
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The result of a previous study, that suprathermal electron diffusion can explain
the observed broad HXR emission profiles, was confirmed by revisiting the sce-
nario with the improved diagnostic capabilities; in addition, the presence of run-
away electrons that could invalidate the measurement was excluded. Further-
more, the current drive efficiency is modeled correctly by LUKE at the same trans-
port parameters that reproduce the experimental HXRS data for n∥ ranging from
ECRH to maximal CD, whereas CQL3D estimates the total current wrongly in sev-
eral cases.
Interaction of suprathermal electrons
with MHD instabilities
The suprathermal electron dynamics related to sawteeth are dominated by the
impact of the crash. The dynamics in low and higher density regimes are some-
what different, and can be studied efficiently in the intermediate regime provid-
ing energetic suprathermal tails and good HXR statistics. As in the higher den-
sity case, where the suprathermals mimic the behavior of the thermal electrons,
a large fraction of fast electrons is lost due to the impact of the crash. This is
observable with spatial resolution up to energies of 100keV and only marginally
decreases with energy. As in the low density case, highly energetic electrons are
transported to the limiter (first wall) and emit bursts of thick target bremsstrahl-
ung in the MeV range immediately after the crash. Electron acceleration by mag-
netic reconnection is not explicitly observed.
The effective reheating of the suprathermal tail in its lower energy region seems
to play also an important role in the destabilization of the bursty mode, an m/n =
1/1 internal kink mode, in connection with coupling to a m = 2 component under
the flat qmin ≈ 1 profile conditions provided by a preceding sawtooth crash. The
mode has a significant impact on confinement, with the SXR emission being re-
duced by up to 15% during the burst evolution.
The excitation of the electron fishbone instability proved more difficult than ex-
pected and was generally unreliable. Nonetheless, the obtained preliminary re-
sults are a promising starting point for further studies.
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Main results and achievements
• Sophisticated tools were implemented and used for experiment design and
data analysis, in order to investigate unexplored physical processes indi-
vidually.
• Anomalous effects in the interplay of inductive and EC-driven electron ac-
celeration at low density were quantified by an equivalent Eφ modification.
• Through a poloidal RF deposition location angle scan, the effects of RF
scattering and anomalous suprathermal electron transport on the HXR pro-
file shape were separated and characterized for the first time.
• Previous results [3] on anomalous suprathermal electron diffusion and cur-
rent drive efficiency were reproduced with increased confidence arising
from enhanced diagnostic specifications.
• The suprathermal electron dynamics during sawtooth crashes were ana-
lyzed in greater detail and especially time resolution than previous studies.
The dynamics were found to be transport-dominated and forward acceler-
ation cannot explicitly be observed.
• In low density discharges the suprathermal electron loss during sawtooth
crashes was also found to cause energetic electron showers onto the lim-
iter.
• Coupled bursts alternating with sawtooth crashes (CAS), the bursty mode,
were characterized for the first time, giving new insight in mode coupling
and the interaction of MHD instabilities with suprathermal electrons.
• The first observations of electron fishbones on TCV were made.
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Appendix A
Electron distribution function
A.1 Basics
An electron distribution function (e.d.f.) is a function
f ∈ (L1∩L2) :R3×B →R+(
r,β
) 7→ f (r,β) (A.1)
with the space coordinate r ∈ R3 and the velocity β with respect to the speed of
light
β := v/c ∈B , (A.2)
where B is defined as the unit ball in R3
B := {β ∈R3|β := ‖β‖ < 1} . (A.3)
The above definition defines a steady-state e.d.f. or the e.d.f. for one point in
time. It is clear that, in general, this function may additionally be time-dependent.
By integrating in velocity space the electron density is obtained:
ne (r)=
∫
B
f
(
r,β
)
d 3β. (A.4)
If the variable in velocity space is renormalized, for instance to 1 m/s instead of the
speed of light (c), the distribution function has to be renormalized accordingly,
such that (A.4) is fulfilled correspondingly.
In a tokamak it is usually assumed that the e.d.f. and subsequently the electron
density is constant on flux surfaces, which reduces the space coordinate to one
dimension
f
(
ρψ,β
)
:= f (r,β) |ψ(r)=ρ2ψ (A.5)
This is justified by the transit- and bounce-times τt, τb being much smaller than
the time scale we are interested in (collision time scale τc or greater). Since the
gyro motion takes place on an even shorter time scale ωc−1 it can be further as-
sumed that f is independent of the direction of the component of β perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field lines to reduce the configuration space dimension to
three:
f
(
ρψ,β
)= f (ρψ,β∥,β⊥) . (A.6)
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A.2 Analytic distribution functions
A.2.1 Maxwellian electron distribution
For a plasma in or close to equilibrium a Maxwellian is a good approximation and
we can define an electron temperature (Te ). So for each point in space we get
f
(
r,β
)= fTe (r,β)= ne (r)( mc22pikTe
)3/2
exp
(
−mc
2β2
2kTe
)
(A.7)
for a plasma of electron temperature Te in the non-relativistic case kTe ¿ mc2.
This case is usually valid in tokamaks where kTe . 50keV¿ 511keV=mc2.
For relativistic temperatures kTe &mc2 the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution [60, 61]
should be used. With γ we can write this distribution function as
f
(
r,γ
)= ne (r) γ2βmc2
kTe K2
(
mc2
kTe
) exp(−γmc2
kTe
)
(A.8)
where K2 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
As a function of normalized momentum (p/mc) (A.8) reads
f
(
r,
p
mc
)
= ne (r) mc
2
4pikTe K2
(
mc2
kTe
) exp(−mc2
kTe
√
1+
( p
mc
)2)
(A.9)
A.2.2 Bi-Maxwellian and Kappa distributions
If the e.d.f. is non-Maxwellian, but the deviation from the Maxwellian is mainly
characterized by a suprathermal electron distribution / tail it can often be well
approximated by using the sum of two Maxwellian distributions. Such a Bi-Max-
wellian is defined as
f
(
r,β
)= fTe (r,β)+ fTe,2 (r,β) , (A.10)
where Te is the bulk and Te,2 the suprathermal electron temperature.
If the suprathermal tail shows a power law decrease one can use the Kappa dis-
tribution [170]
f κ
(
r,β
)= ne (r)( mc2
pi (2κ−3)kTe
)3/2
Γ (κ+1)
Γ (κ− 1/2)
(
1+ mc
2β2
(2κ−3)kTe
)−(κ+1)
(A.11)
or equivalently
f κ
(
r,β
)= ne (r)( c2
piκw2κ
)3/2
Γ (κ+1)
Γ (κ− 1/2)
(
1+ c
2β2
κw2κ
)−(κ+1)
(A.12)
where
wκ :=
√(
2− 3
κ
)
kTe
m
(A.13)
is the thermal velocity, Te the equivalent temperature andΓ the Gamma function.
Obviously the parameter κ has to be larger than the critical value κc = 3/2. In the
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limit κ→∞ the Kappa distribution degenerates into a Maxwellian.
In the case of an anisotropic e.d.f. a Bi-Kappa distribution can be defined starting
from (A.12) yielding
f κ
(
r,β∥,β⊥
)= ne (r)( c2
piκ
)3/2
1
w2⊥w∥
Γ (κ+1)
Γ (κ− 1/2)
(
1+
c2β2∥
κw2∥
+ c
2β2⊥
κw2⊥
)−(κ+1)
(A.14)
with a parallel and perpendicular temperature T∥ and T⊥.
Additional to Bi-Maxwellian and (Bi-)Kappa distributions arbitrary sums of Max-
wellian and/or Kappa distributions may be used to approximate the e.d.f. even
better. However, with the number of functions the number of fitting parameters
increases as well and may lead to badly conditioned fitting.
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Appendix B
Bremsstrahlung
During Coulomb collisions the involved charged particles are accelerated and
therefore photons are emitted. This radiation is called bremsstrahlung, German
for braking radiation, since the incident particles lose kinetic energy at expense
of the emitted photons.
Electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung is the most important bremsstrahlung process
in physics and also in plasma physics. It is an inevitable and significant energy
loss mechanism in MCF plasmas. For high energy electrons and low atomic num-
ber (Z ) also electron-electron bremsstrahlung contributes significantly and has
to be taken into account.
B.1 Scattering geometry
The general scattering geometry (Fig. B.1) can be simplified in the electron-
nucleus case by assuming the nucleus at rest: p2 = p′2 = 0, being a good approx-
imation until the GeV range [73]. The reaction plane [x, z] is spanned by the in-
coming incident (first) electron momentum p = p1 and the outgoing photon k
in z direction at an angle θ. The outgoing incident (first) electron momentum
p′ = p′1 has an azimuth angle φw.r.t. the reaction plane. In Cartesian coordinates
the vectors read
p= p
sinθ0
cosθ
 (B.1)
p′ = p ′
sinθ′ cosφsinθ′ sinφ
cosθ′
 (B.2)
k= k
00
1
 (B.3)
with p = ∥∥p∥∥, p ′ = ∥∥p′∥∥ and k = ‖k‖. With the corresponding kinetic energies E =
E1 and E ′ = E ′1 of the incident (first) electron, its incoming and outgoing velocities
in units of c are β= p/E and β′ = p ′/E ′, respectively.
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Figure B.1: Bremsstrahlung scattering geometry: photon k in z direction, incom-
ing (p= p1, angle θ) and outgoing (p′ = p′1, angles θ and (not shown) φ) incident
electron and target: incoming (p2) and outgoing (p′2) second electron or nucleus
(assumed at rest, p2 = p′2 = 0).
In the case of electron-electron scattering the incoming and outgoing momenta
of the second (target) electron (p2 and p′2) have to be included too.
B.2 Electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung
The differential cross section for electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung in Born ap-
proximation is given by the Bethe-Heitler formula [171]. The Born approxima-
tion is valid only if the de Broglie wavelength of the electron is large as compared
to the size of the Coulomb field
β,β′ÀαZ (B.4)
with the fine-structure constant (α). The Elwert factor (FE ) [172]
FE = a
′
a
1−e−2pia
1−e−2pia′ , (B.5)
where
a = αZ
β
=αZ E
p
, (B.6)
a′ = αZ
β′
=αZ E
′
p ′
(B.7)
allows to take the Coulomb correction approximately into account, resulting in
the following expression for the (triply) differential electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung
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cross section [73]
d 3σB ,en
dkdΩk dΩp ′
= FE
αZ 2r 2e
4pi2kq4
p ′
p
{(
4E ′2−q2) p2 sin2θ(
E −p cosθ)2
+ (4E 2−q2) p ′2 sin2θ′(
E ′−p ′ cosθ′)2
− (4EE ′−q2+2k2) 2pp ′ sinθ sinθ′ cosφ(
E −p cosθ)(E ′−p ′ cosθ′)
+2k2 p
2 sin2θ+p ′2 sin2θ′(
E −p cosθ)(E ′−p ′ cosθ′)
}
(B.8)
with the classical electron radius (re ) and
q2 = 2k [(E −p cosθ)− (E ′−p ′ cosθ′)]
+2[EE ′−pp ′ (sinθ sinθ′+ sinθ sinθ′ cosφ)−1] . (B.9)
B.2.1 Integrated cross section
In lots of applications, including bremsstrahlung emission from plasmas, the di-
rection of the outgoing electron is not observed. To describe this process, one
integrates over the outgoing electron angle, yielding the double differential cross
section w.r.t. photon energy and angle [173, 174] with Coulomb correction
d 2σB ,en
dkdΩk
= FE
αZ 2r 2e
4pik
p ′
p
{
4sin2θ
(
2E 2+1)
p2∆4
− 5E
2+2EE ′+3
p2∆2
− p
2−k2
Q2∆2
+ 2E
′
p2∆
+ L
pp ′
[
2E sin2θ
(
3k−p2E ′)
p2∆4
+ 2E
2
(
E 2+E ′2)−7E 2+3EE ′+E ′2+1
p2∆2
+k
(
E 2+EE ′−1)
p2∆
]
− 2²
p ′∆
+ ²Q
p ′Q
[
2
∆2
− 3k
∆
− k
(
p2−k2)
Q2∆2
]}
(B.10)
with
∆= E −p cosθ, (B.11)
Q2 = p2+k2−2pk cosθ, (B.12)
L = ln EE
′−1+pp ′
EE ′−1−pp ′ , (B.13)
²= ln E
′+p ′
E ′−p ′ , (B.14)
²Q = ln Q+p
′
Q−p ′ . (B.15)
In the limit of no nucleus recoil, the energy and momentum of the outgoing elec-
tron (E ′, p′) follow directly from the conservation of energy and momentum, re-
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spectively:
E ′ = E −hν, (B.16)
p′ = p−k. (B.17)
B.3 Electron-electron bremsstrahlung
Since the electric dipole moment of two electrons is zero, electric quadrupole ra-
diation is emitted by the non-relativistic collision of two electrons. Hence, it is
very low as compared to the electric dipole radiation from electron-nucleus col-
lisions in the non-relativistic case. In plasmas, its contribution is only important
for Te> 20keV or suprathermal electron populations in this energy range. [175]
Due to the non-negligible recoil of the target electron and exchange effects eight
Feynman diagrams contribute to the matrix element [175]. Therefore, the differ-
ential electron-electron bremsstrahlung cross section is much more complicated
than the Bethe-Heitler formula (B.8) and reads [73]
d 3σB ,ee
dkdΩk dΩp ′1
= Fee
αr 2e
pi2
k
R
√(
p1p2
)2−1
2∑
ν=1
p ′2kνA
(
p ′kν
)
(B.18)
with p ′k1 and p
′
k2 being the outgoing electron momenta for fixed photon mo-
mentum k. The expression for the squared matrix element (A) (averaged over
incoming electron spins and outgoing electron spins and photon polarization) is
lengthy and can be found in appendix B of [73]. It can be easily evaluated numer-
ically.
The electron-electron bremsstrahlung Coulomb correction factor (Fee ), defined
as
Fee =
a′ee
aee
e2piaee −1
e2pia
′
ee −1 , (B.19)
with
aee = α
β12
, (B.20)
a′ee =
α
β′12
, (B.21)
β12 =
√(
p1p2
)2−1
p1p2
, (B.22)
β′12 =
√(
p ′1p
′
2
)2−1
p ′1p
′
2
(B.23)
is the counterpart of FE [73].
B.4 Thick-target bremsstrahlung
For thick-target bremsstrahlung (e.g. from a graphite or W tile), first of all ad-
ditional corrections are required in the cross section of the elementary process.
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Most importantly the atomic screening [73] in electron-nucleus, but also the ef-
fect of bound target electrons [176] in electron-electron collisions, have to be
taken into account.
Moreover, thick target refers usually to cases where scattering and energy loss of
electrons traversing the target have significant influence on the bremsstrahlung
emission. Additionally, especially at low energies, absorption of emitted brems-
strahlung in the thick target itself plays an important role. Therefore, good ana-
lytical expressions are only available for the relativistic case, while those for lower
energies are quite limited. [174]
Using computers, thick-target bremsstrahlung can be easily calculated for arbi-
trary materials and geometries (e.g. supplied by computer-aided design (CAD)
drawings) using Monte Carlo simulations, for instance EGSnrc [177].
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Appendix C
Units, coordinate systems and
transformations
Here units, coordinate systems and conventions used in the different tools are
presented together with transformations in between them.
C.1 Units
C.1.1 General
CQL3D, TORAY and GENRAY
The CQL3D code and related codes such as TORAY and GENRAY use cgs units and
angles are specified in degrees (deg). Internally, also normalized units are used.
In the netCDF result file every variable comes with its units.
C.1.2 X-ray flux and count rates
HXRC and HXRS
The MATLAB functions hxrc_getcbn and hxrs_getcbn are used to read the mea-
sured data from the MDS+ database. They return the chord brightness (cbn) in
the specified energy intervals and at the requested time resolution in cps.
GTI
In GTI, one can either use a direct inversion of the raw data from the HXRC and
HXRS measurement in cps, where in the case of the HXRC the variation of G is
taken into account. Additionally, it is possible to include the Be window, filters
and the étendue (G), which is required if any of these variables is not equal for all
selected chords. In this latter case the output is the local photon emission rate of
the specified energy interval in m−3s−1sr−1.
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LUKE
The synthetic FEB diagnostic of LUKE, R5-X2, takes into account the detection
efficiency of the HXRC and HXRS systems and returns directly the count rates in
the requested energy intervals (provided in keV) in cps.
CQL3D
The CQL3D synthetic X-ray diagnostic results are given in terms of energy flux
(variable eflux) in units of ergcm2 s sr eV . For comparison to HXRC and HXRS mea-
surements (count rate cbn in an energy interval [E1,E2]) in cps, the following
conversion factor applies
cbn[E1,E2] = eflux[E1,E2]
erg
eV
∆E
Eγ
m2
cm2
G (C.1)
with the length of the energy interval
∆E = (E2−E1) (C.2)
and the average photon energy (Eγ), both in keV; and G in m2sr. The term
erg
eV
m2
cm2
≈ 6.24 ·1015 (C.3)
accounts for the conversion in energy and area units. For a HXRS channel and an
energy interval of length 10keV, one gets simply
cbn[E0,E0+10keV] ≈ 2.75 ·108
eflux[E0,E0+10keV]
Eγ0
. (C.4)
The detector efficiency is not integrated in the CQL3D synthetic diagnostic out-
put. It can be easily taken into account, which was done for all the data in this
thesis.
C.2 Coordinate systems and angle definitions
C.2.1 Coordinate conventions
TCV
TCV is subdivided into 16 sectors that are numbered in the trigonometric posi-
tive direction (counter-clockwise) seen from the top. For the cylindrical
(
R,φ, z
)
,
toroidal
(
r,θ,φ
)
and Cartesian
(
x, y, z
)
coordinate systems, the following conven-
tions apply [103]:
• R is parallel to the equatorial plane, positive towards the outside of TCV
and R = 0 on the TCV vertical axis
• r is in the poloidal plane, positive towards the outside of the plasma and
r = 0 on the plasma magnetic axis.
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• φ is positive counter-clockwise (trigonometric positive direction) seen from
the top; φ= 0 halfway between sectors 16 and 1.
• θ is positive clockwise (trigonometric negative direction) seen in φ direc-
tion (with the TCV vertical axis on the left); θ = 0 on the HFS radius.
• z is the TCV vertical axis, positive upwards and z = 0 on the equatorial
plane.
• x and y are in R direction at φ= 0 and φ= pi/2, respectively.
Bφ and Ip are positive when they are in positive φ direction.
An overview of tokamak coordinate conventions can be found in [178].
Psi-toolbox
Psi-toolbox uses
(
R, z,φ
)
coordinates, corresponding to the standard TCV coordi-
nate convention (Sec. 2.1.1) with swapped φ and z [179]. The system is therefore
left-handed.
LUKE
LUKE uses
(
R, Z ,φ
)
coordinates, where R and φ correspond to the standard TCV
coordinate convention (Sec. 2.1.1), but Z is defined inversely: Z = −z [82]. The
system is right-handed.
In the toroidal coordinate system
(
r,θ,φ
)
r and toroidal angle (φ) are defined as
in the standard TCV coordinate convention (Sec. 2.1.1). However, θ is in trigono-
metric positive direction (negative clockwise) seen in φ direction (with the TCV
vertical axis on the left); θ = 0 on the LFS radius.
CQL3D and TORAY
In CQL3D, coordinates xCQL and zCQL are defined such that
xCQL = 100R cm
m
(C.5)
zCQL = 100(z− z0) cm
m
(C.6)
with R and z in standard TCV coordinates (Sec. 2.1.1), shifted by the vertical posi-
tion of the magnetic axis (z0) and transformed from m to cm. Due to axisymme-
try, the 3rd dimension is neglected. The same holds for the related TORAY code.
FPCDF
In the FPCDF, the real space coordinate system in the poloidal plane is
(
ρtor,θ
)
,
with ρtor and θ defined as for LUKE (trigonometric positive direction; θ = 0 on the
LFS radius).
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C.2.2 Phase space coordinates
LUKE
LUKE uses the non-spherical coordinates
(
p,ξ,ϕ
)
defined in R+× [−1,1]× [0,2pi[,
related to
(
px , py , pz
)
, with pz along the field line, by [82]
p =
√
p2x +p2y +p2z (C.7)
ξ= pz√
p2x +p2y +p2z
(C.8)
ϕ= arctan
(
py
pz
)
+piH (−px) (C.9)
with the Heaviside function (H).
The momentum p is, as ne and Te , normalized to reference values. The reference
momentum (pref) depends on the reference Te (Te,ref) and is defined by [161]
pref =
√
me Te,ref (C.10)
The relative perpendicular component ξ is relates to θ simply via
ξ= cosθ (C.11)
and the angleϕ is not important since it is removed from the equations and quan-
tities by averaging over the gyro-motion.
Internally, the variables representing the normalized momentum and the relative
perpendicular component are named pn and mhu, respectively.
CQL3D
CQL3D uses spherical coordinates
(
u,θ,ϕ
)
with u being the velocity times γ in
normalized units and θ being the pitch angle.
Internally, u and θ are named x and y, respectively. The reference velocity for u,
vnorm in cm/s, is also the boundary of the simulation domain and can be set with
the parameter enorm, the corresponding energy, in keV.
FPCDF
In FPCDF, spherical coordinates were chosen too, namely
( p
mc ,θ,ϕ
)
. The momen-
tum is normalized to electron mass (me ) and c, ϕ is not explicitly defined since
unused.
C.2.3 Diagnostic chords and launcher angle definitions
TCV
The toroidal viewing angle (ψ) and toroidal injection angle (ψ) need to be spec-
ified for diagnostic chord and wave launch directions, when they do not lie in
the poloidal plane. This additional angle ψ is defined by the required rotation
in trigonometric positive direction in order to move the chord into the poloidal
plane. Its definition corresponds to the one of tvd in Psi-toolbox.
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Psi-toolbox
In Psi-toolbox, the diagnostic reference point is given by
(
R0, z0,φ0
)
. From this
starting point of the diagnostic chord, its direction is given by angles pvd and tvd
with the following definitions [179]
• pvd is the poloidal viewing angle, measured between the horizontal plane
(constant z) and the chord, positive if the chord is pointing above the plane
(z direction); in radians.
• tvd is the toroidal viewing angle, measured between the vertical plane [R, z]
and the vertical plane containing the chord itself, positive if the chord is
looking in the direction of increasing toroidal angle and zero if it looks at
the machine axis (R = 0). This means positive clockwise (trigonometric
negative direction) seen from the top. tvd is also measured in radians.
Here, the diagnostic chord direction is specified from the detector, the way it is
looking.
LUKE
In LUKE, the reference point for a chord of the R5-X2 synthetic X-ray diagnostic is
specified by (Rhxr, Zhxr), and by
(
RL, ZL,φL
)
for the launch point of C3PO. Here, Z...
is in standard z coordinates, the transformation to the LUKE coordinates Z =−z
is only performed internally.
The direction is then given (for R5-X2 and C3PO) by angles α and β, defined as
• α is the toroidal viewing angle, measured between the vertical plane [R, z]
and the vertical plane containing the chord itself, in right-hand sense w.r.t.
the z-axis (trigonometic positive direction seen from the top). It starts with
zero in the outwards direction and is given in radians, so α=pi when look-
ing at the machine axis (R = 0).
• β is the poloidal viewing angle, measured from the z-axis; in radians.
The variables are called αhxr, βhxr and αL, βL, respectively.
In contrast to Psi-toolbox and CQL3D, the vector has to point in the direction in
which the photons are moving. While this is the same for the launch direction,
the diagnostic chord direction (e.g. in R5-X2) is inverted, pointing towards the
detector.
In addition to these definitions the Ip and Bφ directions in LUKE are both reversed
w.r.t. the TCV convention. Therefore, the above definition of αhxr has to be mul-
tiplied by
sign
(
Ip,LUKE
)
sign
(
Ip,TCV
) =−1 (C.12)
to capture the physics correctly. In contrast to that, the launcher angle αL re-
mains unchanged since here the factor that keeps the physics unchanged is
sign
(
Ip,LUKE
)
sign
(
Bφ,LUKE
)
sign
(
Ip,TCV
)
sign
(
Bφ,TCV
) = 1. (C.13)
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CQL3D and TORAY
In CQL3D, the reference point for the synthetic X-ray (sxr) diagnostic is specified
by xsxr and zsxr. The direction of the chord is then given by angles thet1 (θ1) and
thet2 (θ2), defined as
• θ1 is the poloidal viewing angle, measured from the z-axis, in deg.
• θ2 is the toroidal viewing angle, measured between the vertical plane [x, z]
and the vertical plane containing the chord itself, in right-hand sense w.r.t.
the z-axis (trigonometic positive direction seen from the top). It starts with
zero in the outwards direction and is also given in deg, so θ2 = 180 when
looking at the machine axis.
Hence, the angle definition of CQL3D is in principle the same as in LUKE, with
θ1 corresponding to β and θ2 to α. However, one has to be aware of the differ-
ent units and the direction. Additionally, since Ip and Bφ are set to their abso-
lute values in TORAY and subsequently also CQL3D, θ2 has to be multiplied by
sign
(
Ip,TCV
)
to capture the physics correctly. For a correct observation of the X-
ray emission in the poloidal plane, the z position and the angles θ1 need to be
mirrored upside down.
C.3 Transformations
The presented conventions are summarized in an overview table (Tab. C.1).
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TCV, base Psi-toolbox LUKE: C3PO LUKE: R5-X2 CQL3D: sxr
R R R R xCQL = xsxr = 100R cmm
φ z Z =−z Z =−z
 zCQL = 100(z− z0)
cm
m
zsxr = sign
(
Bφ
)
zCQL
z φ φ φ -
ψ tvd=ψ αL =pi−ψ αhxr =ψ θ2 = sign
(
Ip
)
αL
θ pvd= θ βL = pi2 −θ βhxr = θ− pi2 θ1 =
 βL, Bφ > 0
pi−βL, Bφ < 0
Bφ Bφ −Bφ −Bφ
∣∣Bφ∣∣
Ip Ip −Ip −Ip
∣∣Ip ∣∣
Vloop Vloop −Vloop −Vloop sign
(
Ip
)
Vloop
Table C.1: Transformations in between the used conventions. Angles in the ψ
and θ rows are, if necessary, further mapped such that those in the ψ row lie in
(−pi,pi] and those in the θ row lie in [−pi2 , pi2 ] for θ, pvd and [0,pi] for β, θ1, respec-
tively. Eventually, the CQL3D angles θ1, θ2 have to be transformed from radians
to degrees.
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ξ number of available holes in the ion’s lowest unfilled shell. 33
Alma database The Alma database contains a set of of representative plasma pa-
rameters for every TCV discharge at predefined times. It is created using the
MDB software and implemented as a table of the TCV “logbook” MySQL
database [84]. 160
BITBUS an open and non-proprietary fieldbus based on standard technologies
like RS-485 and synchronous data link control (SDLC). It is a simple to use
Master-Slave communication system. As an international standard and it
is also known as IEEE-1118. 49, 53, 54
BLAS the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms are very efficient low level imple-
mentations of basic linear algebra (matrix) operations. 215
C a general-purpose imperative programming language. 57
C3PO the ray tracing code used by LUKE [82, 132]. 46, 87, 116, 130, 191, 193, 214
CPU time the amount of time for which a CPU was used to process instructions
of a program. 87
CQL3D a relativistic collisional/quasilinear 3D bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck
solver, coupled with the TORAY ray tracing code and several synthetic diag-
nostics (e.g. X-ray bremsstrahlung and GENRAY for ECE) [133, 83]. i, iii, vii,
24, 25, 46, 47, 83, 84, 86, 87, 94, 96, 99–101, 103, 106, 107, 116, 118, 119, 123,
127, 129, 130, 134, 174, 175, 187–193, 214, 235
crpppc271 the PHAV acquisition PC, hosting a FAST ComTec MCA-3 multichan-
nel analyzer; it is also used for the HXRS calibration. 39
crpppc82 the server hosting the HXRS database and also providing most of the
software available on the CRPP linux analysis cluster (lac) machines. 54,
57
DEMO a planned nuclear fusion reactor to demonstrate the feasibility of a com-
mercial fusion power plant. 1
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EGSnrc the electron gamma shower (EGS) of the Canadian national research coun-
cil (NRC) is a Monte Carlo simulation software modeling the passage of
electrons and photons through matter, including all sorts of interaction
[177]. 185
Fortran an imperative programming language especially suited for numeric com-
putation and scientific computing. 46, 215
FPCDF the Fokker-Planck common data format (FPCDF) is a python module with
a set of classes for 3D e.d.f. data from LUKE and CQL3D for direct compari-
son of the results and further analysis. 25, 86, 87, 189, 190
GENRAY a general ray tracing code for 3D plasmas providing synthetic ECE spec-
tra from CQL3D results. 46, 187, 213
ilôt French for isle, is the name for instrument cabinets in the TCV hall. There are
4 ilôts around TCV (SE, SO, NO and NE for South-East, South-West, North-
East and North-West) with separate grounding and an ilôt in the basement
(ilôt Langmuir) at the tokamak ground potential. 39
ITER international tokamak experiment under construction in Cadarache, France;
latin word for “the way”, formerly also acronym for international thermonu-
clear experimental reactor. 1, 3, 8
LAPACK the Linear Algebra Package is a standard software library for numerical
linear algebra; ScaLAPACK implements a subset of LAPACK for distributed
memory parallel computers. 215
LEMO a push-pull connector by LEMO company (Écublens, Switzerland) com-
monly used in instrumentation for physics experiments. 53
LIUQE the equilibrium reconstruction code used at TCV; its name is the back-
ward spelling of “equil”. 45
LUKE a fully relativistic 3D bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck solver (formerly drift
kinetic equation (DKE)), coupled with the C3PO ray tracing code and the
R5-X2 X-ray bremsstrahlung calculator [82, 132]. i, iii, vii, 24, 25, 46, 47, 83–
87, 94, 96, 99, 100, 103, 106, 116, 118, 119, 123, 129, 134, 168, 170, 174, 175,
188–193, 213–215, 235
MATLAB a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and program-
ming language. 47, 56, 87, 187
MDS+ MDSplus (MDS for minimum data set) is a set of software tools for data
acquisition and storage and a methodology for management of complex
scientific data [180]. 39, 44, 57, 84, 86, 187
mpi4py a Python implementation of the message passing interface (MPI). 57
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MUMPS the MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver is a software li-
brary for the solution of large sparse systems, implemented in Fortran; for
dense matrix computations BLAS and ScaLAPACK are used. 87
Nd:YAG Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet N d : Y3 Al5O12 (Nd:YAG)
is a crystal that is used as a lasing medium for solid-state lasers [181]. 32
netCDF network common data form is a machine-independent binary data for-
mat for exchange of array-based scientific data. 46, 187
pgplot a graphics subroutine library mostly written in Fortran. 46
Psi-toolbox a partially object-oriented toolbox for describing flux surfaces, di-
agnostic chords and other quantities in different coordinate systems of a
tokamak [179]. 189–191, 193
Python a general-purpose high-level programming language. 44, 47, 56, 57, 84,
86, 214
R5-X2 a synthetic X-ray bremsstrahlung diagnostic for LUKE [82, 132]. 46, 47,
188, 191, 193, 214
SCD The Système de Contrôle Distribué is the distributed digital real-time con-
trol system of TCV. 212
tokamak The most researched and successful MCF device type; russian acronym
translating to toroidal chamber with magnetic coils. i, ii, iv, 7, 8, 25, 33, 125,
173
TORAY the ray tracing code that is used most at TCV. 46, 84, 116, 118, 130, 187,
189, 192, 213, 235
Vsystem a collection of comprehensive, real-time, networked process control
software tools by Vista Control Systems used at TCV. 25, 53
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